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1.

Winchester Model 74. Serial # 221666A. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore
is very good. Tubular magazine in the stock. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in
good to very good condition showing some scattered light dings, light edge wear and light scratching.
The plain walnut stock is in good condition with numerous minor dings and scratches from use.
Checkered steel butt plate. Original front and rear sights. The action works fine. Made between
1939 and 1955. C&R.

R.

2.

Winchester Model 77. Serial # 6559. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is
excellent. Tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good to very
good condition showing little sign of wear with some scuffs and scratches, mostly on the barrel. The
plain walnut stock is in very good condition showing little wear, it may have had extra finish added.
Original butt plate. Original front and rear sights. The action works fine. Made from 1955-1962.
C&R.

R.

3.

MOA Corporation Model 10/22. Serial # 99-0023. .22 RF caliber custom semi auto rifle with a
20” heavy stainless steel fluted & compensated barrel made by Volquartsen. The bore is excellent.
10 shot detachable rotary magazine. MOA is a maker of custom gun components and custom rifles
located in Eaton OH. The stainless steel finish on the heavy fluted barrel is in excellent condition
showing little wear with some minor scuffs from use. The finish on the stainless steel receiver is
excellent as well showing some very light scratches from use. The gray laminated hardwood
thumbhole stock is in excellent condition showing little sign of use. Thin rubber recoil pad. Custom
adjustable trigger. The tuned action works fine. Includes a silver toned Nikon Buckmaster 4.5-14 x
40 scope attached to a barrel mounted cantilever rail.

R.

4.

Remington Model 511 Scoremaster. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 25”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1939. 25” barrel with an excellent bore. Detachable
magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is a professional refinish and is in very
good to excellent condition with some minor scratches. The bolt body shows good case color. The
plain walnut stock is in good to very good to excellent condition, it has had extra finish added which
is flaking in spots with some minor marks and scratches. There is a sling stud hole in the butt.
Original front and rear sights. Plastic butt plate. The action works fine. Includes a Weaver B4
scope in a Weaver mount attached to the top rail. Made from 1939 until 1962. C&R.

R.

5.

ATI/GSG Model Kalashnikov. Serial #M263713. .22 RF semi auto rifle with an 18-1/2” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in Germany. Made in the style of an AK-47assault rifle. All metal
construction with a hardwood butt stock and hand guards. Detachable magazine. Rear elevator
sight and front post sight. The matte black metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear with some light scuffs on the top cover. The hardwood stock
and hand guards are in excellent condition showing some minor marks from use. The action works
fine. Includes the cleaning rod.
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6.

Spanish La Corona – C.A.I. Model FR-8. Serial # FR8-36738. .308 Win. caliber bolt action rifle
with an 18” barrel. The bore is excellent. Receiver dated 1950. These rifles are arsenal converted
Model 1943’s and are chambered in .308 CETME caliber which was a lower pressure .308 Win.
cartridge. The arsenal type finish on the metal is in good condition with thinning, edge wear and
scratches. The finish is turning slightly brown. The plain walnut stock and handguard have been
cleaned and are in good condition with some dents and dings. There is a fine crack in the hand
guard. The bolt matches the receiver. The action works fine. C&R.

R.

7.

Italian Model M91/28 TS Carcano Carbine. Serial # DG4590. 6.5mm Carcano caliber bolt action
rifle with an 18” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with some light fouling in the grooves.
Made at the Terni Arsenal and dated 1917 and converted to carbine length in 1928. Does not
appear to be import stamped. The original arsenal finish on the metal is in fair to good condition
showing wear and scratching with a slightly brown patina and light surface rust. The plain walnut
stock and handguard are in good military condition with numerous dings and scratches, no cracks
or repairs. The stock number is matched to the receiver. There is a faint cartouche on the stock.
The action works OK. The cleaning rod is missing. Includes a vintage leather sling. C&R.

R.

8.

Charter Arms Model Undercover Lite “Pink Lady”. Serial # 15-14309. .38 Spl. caliber double
action revolver with a 2” barrel. The bore is excellent. The matte stainless steel finish on the barrel
and trigger guard is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The matte stainless
cylinder is in very good condition a light drag line. The pink anodized finish on the frame is in very
good condition showing little wear with some minor marks from use. The black rubber grips are in
very good condition showing little wear. The action works fine.

R.

9.

C.A.I. - Astra Model A-100. Serial # 06944-95A. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto SA/DA pistol with a
3-3/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Spain. 17 round detachable magazine. Frame
mounted de-cocker. The blued metal finish on the steel slide is in good condition showing holster
and edge wear with scratches. The blued steel frame shows edge wear and scratching as well as
finish loss on the front and rear grip straps which have turned brown with surface rust. The
checkered black plastic grips are in good condition showing slight wear. Adjustable rear sight. The
action works fine. Imported from 1990 until 1997.

R.

10.

KBI - IMI Model Jericho 941. Serial # 010054. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto double action pistol
with a 4-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. 16 round detachable magazine. Made in Israel. Fixed
sights. Slide mounted ambidextrous safety/de-cocker. The matte black metal finish on the slide is
in very good to excellent condition showing only a few light scratches. The matte gray finished frame
is very good to excellent as well showing a few light scuffs. The black textured plastic grips are very
good with some light scratches. The action works fine.

R.

11.

Remington Model 592M. Serial # 1035045. 5mm RF Magnum caliber bolt action rifle with a 24”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1971. Tubular magazine. The original blued metal finish on
the barrel and magazine tube is in good to very good condition showing light wear with scratches
and a scattering of light surface rust. The blued finish on the receiver shows thinning and light
scratches. The plain walnut stock is in very good condition with some scratches and light marks
from use. Original sights with plastic quarter rib. Original butt plate and pistol grip cap. The
action works fine. Includes a Bushnell 4x Sportview .22 scope mounted to the grooved receiver.
Approximately 25,000 made between 1970 and 1974.

R.

12.

IWI- Umarex Model MP Uzi. Serial #M263713. .22 RF semi auto rifle with an 18” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Made in Germany by Walther for IWI. Made in the style of an Uzi sub-machine gun.
The rifle features a faux suppressor with a folding stock. Overall length with the stock folded is 26”.
All metal construction with plastic hand guards and pistol grip. Detachable magazine. Rear flip
sight. The matte black metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing little
to no sign of wear. The black plastic hand guards and pistol grip are in excellent condition showing
no sign of use. The action works fine. Includes a soft case with 4 extra magazines.
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13.

Browning Arms Model BAR. Serial # 09074M72. .30-06 caliber semi auto rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in Belgium in 1972. Hinged floor plate with detachable magazine. The
blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition with some scattered scratches. There is
some light rust on the front sight base. The blued finish on the receiver is in good to very good
condition with some light edge wear and some scratches. The gloss finished checkered walnut
forearm and butt stock are very good to excellent with just a few light scratches from use. Flip up
rear sight with a hooded front sight. Original butt plate. The action does not function properly, the
safety appears to be stuck. Includes the original box, no manual.

R.

14.

Springfield Armory Model M1 Garand. Serial # 3041409. .30-06 caliber semi auto rifle with a 24”
barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. The receiver was made in July 1945. The SA
barrel is dated 1-45. The bolt, hammer, milled trigger housing and op rod are all SA marked, the
safety is marked WRA. The dark gray parkerized finish on the barrel, gas cylinder and op rod is in
very good condition showing light edge wear with scratching and scuffing. The light gray parkerized
finish on the receiver and bolt is in very good condition as well with some scuffs and scratches. The
walnut stock and hand guards are in very good condition with some minor marks. There is an SA
stamped on the left side of the stock. The action works fine. Includes a leather sling. C&R.

R.

15.

Winchester Model Super X2. Serial # 11BMW10317. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 22” plain
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts Invector screw in choke tubes, a Modified tube is
installed. 2-3/4” chamber. Made by FN in Belgium. The matte black finish on the barrel and the
extended magazine tube is in excellent condition showing no wear. The matte black finish on the
alloy receiver is in excellent condition as well showing no wear. The “Dura-Touch armor coated”
stock and forearm are in excellent condition. Black rubber recoil pad. Fiber optic front sight. Fiber
optic rear sight attached to the barrel mounted cantilever rail. The action works fine. Includes the
original red plastic case and the instructions.

R.

16.

Remington Model 700 CDL SF Limited Edition. Serial # S6638251. .17 Rem. Fireball caliber bolt
action rifle with a 24” fluted barrel. The bore is excellent. The rifle features all stainless steel
construction. It was issued in 2007 .30-06 caliber. Made without sights. The satin finish on the
fluted stainless steel barrel is in excellent condition with little if any wear. The receiver finish is
excellent as well. The stainless steel floor plate is engraved to commemorate the .17 Fireball
cartridge; I tis in excellent condition showing no wear. The satin finished checkered walnut stock
with black nose piece and grip cap is in excellent condition showing little to no sign of use. Black
rubber recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes the original box with the instructions.

R.

17.

Gibbs Rifle Company-Kahn Model A-Tac. Serial # 16-GY3953. 12 Ga. semi auto tactical shotgun
with a 20” plain barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw in choke tubes, a Modified
tube is installed. 3” chamber. Made in Turkey. The matte black finish on the barrel and the
extended magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little sign of use. The matte black finish
on the alloy receiver is in excellent condition as well showing little to no sign of use. The black
synthetic stock and forearm are in excellent condition. Black rubber recoil pad. Fiber optic front
sight with an adjustable ghost ring rear sight attached to the top rail. The action works fine.
Includes the original box with a compensated choke tube, choke wrench and the instructions.

R.

18.

Colt Model AR-15 Lightweight Sporter. Serial # LH009921. 7.62x39 caliber semi auto rifle with a
16” barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable magazine NOT included. AR-15 variant in the carbine
configuration with a fixed carry handle upper and an A-frame front sight. The matte black finish on
the barrel and upper/lower receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing some very light
scuffs and scratches. A2 style muzzle brake attached to the barrel. The black synthetic hand guard,
pistol grip and butt stock are in very good to excellent condition with some light marks from
handling. The action works fine.
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19.

Remington Model 513-T Matchmaster. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action target/training
rifle with a 27” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1941. Detachable magazine. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and receiver has been re-blued; it is in very good condition showing little
wear with some fine scratches. The finish on the floor plate and trigger guard shows light wear with
some scratching. The walnut target stock is in very good condition with some minor dings and
marks from use. Lyman receiver mounted aperture rear sight and post front sight. The action
works fine. Includes a black nylon sling. Made from 1940-1968. C&R.

R.

20.

Weatherby Model Mark V. Serial # H65382. .270 Weatherby Magnum caliber bolt action rifle with
a 24” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1973 in Japan by Howa. Made without sights. The
blued metal finish on the barrel is in very condition showing some light muzzle wear with scattered
light scratches along the length. The receiver finish is excellent showing little to no sign of wear.
The floor plate/trigger guard shows some very light edge wear. The checkered walnut stock with
contrasting nose piece and pistol grip is in very good to excellent condition showing only a few
scattered scratches. Original Weatherby recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes a Weatherby 23/4-10x40 scope in engraved rings.

R.

21.

Colt Model Junior Automatic. Serial # OD53169. .25 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 2-1/4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1972. Detachable magazine. Made for Colt by Firearms
International. The original blued metal finish on the slide is in very good to excellent condition with
some slight wear at the muzzle and a few fine scratches. The blued finish on the steel frame is very
good to excellent showing little wear, it has a slight plum hue. The checkered walnut grips are in
very good to excellent condition showing some light stains with light wear. The action works fine.
Includes the original wood grain box and the instructions. Made from 1970-1973.

R.

22.

High Standard Model Supermatic Tournament 102 Series. Serial # 201422. .22 RF caliber semi
auto pistol with a 6-3/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. 10 shot detachable magazine. Adjustable
rear target sight. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no
wear. The finish on the serrated slide is excellent as well showing little wear with some fine
scratches. The finish on the steel frame is excellent as well. The front and rear grip straps have
been stippled and re-finished. The checkered walnut target grips with a thumb rest for a righthanded shooter are in very good to excellent condition with slight wear. The action works fine. The
102 Series was made from 1958-1960. C&R.

R.

23.

Charter Arms Model Undercover Lite “Lavender Lady”. Serial # 15-14902. .38 Spl. caliber
double action revolver with a 2” barrel. The bore is excellent. The matte stainless steel finish on the
barrel and trigger guard is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The matte
stainless cylinder is in very good condition a light drag line. The lavender anodized finish on the
frame is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some minor marks from use.
The black rubber grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The action works
fine.

R.

24.

Colt Model Python. Serial # K72528. .357 Mag. caliber double action revolver with a 2-1/2”
ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1981. The Python was one of the few handfitted revolvers ever produced. The overall condition is excellent. The original electroless nickel
finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little wear. The cylinder shows only a very light
drag line. The frame finish is excellent showing only some fine scuffs on the grip frame. The
checkered walnut grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of use. Original
sights. The action works fine. Includes a styrofoam box insert and the manual. The standard
Python was manufactured from 1955 to 1996. Please see the pictures to get a better idea of the
condition.
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25.

Remington Model 1903. Serial # 3204606. .30-06 caliber rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The rifle was made in July, 1942. The original Remington 4 groove military barrel is
dated 7/42. The rifle is a transitional variation made during the transition from 1903 to 1903-A3.
The gray parkerized military finish on the barrel and receiver is very good showing light edge wear
and some scratches from use. The floor plate/trigger guard shows some thinning and light
scratching. Original military sights, the front sight finish shows wear and scratches. The military S
type straight grip stock is in very good condition showing some light dings and marks from use. RA
and FJA cartouches on the left side of the stock with numerous inspection marks forward of the
floor plate. The action works fine. The butt trap is empty. C&R.

R.

26.

Olympic Arms Model M.F.R. Serial # TS 2190 .223 Rem. caliber semi auto rifle with a 16-1/4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable 30 round magazine. This is an AR-15 M4 Carbine type
rifle that has a flat top upper with an attached A2 style carry handle, a birdcage flash hider, carbine
length handguards and a collapsible butt stock. A-frame front sight. The matte black finish on the
barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light scuffs. The matte
black upper and lower receivers are in very good condition showing some light scratches. The black
synthetic butt stock, pistol grip and handguards are in very good condition with some light scuffs
and scratches. The action works fine.

R.

27.

API-Mitchell High Standard Model 9113 BL. Serial # 692004. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with
an 18-1/2” plain barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Cylinder with a 2-3/4”
chamber. Made in the Philippines. Rifle sight with hooded front sight. The black metal finish on
the barrel and extended magazine tube is in excellent condition showing no wear. The black finish
on the receiver is excellent as well showing no wear. The black painted grooved hardwood forearm
and plain butt stock are in excellent condition showing no wear. The action works fine. Includes the
original box with the instructions.

R.

28.

Remington Model 513-T Matchmaster. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action target/training
rifle with a 27” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1948. Detachable magazine. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing light muzzle wear with some
dings and scratches with some widely scattered light freckling. The finish on the floor plate and
trigger guard shows light wear with some scratching and light freckling. The walnut target stock is
in very good condition with some light scratches and marks from use. The rear swivel has some
light surface rust. Redfield receiver mounted aperture rear sight and globe front sight. The action
works fine. Made from 1940-1968. C&R.

R.

29.

Remington Model 870 Police Magnum. Serial # D084626M. 12-gauge pump action shotgun with
an 18” barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Cylinder and the chamber is 3”. The matte
black parkerized finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with
some scattered light scuffs. The matte black receiver finish is very good to excellent as well showing
little wear. The grooved black synthetic forearm and checkered butt stock are in excellent condition
showing little to no wear. Black rubber recoil pad. Rifle sights with adjustable rear sight. Sling
swivel studs. The action works fine.

R.

30.

J. Stevens Arms Springfield Model 5100. Serial # NSN. 16 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 28”
barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels are choked Modified and Imp. Mod. Double triggers
and extractor only. The blued metal finish on the barrels appears to have been refinished at some
point. It looks like they were painted black at one point, cleaned and refinished. The finish is in
good condition with some scattered light dings and scratches with wear at the breech end. The
receiver shows faded case colors on the sides and top with carry wear on the bottom with a haze of
very light surface rust. The trigger guard is worn with scratches. The Tenite forearm is in very good
condition with some light scratches. The Tenite butt stock is in good condition with dings,
scratches, and small patches of finish damage. Original butt plate. Thew action works fine. C&R.
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31.

LWRC International Model M6 IC. Serial # 24-09486. 5.56mm (.223 Rem.) caliber semi auto rifle
with a 16” spiral fluted barrel. The bore is excellent. This is a very high-quality AR-15 type rifle that
features a mid-length short-stroke gas-piston operating system. It has a free floating rail system,
flat top receiver, and a compact collapsible stock. The black “Nicorr” finish on the barrel is excellent
showing no wear. The flat dark earth (FDE) finish on the alloy hand guard and upper/lower receiver
is excellent showing no wear. The black rubber Magpul grip and the butt stock are excellent as well.
Flip up BUIS sights. Ambidextrous controls. The action works fine. The gun appears to be new.
Includes the original box, the instructions and a 30 round PMAG magazine. Please see the pictures
to get a better idea of the condition.

R.

32.

Sig Sauer – PW Arms Model P6. Serial # M489921. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 33/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. 8 round detachable magazine. This pistol is similar to the Sig
P225 and was designed specifically for the needs of the West German police forces in the 1970’s. The
matte black finish on the slide is in fair to good condition showing moderate holster wear and
scratching. The finished alloy frame shows edge wear and scratches. The checkered black plastic
grips are in good condition showing light wear and marks from use. The action works fine. Includes
the blue plastic case.

R.

33.

Charter Arms Model Undercover Lite “Pink Lady”. Serial # 15-11194. .38 Spl. caliber double
action revolver with a 2” barrel. The bore is excellent. The matte stainless steel finish on the barrel
and trigger guard is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The matte stainless
cylinder is in very good condition a light drag line. The pink anodized finish on the frame is in very
good to excellent condition showing little wear with some minor marks from use. The black rubber
grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The action works fine.

R.

34.

Colt Model Mustang Plus II. Serial # RS40255. .380 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 2¾”
barrel. The bore is excellent. This is an all stainless steel constructed single action compact pistol.
7 shot detachable magazine. Made in 1994. The stainless steel slide is in very good condition
showing some light scuffs and scratches. The stainless steel finish on the frame is very good as well
with some light soiling on the grip straps. The checkered black plastic grips are in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear. Action works fine. Includes the original blue plastic case, a
spare magazine and the instructions.

R.

35.

Remington Model 592M. Serial # 1035468. 5mm RF Magnum caliber bolt action rifle with a 24”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1970. Tubular magazine. The original blued metal finish on
the barrel and magazine tube is in good condition showing light muzzle wear with scratches and
some scattered light surface rust along with a larger patch of surface rust on the barrel. The blued
finish on the receiver shows little wear with scratches along the scope rail. The plain walnut stock is
in very good condition with some scratches, light marks and light finish wear from use. Original rear
sight with plastic quarter rib, the front sight bead is broken off. Original butt plate and pistol grip
cap. The action works fine. Approximately 25,000 made between 1970 and 1974. C&R.

R.

36.

Weatherby Model Mark V. Serial # H108299. 7mm Weatherby Magnum caliber bolt action rifle
with a 26” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1977 in Japan by Howa. Made without sights.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing scratches along the length. The
receiver finish is in very good condition showing little sign of wear. The floor plate/trigger guard
shows light edge wear with some small patches of finish loss. The checkered walnut stock with
contrasting nose piece and pistol grip is in very good condition showing some scattered dings and
scratches. Original Weatherby recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes a Redfield scope mount.

R.

37.

Beretta Model 1201FP. Serial # A27818L. 12 Ga. semi auto riot shotgun with an 18” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Imp. Cyl. The chamber is 3”. Made in Italy. The matte black
finish on the barrel and extended magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little to no wear
with some light scuffs. The black finish on the alloy receiver is in excellent condition as well showing
some light scuffs. The black synthetic forearm and pistol grip stock are in excellent condition
showing little to no sign of use. Black rubber recoil pad. Adjustable rifle sights. The action works
fine. Includes the original box with the instructions. Made from 1991-2004.
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38.

Mossberg Model 590 Special Purpose Mariner. Serial # L817676. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun
with a 20” barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Cylinder and the chamber is 3”. 9
shot extended magazine. The matte silver “Marinecoat” type finish on the barrel and magazine tube
is in good to very good condition showing light soiling with some minor scuffs and scratches. The
finish on the alloy receiver is in good condition showing small scuffs and fine scratches. The black
polymer stock and forearm are in very good to excellent condition showing some minor marks from
use. Adjustable ghost ring rear sight with a red ramp front. The action works fine.

R.

39.

Colt Model AR-15 Law Enforcement Carbine. Serial # LE18803. .223 Rem. caliber semi auto rifle
with a 16” barrel. The bore is excellent. M4 profile barrel with a 1:7 twist rate. 30 round detachable
magazine NOT included. This is a police trade in marked “Restricted Military/Government Law
Enforcement Export Use Only”. The rifle features a flat top upper with an attached A2 style carry
handle and a collapsible butt stock. The grey Parkerized finish on the barrel and upper/lower
receiver is in very good condition with some scattered light scuffs and scratches. The black stock,
pistol grip, and handguards are in very good to excellent condition with some minor marks from use.
The action works fine.

R.

40.

Charter Arms Model Undercover Lite “Lavender Lady”. Serial # 15-14765. .38 Spl. caliber
double action revolver with a 2” barrel. The bore is excellent. The matte stainless steel finish on the
barrel and trigger guard is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The matte
stainless cylinder is in very good condition a light drag line. The lavender anodized finish on the
frame is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some minor marks from use.
The black rubber grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The action works
fine.

R.

41.

Swiss Schmidt Rubin Model K31 Carbine. Serial # 228286. 7.5x55mm Swiss caliber bolt action
rifle with a 26” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Switzerland. Unique straight pull action. 6
shot detachable magazine. The last of the Schmidt Rubin series of military rifles. The original
military finish shows some wear, thinning and edge wear. The walnut stock and forearm are in good
condition with the usual dings and scratches that come from military use. Import marked. All
matching numbers. The action works fine. Made from 1933 to 1958 and stayed in Swiss military
service until 1970. Includes a leather sling. C&R.

R.

42.

Springfield Armory Model 1911-A1. Serial # N313331. .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 5”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable 7 round magazine. This pistol features all stainless steel
construction. The stainless steel finish on the slide is polished on the sides is in very good condition
showing some light scuffs and scratches. The matte stainless steel finish on the frame is polished
on the sides as well and is in very good to excellent condition showing some light scratches. The
checkered black plastic grips are in excellent condition with little wear. The action works fine.
Includes a hard case.

R.

43.

Beretta Model 8045 F Cougar. Serial # 052332MC. .45 ACP caliber double action semi auto pistol
with a 3-3/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Italy. 8 shot detachable magazine. The satin
black finish on the slide is in excellent condition showing no wear. The matte black finish on the
alloy frame is in excellent condition as well showing little to no wear with only a few minor marks.
The black plastic grips are in excellent condition showing no wear. 3 dot sights and an
ambidextrous slide mounted de-cocker/safety. The action works fine. The gun appears to have
been fired very little if at all. Includes the original blue case, a spare magazine, cleaning tools and
the outer box with the instructions.

R.

44.

Sig Sauer Model P229. Serial # AG 22405. .40 S&W caliber semi auto pistol with a 3¾” barrel.
The bore is excellent. 12 round detachable magazine. Two-tone version with nickel finished slide
and controls. The satin nickel finish on the steel slide is in excellent condition showing no wear.
The matte black finish on the alloy frame is excellent as well showing no wear. The black plastic
stippled grips are in excellent condition showing no wear. Standard post and dot sights. The action
works fine. Includes the original black case the instructions and a spare 10 round magazine.
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45.

High Standard Model DM-101 Derringer. Serial # 2309825. .22 WMR caliber double barrel
derringer with 3½” barrels. The bores are excellent. Nickel finished barrels with a silver toned alloy
frame with automatic extractors. Made in Hamden CT. The nickel finish on the barrels is in
excellent condition showing no wear. The matte silver tones alloy frame is excellent as well showing
little to no wear. The Mother of Pearl grips are very good to excellent showing little wear. The action
functions fine. Hamden made Derringers were made from 1962-1975 with the nickel variety made
from 1970-1975.

R.

46.

Chiappa Firearms Model Citadel M1-22. Serial # 13C40828. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with
an 18” barrel. The bore is excellent. made in Italy. This is a .22RF version of the U.S. M1 Carbine.
It has all of the late features of the carbine; adjustable sights, bayonet lug, and rotating safety. 10
shot detachable magazine. Receiver is grooved for a scope. The matte black finished barrel and
receiver are in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The hardwood stock and handguard are
in very good to excellent condition showing some minor marks from use. The action works fine.
Includes the original box with a spare magazine and the instructions.

R.

47.

Winchester Model 9422. Serial # F733480. .22 RF caliber lever action rifle with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made c. 1999. 15 shot tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little wear with a few minor blemishes. The
blued metal finish on the grooved steel receiver is excellent as well showing little to no wear. The oil
finished checkered walnut pistol grip stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing little wear
with some minor marks from use. Original sights including front hood. This rubber recoil pad. The
action works fine. Includes the box and instructions. Made from 1972 to 2004.

R.

48.

Winchester Model 94 Centennial Rifle. Serial # 30980. .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with
a 26” octagon barrel and a full length magazine tube. The bore is excellent. This commemorative
rifle features a gold toned receiver with a saddle ring and was issued in 1966 for the 100th
anniversary of Winchester. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent
condition showing little wear with some widely scattered fine freckles. The gold toned receiver is in
very good condition with some fine scratches. The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in
excellent condition showing little wear. The action works fine. Includes a moisture damaged box
with literature. C&R.

R.

49.

Ruger Model 10/22. Serial # 0020-08274. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with an 18½” barrel. The
bore is excellent. 10 shot detachable rotary magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
excellent condition showing little wear. The satin black finish on the alloy receiver is in excellent
condition as well showing no wear. The plain hardwood stock is in excellent condition showing little
sign of use. Original sights. The action works fine. Includes the original box with a scope rail, gun
lock and the manual.

R.

50.

Winchester Model 94AE. Serial # 6009823. .307 Winchester caliber lever action rifle with a 20”
barrel. The bore is excellent. This rifle has the angle eject receiver which is drilled and tapped to
mount a scope on the top of the receiver. Hammer block safety. The original blued metal finish on
the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little to no sign of use. The blued
finish on the receiver is excellent as well. The checkered walnut straight grip stock and matching
forearm are in excellent condition with only a few small marks. Original sights including the front
hood. The action works fine. Includes the original box with the instructions.
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51.

SRM Arms Model 1216. Serial # A000633. 12 Ga semi auto shotgun with an 18-1/2” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Cylinder. The chamber is 3”. Unique design with a roller
delayed action for reduced felt recoil and a detachable rotary magazine that holds 8-16 shells
depending on shell type. Picatinny accessory quad rail with an AR-15 A2 style carry handle. The
matte black finish on the barrel and steel receiver is excellent showing little wear. The quad rail and
synthetic butt stock are in very good condition with some light marks from use. The action is dirty
but seems to function fine. Includes the original box, the instructions and a spare magazine.

R.

52.

API-Mitchell High Standard Model 9113 BL. Serial # 692005. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with
an 18-1/2” plain barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Cylinder with a 2-3/4”
chamber. Made in the Philippines. Rifle sight with hooded front sight. The black metal finish on
the barrel and extended magazine tube is in excellent condition showing no wear. The black finish
on the receiver is excellent as well showing no wear. The black painted grooved hardwood forearm
and plain butt stock are in excellent condition showing no wear. The action works fine. Includes the
original box with the instructions.

R.

53.

LWRC International Model M6 Carbine. Serial # 03-03223. 5.56/.223 Rem. caliber semi auto rifle
with a 16” hammer forged barrel. The bore is excellent. 30 round detachable magazine NOT
included. The rifle features a flat top upper with a flip up rear sight and a collapsible butt stock.
Direct impingement gas system. The blued finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no
sign of use. The matte black finish on the upper/lower receiver is in excellent condition as well
showing only some minor marks from handling. The black stock, pistol grip, and handguards are in
excellent condition showing little sign of use. The action works fine. Includes the original box with
the instructions.

R.

54.

Remington Model 700 SPS Tactical. Serial # G6640216. .308 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a
20” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel has a threaded muzzle. Made without sights.
The matte black finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good condition with some minor scuffs.
The black synthetic stock is in very good condition with only some minor scuffs. Black rubber recoil
pad. The action works fine. Includes a Remington box, but not the correct one for the rifle.

R.

55.

Sig Sauer Model MPX Pistol. Serial # 62B013065. 9mm Luger caliber semi-auto pistol with an 8”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable 30 round magazine. Threaded muzzle. Operates with a
short stroke gas system similar to the M1 Carbine. Controls are laid out similar to an AR-15. Quad
rail hand guard for accessory mounting. Flip up sights. The black finish on the quad rail and the
upper/lower receiver is in excellent condition showing little to no sign of use. The synthetic pistol
grip is excellent as well. The action work fine. Includes the original box with a sling.

R.

56.

Sig Sauer Model P220 ST. Serial # G344401. .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 8 round detachable magazine. All stainless steel construction with
night sights and an accessory rail. The satin stainless finish on the steel slide is in excellent
condition showing little to no sign of use. The satin stainless steel finish on the frame is excellent as
well showing no wear. The stippled black rubber grips are in excellent condition showing no wear.
The action works fine. Includes the original blue plastic with case the instructions and a spare 8
round magazine.

R.

57.

Sig Sauer Model P250 Compact. Serial # EAU016906. 9mm Luger caliber double action only semi
auto pistol with a 3-5/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. 15 round detachable magazine. Siglite night
sights. The matte black Nitron finish on the steel slide is in excellent condition with no visible wear.
The black polymer frame with an accessory rail and integral stippled grips is in excellent condition
as well showing no wear. The action works fine. Includes the original blue box, the instructions and
a gun lock.
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58.

Sig Sauer Model Mosquito. Serial A019029. .22 RF caliber SA/DA semi-automatic pistol with a 41/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. 10 round detachable magazine. Patterned after the Model P226.
Features a de-cocker, ambidextrous safety, accessory rail and 3 dot sights. Matte black steel slide
and a green polymer frame. The matte black finished steel slide is in excellent condition showing
little to no wear. The green polymer frame with an accessory rail and integral stippled grips is in
excellent condition as well. The gun appears to be in like new condition. The action functions fine.
Includes the original black case and the instructions.

R.

59.

Mossberg Model 590A1. Serial # R970949. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Cylinder and the chamber is 3”. 9 shot extended magazine.
The Parkerized type finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition
showing little wear with some minor scuffs and scratches. The matte black finish on the alloy
receiver is in very good condition as well with small scuffs and fine scratches. The black polymer
stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing little sign of use. Adjustable ghost ring rear
sight with a red ramp front. Bayonet lug on the underside of the magazine tube. The action works
fine. Includes the original box with a gun lock, no manual.

R.

60.

Savage Model 93R17 XP. Serial # J781050. .17 HMR bolt action rifle with a 21” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The rifle features full coverage camo finish on the metal and stock and the Accu-Trigger.
Detachable magazine. The camo finish on the barrel and checkered synthetic stock is in excellent
condition showing little wear. Plastic butt plate. Sling swivel studs. The action functions fine.
Includes a camo Bushnell 3-9x40 scope and the box.

R.

61.

Winchester Model 9417. Serial # F767058. .17 HMR caliber lever action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in c. 2004. 11 shot tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the
barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little sign of use. The finish on the
receiver is excellent showing little wear with some light scuffs. The oil finished checkered walnut
straight grip stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing little to no use. Original sights
including front hood. The action works fine. Made from 2003 to 2004. Includes the original box
and instructions.

R.

62.

Weatherby Model Mark V CFP Accumark. Serial # WB011904. .223 Rem. caliber bolt action
single shot pistol with a 15” fluted stainless steel barrel. The bore is excellent. The stainless steel
finish on the barrel has blacked out flutes and is in excellent condition showing little sign of wear.
The satin black finished receiver is excellent as well showing no wear. The gray/blue Kevlar
composite pistol grip stock is in excellent condition showing no sign of use. Made without sights.
The action works fine. Includes the original box. Made in 2000 only.

R.

63.

IFS Model MLT-2017 Bullpup Shotgun. Serial # 19Y-0118. 12 Ga. semi auto bullpup shotgun
with an 18” barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw in choke tubes and has a
Modified tube installed. The chamber is 3”. Detachable 5 round magazine. Made in Turkey. The
matte black finish on the barrel shroud and receiver is in excellent condition showing no wear with
some light scuffs from handling. The black synthetic pistol grip and stock assembly are in excellent
condition as well showing no wear. Black rubber recoil pad. Flip up front and rear sights. The
action works fine. Includes the original hard case, a spare magazine, extra choke tubes a cleaning
kit and the instructions.

R.

64.

Springfield Armory Model 1903. Serial # 828060. .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.
The bore is fair, it is slightly dark with heavy fouling with good rifling. The rifle was made in 1918.
The SA barrel is dated 11-42. The rifle is import stamped and has been refinished in an arsenal
black finish. The finish on the barrel and rear sight shows some scuffs and scratches. The finish on
the receiver shows little wear. The magazine cut-off shows finish loss with some light surface rust.
The scant walnut stock is in very good condition with some minor marks. No cartouches visible.
The action works fine, the mainspring seems a little weak. C&R.
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65.

Browning Model Auto-5 Light Twelve. Serial # 02747RN211. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a
26” ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw in choke tubes, a Modified
tube is installed. Made in Japan in 1979. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear with light scuffs and scratches. The blued metal finish on the
engraved receiver shows light edge wear with some light scratching. The gloss finished checkered
walnut forearm is in very good to excellent condition showing some minor marks from handling. The
matching checkered walnut butt stock shows some dings and scratches. butt stock also has had
extra finish added. It is in good to very good condition with some dings and scratches from use.
Non-factory recoil pad with an LoP of 14”. The action works fine.

R.

66.

Springfield Armory Model M1 Garand. Serial # 3047662. .30-06 caliber semi auto rifle with a 24”
barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. The receiver was made in July 1944. The SA
barrel is dated 7-44. The bolt, hammer, milled trigger housing and safety are all SA marked. The
receiver has been bedded and will not come out of the stock. The dark gray parkerized finish on the
barrel, receiver, gas cylinder and op rod is in very good condition showing light edge wear with light
scratching and scuffing. The walnut stock and hand guards are in very good condition with some
minor marks. There are no markings visible on the stock. The action works fine. C&R.

R.

67.

Mossberg Model 590A1. Serial # R956116. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Cylinder and the chamber is 3”. 9 shot extended magazine.
The Parkerized type finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition
showing little wear with some minor scuffs and scratches. The matte black finish on the alloy
receiver is in very good condition as well with small scuffs and fine scratches. The black polymer
stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing little sign of use. Adjustable ghost ring rear
sight with a red ramp front. Bayonet lug on the underside of the magazine tube. The action works
fine. Includes the original box with the manual.

R.

68.

Remington Model 513-T Matchmaster. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action target/training
rifle with a 27” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1952. Detachable magazine. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some fine scratches and
some scattered light freckling. The finish on the receiver is a brown patina with edge wear. The
finish on the floor plate and trigger guard shows wear and scratching with light surface rust. The
walnut target stock is in very good condition with some minor dings and marks from use. Redfield
receiver mounted aperture rear sight and hooded post front sight. The action works fine. Made from
1940-1968. C&R.

R.

69.

LWRC International Model M6 IC. Serial # 03-78298. 5.56mm (.223 Rem.) caliber semi auto rifle
with a 16” spiral fluted barrel. The bore is excellent. This is a very high-quality AR-15 type rifle that
features a mid-length short-stroke gas-piston operating system. It has a free floating rail system,
flat top receiver, and a compact collapsible stock. The black “Nicorr” finish on the barrel is excellent
showing no wear. The flat dark earth (FDE) finish on the alloy hand guard and upper/lower receiver
is excellent showing no wear. The black rubber Magpul grip and the butt stock are excellent as well.
Flip up BUIS sights. Ambidextrous controls. The action works fine. The gun appears to be new.
Includes the original box, the instructions and a NIW 30 round PMAG magazine. Please see the
pictures to get a better idea of the condition.

R.

70.

Mossberg Model 930 Tactical. Serial # AF026136. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with an 18½” barrel.
The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked cylinder. The chamber is 3”. The matte black finish on
the barrel and full length magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear
with some light scuffs. The matte black finish on the alloy receiver is in excellent showing little wear
with some minor marks from use. The black synthetic stock and forearm are in very good condition
showing some light soiling and light scuffs. Black rubber recoil pad. Adjustable ghost ring rear
sight attached to the top rail with fiber optic front sight. The action works fine. Includes the original
box and instructions.
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71.

Browning Arms Model BAR Mark II Safari. Serial # 107NT30284. .30-06 caliber semi auto rifle
with a 22” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Belgium in 1996. Hinged floor plate with
detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no
wear. The blued finish on the engraved receiver is in excellent condition as well showing no sign of
use. The gloss finished checkered walnut forearm and butt stock are in excellent condition showing
no sign of use. Adjustable rear sight with a hooded front sight. Thin rubber recoil pad. The action
works fine. Includes the original box, no manual.

R.

72.

Savage Arms Model 19 NRA. Serial # 50932. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good
condition showing light edge wear with scattered light freckling and some scattered light dings.
There are several sets of holes drilled on the top and side of the receiver for scope mounting. The
floor plate and trigger guard show wear, scratches and light surface rust. The full length military
style stock is in very good condition with some minor dings and scratches. The rear sight has been
removed, original front sight and sling swivels. The action works fine. Includes what looks like a
Weaver scope in rings adapted for a small tube. Made between 1919 and 1937. C&R.

R.

73.

Sig Sauer Model SIG522. Serial # XA002516. 22 RF semi auto rifle with a 16-1/2” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in Germany. Made in the style of the Sig 556 rifle. The rifle features
ambidextrous controls, a detachable magazine and a folding butt stock. Flip up detachable front
sight, no rear sight. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no wear.
The matte black finish on the alloy upper receiver is very good to excellent showing little to no wear
with a few light scuffs. The polymer lower receiver is excellent. The black synthetic stock, pistol grip
and hand guards are in excellent condition showing some minor marks from handling. The action
works fine. Includes the blue hard case.

R.

74.

Mossberg Model 590A1. Serial # R970920. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Cylinder and the chamber is 3”. 9 shot extended magazine.
The Parkerized type finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition
showing little wear with some minor scuffs and scratches. The matte black finish on the alloy
receiver is in very good condition as well with small scuffs and fine scratches. The black polymer
stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing little sign of use. Adjustable ghost ring rear
sight with a red ramp front. Bayonet lug on the underside of the magazine tube. The action works
fine. Includes the original box with the manual.

R.

75.

ATI- GSG Model GSG-5. Serial # A320902. .22 RF semi auto rifle with a 16-1/4” barrel. The bore
is excellent. First Anniversary Edition to commemorate the first year of production c. 2008. Made in
Germany. Made in the style of an HK MP-5 sub-machine gun. The rifle features a faux suppressor
with a graphite gray finish. Detachable magazine. Rear diopter sight, hooded post front sight. The
satin black metal finish on the faux suppressor/barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no
sign of wear. The black plastic pistol grip/lower receiver, hand guards and butt stock are in
excellent condition showing no sign of use. The action works fine. Includes the original box with the
instructions.

R.

76.

Mossberg Model 930 Tactical. Serial # AF003828. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with an 18½” barrel.
The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked cylinder. The chamber is 3”. The matte black finish on
the barrel and full length magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little wear with some light
scuffs. The matte black finish on the alloy receiver is in very good to excellent showing little wear
with some light scuffs and scratches from handling. The black synthetic stock and forearm are in
very good condition showing some light scuffs. Black rubber recoil pad. Adjustable ghost ring rear
sight attached to the upper rail with fiber optic front sight. The action works fine. Includes the
original box and instructions.
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77.

Remington Model 541-x. Serial # A1065406. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle training rifle with a
27” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. US Military marked training rifle made from 1984-1986. 5
shot detachable magazine. The original blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent
condition showing no wear. The trigger guard, floor plate and stock hardware are excellent as well.
The hardwood stock is in excellent condition with no visible wear. Williams receiver mounted
aperture sight with a target front sight. There are some spots of very light surface rust on the rear
sight knobs. The action works like new and the gun is like new.

R.

78.

Remington Model 870 Police Magnum. Serial # D164325M. 12-gauge pump action shotgun with
an 18” barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Imp. Cylinder and the chamber is 3”. The
matte black parkerized finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little wear with some
scattered light scuffs. The matte black receiver finish is very good to excellent as well showing little
wear with some light scuffs. The grooved black synthetic forearm and checkered butt stock are in
excellent condition showing little to no wear. Black rubber recoil pad. Rifle sights with adjustable
rear sight. Sling swivel studs. The action works fine. Includes the original box with the instructions.

R.

79.

Remington Model 700 BDL. Serial # A6783925. .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in 1979. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is very good
condition showing light wear with some light scratches. The floor plate shows little sign of use with
some light scratches. The gloss finished checkered walnut stock with black nose piece is in very
good condition showing scattered light marks and scratches. Non-factory brown rubber recoil pad.
Front and rear sights removed. The action works fine. Includes a Leupold Vari-X III 3.5-10x40
scope in Leupold mounts.

R.

80.

Remington Model 1903-A3. Serial # 3505816. .30-06 caliber rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The rifle was made in March, 1943. The original Remington 4 groove military barrel is
dated 2/43. The gray parkerized military finish on the barrel, receiver, barrel bands and floorplate is
in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light scuffs and scratching from
handling. The gray parkerized bolt finish shows some wear on the body and extractor. The floor
plate/trigger guard shows light edge wear with some light scuffs. Original military sights with a
front sight protector. The military S type straight grip stock has had extra finish added and is in
very good to excellent condition showing some minor marks from handling. A faint FJA and OG
cartouche visible on the left side, there is also a “P” proof and some faint inspection marks on the
underside. The action works fine. Includes a green canvas web sling. C&R.

R.

81.

ATI- GSG Model GSG-5. Serial # A312669. .22 RF semi auto rifle with a 16-1/4” barrel. The bore
is excellent. First Anniversary Edition to commemorate the first year of production c. 2008. Made in
Germany. Made in the style of an HK MP-5 sub-machine gun. The rifle features a faux suppressor
with a graphite gray finish. Detachable magazine. Rear diopter sight, hooded post front sight. The
satin black metal finish on the faux suppressor/barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no
sign of wear. The black plastic pistol grip/lower receiver, hand guards and butt stock are in
excellent condition showing no sign of use. The action works fine. Includes the original box with the
instructions.

R.

82.

Mossberg Model 590. Serial # K691452. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 20” barrel. The bore
is good with heavy wad fouling, it should clean to very good +. The barrel is choked Cylinder and the
chamber is 3”. 9 shot extended magazine. Heat shield on the barrel. The Parkerized type finish on
the barrel and magazine tube is in good condition showing action wear with some and scratches.
The matte black finish on the alloy receiver is in very good condition with some scuffs and fine
scratches. The black polymer stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing little sign of use.
Black rubber recoil pad. Bayonet lug on the underside of the magazine tube. The action works fine.
Includes a shell carrier attached to the left side of the receiver and a leather sling.
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83.

Remington Model 700 BDL Varmint. Serial # A629780. .22-250 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle with
a 24” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1981. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
receiver is very good to excellent condition showing light wear with some light scratches. The floor
plate shows little sign of use with some light scratches. The gloss finished checkered walnut stock
with black nose piece is in very good condition showing scattered light marks and fine scratches.
Original factory butt plate. Made without sights, the barrel is drilled and tapped for scope blocks.
The action works fine. Includes a Leupold Vari-X III 6.5-20x40 scope in Browning mounts.

R.

84.

Browning Arms Model Superposed Lightning. Serial # 86689S8. 12 Ga. over/under shotgun with
28” ventilated rib barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels are choked Full (*) and Modified (**).
Made in Belgium in 1968. Single selective trigger and automatic ejectors. The blued metal finish on
the barrels is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light scratches. The
blued finish on the engraved receiver is in good condition showing light carry and edge wear with
light scratching. The gloss finished checkered walnut forearm and matching stock are in good to
very good condition showing some light dings and scratches, mostly on the butt. Original butt plate
with an LoP of 14”. The action works fine and is tight. C&R.

R.

85.

Kimber Model 84M Classic. Serial # KM09909. 7mm-08 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is excellent. The matte blue finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent
condition showing little to no sign of use. The matte black finish on the floor plate and trigger guard
is excellent as well. The A Grade checkered walnut stock is in excellent condition showing little to
no sign of use. Black rubber recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes a Zeiss Conquest 3.510x44 MC scope and a leather sling in quick detach swivels.

R.

86.

Glock Model 23. Serial # XCP103. .40 S&W caliber semi auto compact pistol with a 4” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Generation 4 pistol made in Austria. 12 round detachable magazine. The matte
black finish on the steel slide is in excellent condition showing little to no wear with some very light,
minor scuffs. The polymer frame with integral stippled grips is in excellent condition showing little
wear. Front dot sight with white outline rear sight. The action works fine. Includes a Blackhawk
holster with 2 spare 12 round magazines.

R.

87.

Sako Model L61R Finnbear. Serial # 33240. .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle made in Finland. 241/2” medium contour barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Finland c. 1967. Not import marked.
The blued finish on the barrel is in very good condition with some tiny scattered dings and some fine
scratches. The receiver finish is very good to excellent showing just a hint of some light edge wear.
The finish has taken on a plum hue. The blued finish on the floor plate and trigger guard is very
good to excellent showing some fine scratches. The checkered walnut stock is in good to very good
condition with some minor dings and scratches. The original recoil pad is deteriorating slightly.
Original front sight is missing the hood, made without a rear sight. Original sling swivels. The
action works fine. Includes a Leupold Vari-X II scope mounted correctly on the tapered pads and a
leather sling. C&R.

R.

88.

Winchester Model 94. Serial # 2970242 .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Full length tubular magazine. Made in 1966. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and magazine tube is a professional re-blue and is in excellent condition showing little wear. The
black finish on the receiver is also a professional re-blue and is in very good to excellent condition
showing little wear with some fine scratches. The plain hardwood forearm and matching buttstock
are in very good condition showing little wear with some minor marks. Original front and rear sights
including the front sight hood. Checkered metal butt plate. The action works fine. C&R.

R.

89.

Browning Model T-Bolt T-2. Serial # 21081X6. .22 RF caliber straight pull bolt action rifle with a
24” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1966. Detachable 5 shot magazine. The blued metal
finish on the barrel, receiver and floor plate is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear
with some light scratches and some finish wear around the magazine well. The gloss finished
checkered stock is in very good condition with some dings and scratches. Original rear peep sight.
The action works fine. Made from 1965-1974. Includes a spare magazine. C&R.
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Browning Model Auto-5 Light Twelve. Serial # 0G3655. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 25-1/2”
ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Modified (**). Made in Belgium in
1960. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear
with some light scuffs and scratches. The blued metal finish on the engraved receiver shows
moderate to heavy carry wear on the underside with light edge wear and scratches. The upper tang
shows finish loss as well. The checkered walnut forearm is in good condition showing dings and
scratches from use, no cracks. The matching checkered walnut butt stock shows some light dings
and scratches. Original butt plate. The action works fine. Includes a spare 29-1/2” ventilated rib
barrel. C&R.

91.

U.S. Springfield Armory Model 1842 Musket. Serial # NSN. .69 Caliber percussion fired musket
with a 35” barrel. The bore is dusty with light rust. The lock is marked Springfield armory and is
dated 1845. The finish on the barrel is a rusty brown patina. A removeable cross hair target sight
has been attached to the front of the barrel. There are faint VP proof marks visible. The lock plate,
hammer, butt plate and trigger guard are also a rusty brown patina. The trigger guard swivel is
missing. The plain walnut stock has been cut down, there are no markings visible. The action
works fine. Includes a wood ramrod.

R.

92.

Wm. Parkhurst Model Hammer Double. Serial # 633. 10 Ga. double barrel hammer shotgun with
30” Damascus barrels. The bores are poor, dirty and pitted. Made in Belgium. Top rib marked
“Belgium Laminated Steel”. The metal finish on the barrels is in poor condition, they are a brown
patina with rust. There is Damascus pattern visible. The receiver is a gray patina with older
cleaned surface rust. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in poor to fair condition with
heavy wear, dings and scratches. Original butt plate. The Action works, but the lock-up has play.
C&R.

R.

93.

Savage Arms Fox Model B-SEc. Serial # D076109. 12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 30”
ventilated rib barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels are both choked modified. This version
has a single trigger and auto ejectors. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good condition
showing little wear with some light scratches and scattered light freckling. The receiver shows good
case color with a haze of light surface rust. The trigger guard rear screw is broken and the trigger
guard spins freely. The checkered walnut stock and wide beavertail forearm are in good to very good
condition with some light scratches. Original plastic butt plate. The action works fine.

R.

94.

Browning Model Auto-5 Light Twenty. Serial # 8Z8234. 20 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 27-1/2”
ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full (*). Made in Belgium in 1958.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing edge wear and light cleaned
surface rust along the rib and patches of finish loss due to cleaned surface rust on the underside as
well as some light scratches. The blued metal finish on the engraved receiver shows light carry wear
with edge wear and scratches. There is a patch of significant pitting on the left rear side of the
receiver. The checkered walnut forearm is in good condition showing dings and scratches from use
along with a small crack. The matching checkered walnut butt stock is in very good condition
showing some light dings and scratches. Original butt plate. The action works fine. Includes a soft
case. C&R.

R.

95.

British Enfield Model No. 1 Mk III SMLE. Serial # 46330. .303 British caliber bolt action rifle
with a 25” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Appears to be dated 1940.
Detachable magazine. The rifle has been crudely sporterized by cutting down the stock and
discarding the barrel hardware and the handguards. The bolt matches the receiver. Original military
sights. The metal finish is an arsenal black stoving that shows dings and scratches. The cut down
military forearm and butt stock have been refinished and show some light dings and scratches.
The action works fine. C&R.

R.
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R.

96.

Western Auto Model Revelation R325BB. Serial # 1012495. 20 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a
26” barrel. The bore excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 3”. Detachable
magazine. Made by Mossberg for Western Auto. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is
in is very good condition showing light wear with some dings, scratches and scattered light freckling.
The plain hardwood stock is in very good condition showing some minor marks from use. The action
works fine.

R.

97.

Erma Model EP-22. Serial # 65175. .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Made in Germany. This is a .22 RF pistol made in the style of the German Luger.
Detachable magazine NOT included. Most of the gun is built of alloy but it does have a steel barrel
insert. The black finish on the steel barrel and receiver is in good condition showing muzzle wear,
edge wear and scratches. The black finish on the alloy frame is in fair to good condition showing
heavy wear, mostly on the front and rear grip straps. The checkered hardwood grips are in good
condition with dings and wear. The front sight blade is missing. The action does not function
properly. Includes a plastic box with broken hinges.

R.

98.

Kelby’s Inc. Model Stolle Panda. Serial # 12238. 6mm PPC caliber single shot bolt action bench
rest rifle with a 21-3/4” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. The Stolle Panda is an innovative
aluminum receiver designed by Ralph Stolle. It is a short action design popular with benchrest and
varmint shooters. The rifle is fitted with a Krieger stainless steel heavy barrel that is approx. 1.000”
in dia. and is in excellent condition showing only a few very fine scratches. The polished aluminum
receiver with integral scope rail is in very good to excellent condition with some light scratches. The
dark brown hardwood Roy Hunter weighted bench rest stock is in very good condition with some
minor marks and scratches from use. The action works fine, the trigger pull is set very light.
Includes Kelby 30mm scope rings and 33 pc of brass with target and loading data.

R.

99.

Smith & Wesson Model 41. Serial # A136831. .22 LR semi auto target pistol with a 5-1/2” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made c. 1971. 10 shot detachable magazine. Fully adjustable rear target
sight. Patridge front sight. The blued metal finish on the barrel is very good to excellent showing
just a hint of some light edge wear with some fine scratches. The blued finish on the slide shows
little wear with some small scratches. The frame finish shows light scratches with a couple of tiny
spots of rust in the front grip strap serrations. The checkered walnut target grips with a thumb rest
for a right-handed shooter are very good to excellent showing light wear. The action functions fine.
Includes a black plastic case. C&R.

R. 100a. First of a lot of 2: : T. Barker Model Hammer Double. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. double barrel
hammer fired shotgun with 30” barrels. The bores are poor, rusted and pitted. Made in Belgium.
The barrels are both choked Cylinder. The metal finish on the barrels and receiver is a brown patina
with heavy rust. The forearm is missing. The checkered walnut stock is in poor condition with
heavy wear, moisture damage and large chunks of wood missing. The right hammer works OK, the
left does not. C&R.
100b. Second of a lot of 2: HJ Sterling Model Hammer Double. Serial # 3206. 12 Ga. hammer fired
under-lever shotgun with 29-3/4” barrels. The bores are fair, somewhat dirty with light pitting.
They may clean better. The barrel is marked “Belgium Fine Steel”. The finish on the barrels is poor,
they had been aggressively cleaned and have again rusted. The receiver and side plates are a brown
patina with light surface rust. The checkered walnut forearm is poor with heavy wear and chipped
with slivers of wood missing. The checkered walnut butt stock is in fair condition with heavy wear
and scratches. Checkered steel butt plate is rusted. The action seems to work OK.
R. 101.

Smith & Wesson Model 640. Serial # BKE0626. .38 Special caliber double action revolver with a
1-7/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. This is an all stainless steel constructed hammerless 5 shot
revolver made on the J frame. The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent
condition with some fine scratches. The cylinder shows a very light drag line. The frame shows
some scattered fine scratches. The plain rosewood grips are in very good condition with slight
wear. The action works fine. Includes a small holster and a soft case.
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R. 102.

Ruger Model Mini-14. Serial # 184-45271. .223 Rem. caliber semi auto rifle with an 18½” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Detachable 5 round magazine. Made in 1985. All stainless steel construction.
The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing little wear with a
light haze of surface rust. The stainless finish on the receiver is very good showing little wear with
some light scratches. The plain hardwood stock is very good to excellent condition with only a few
minor marks from use. Original black plastic handguard. Plastic butt plate. The action works fine.
Includes a spare 10 round magazine.

R. 103.

Kimber Model Custom CDP II. Serial # K093775. .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 5”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 7 round detachable magazine. Custom shop gun featuring a match
grade barrel and bushing, ambidextrous safety, night sights and the Kimber “Carry Melt” de-horning
treatment. Stainless steel slide with an aluminum frame. The stainless steel finish on the slide is
in excellent condition showing no wear. The matte black finish on the aluminum frame is in
excellent condition as well showing little wear with a few minor marks. The checkered rosewood
grips are excellent with no wear. The action works fine. Includes the black plastic case, the
instructions, a barrel bushing wrench and a spare magazine.

R. 104.

Iver Johnson Model Champion. Serial # 53857. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” plain
barrel. The bore is poor, dirty and rusted. The barrel is choked Full. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is in poor condition showing heavy rust. The receiver finish is in poor condition as well with a
covering of moderate surface rust. The forearm is missing. The plain walnut butt stock is in fair to
good condition with some dings and scratches. The action works OK. C&R.

R. 105.

Remington-Baikal Model IZH-94 Spartan Combination. Serial # 059405216R. 12 Ga/.223 Rem
over/under combination gun with 23-1/2” barrels. The bores are excellent. The 12 Ga barrel
accepts screw-in choke tubes, there is an Imp. Mod. Tube installed. The chamber is 3”. Made in
Russia. Double triggers and extractors. The blued metal finish on the barrels and receiver is in
excellent condition showing little to no wear. The checkered hardwood stock and forearm are in very
good to excellent condition with some minor marks from use. Original recoil pad with an LOP of 141/2”. Fixed front and rear sights with a scope rail. The action works fine. Includes 4 extra choke
tubes.

R. 106.

Beretta-Umarex Model 92FSR. Serial # BM036665. .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with a 5-1/2”
barrel with a threaded muzzle. The bore is excellent. Made in Germany. It is a .22 RF pistol made
in the style of the Beretta 92. 10 shot detachable magazine. Fixed 3 dot sights. The black finish on
the slide is excellent showing no wear. The matte black finish on the frame is excellent as well. The
black plastic checkered grips are in excellent condition with slight wear. The action works fine.
Includes the original black plastic case with 3 spare magazines, a faux suppressor, the instructions
and a gun lock.

R. 107.

Smith & Wesson Model M&P-15. Serial # TS22787. .223 Rem. caliber semi auto rifle with a 16”
heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. 1:9 twist rate. 30 round detachable magazine. Made in the M4
Carbine configuration with a flat top upper and a collapsible butt stock. The satin black finish on
the barrel is in excellent condition with little wear. The matte black finish on the upper/lower
receiver is excellent as well showing little to no sign of use. The black synthetic pistol grip, stock
and handguards are in excellent condition with no wear. The action works fine. Includes the box, a
crimson Trace red dot optic mounted to the top rail, 3 extra Pmag 30 round magazines, and a
combination foregrip/flashlight.

R. 108.

Panzer Arms Model AR Twelve Shotgun. Serial # AR-21-01290. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a
20” barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw in choke tubes and has an Imp. Cyl. tube
installed. The chamber is 3”. Detachable 10 round magazine. Made in Turkey. Resembles an AR15 with similar controls. The matte black finish on the barrel shroud and receiver is in excellent
condition showing little to no sign of use with some light scuffs from handling. The black synthetic
pistol grip and butt stock are in excellent condition as well showing no wear. Black rubber recoil
pad. Flip up front and rear sights. The action works fine. Includes 1 magazine and a spare piston
part.
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R. 109.

Glock Model 26. Serial # VZY440. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto compact Gen. 3 pistol with a 31/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Austria. 10 shot detachable magazine. Standard sights.
The matte black finish on the slide is in excellent condition showing very little wear. The black
polymer frame with integral grips is in excellent condition. The action works fine. Includes the
original plastic case, the instructions, an extra magazine, a magazine loader, and a cleaning rod and
brush.

R. 110.

Remington Model 870 Express. Serial # A413758H. .410 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 25”
ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. 3” chamber. The barrel is choked Full. The matte
metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no sign of use. The matte
finished receiver is excellent as well showing only a few small marks. The checkered hardwood
forearm and matching butt stock are in excellent condition showing little to no sign of use. Original
Remington butt plate. The action works fine.

R. 111.

Remington Model 7600 Buckmasters Limited Edition. Serial # B8360271. .30-06 caliber pump
action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is excellent. Buckmasters American Deer Foundation
Limited Edition rifle made in 1996, only 800 issued in 1997. Detachable magazine. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no wear. The blued finish on the
engraved receiver is excellent condition as well showing no wear. The satin finished checkered
walnut forearm and butt stock are in excellent condition showing no wear. Original sights. Brown
rubber recoil pad. The action works fine. The rifle is in new condition and un-fired. Includes the
original box, no instruction packet.

R. 112.

Remington Model 760. Serial # 213794. .257 Roberts caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in 1954. Correct .257 Roberts detachable magazine. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The blued finish on the
receiver is very good to excellent showing little to no sign of use with just a hint of some very fine
isolated freckling. The checkered 5 diamond walnut forearm and checkered walnut butt stock are in
very good to excellent condition showing only a few minor marks. Original metal butt plate. Original
sights. Sling swivel studs. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 113.

Remington Model 760 Carbine. Serial # 371500. .30-06 caliber pump action carbine with an 181/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1961. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on
the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no wear with some light scratches. The blued
finish on the receiver is in good to very good condition showing light carry wear with light edge wear
along with some light scratching. The grooved walnut forearm and plain walnut butt stock have had
extra finish added and are in good to very good condition showing some scratches and flaking finish,
mostly on the butt stock. Original metal butt plate. Original front sight, the rear sight has been
removed. Sling swivels. The action works fine. Includes a Balvar 8B 2.5-8x40 scope in a Weaver
tip-off mount and a camo nylon web sling. C&R.

R. 114.

Remington Model 7600. Serial # B8132872. .257 Roberts caliber pump action rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1991. Correct .257 Roberts detachable magazine. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The blued finish on the
receiver is in excellent condition as well showing little to no sign of use. The nicely figured checkered
walnut forearm and butt stock are in excellent condition showing no sign of use. Original plastic
butt plate. Original sights. The action works fine. Includes the original box with the instruction
packet.

R. 115.

Remington Model 700 BDL Left Hand. Serial # A6563194. .30-06 caliber LEFT-HAND bolt-action
rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in
very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The black finished
alloy trigger guard and floor plate shows some scuffs and scratching. The gloss finished checkered
walnut stock is in very good condition with some minor marks and light finish wear from use.
Original front and rear sights including the front hood. Original black rubber recoil pad. The action
works fine. Includes scope rings and mounts.
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R. 116.

Remington Model 760 Carbine. Serial # A7393025. .308 Win. caliber pump action carbine with
an 18-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1977. Correct .308 marked detachable magazine.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with
some fine scratches. The blued finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing little wear
with some fine scratches. The checkered walnut forearm and matching walnut butt stock are in very
good to excellent condition showing some minor marks and scratches from use. Original plastic butt
plate. Original front and rear sights. Sling swivel studs. The action works fine.

R. 117.

Remington Model 760. Serial # 265543. .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1955. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
very good condition showing light wear with some scattered light scratches and scattered fine
freckling. The blued finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing some very light edge
wear, light scratches and some scattered fine freckling. The grooved walnut forearm and plain
walnut butt stock are in good to very good condition showing some dings and scratches from use.
Original metal butt plate. Original sights, the rear sight is on backwards for scope clearance. Sling
swivel studs. The action works fine. Includes a Redfield 6x fixed power scope on a Redfield mount
and a leather sling with quick detach swivels. C&R.

R. 118.

Remington Model 7600. Serial # B8127361. 7mm-08 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in 1991. Correct 7mm-08 detachable magazine. The blued metal finish
on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The blued finish on the receiver is in
excellent condition as well showing little to no sign of use. The oil finished checkered walnut
forearm and butt stock are in excellent condition showing no sign of use. Original plastic butt plate.
Original sights. The action works fine. Includes the original box with the instruction packet.

R. 119a. First of a lot of 6: J. Stevens Model 94B Receiver. Serial # NSN. Receiver assembly for a J.
Stevens Model 94B single shot shotgun. Gauge unknown. All action parts seem to be present, but
no guaranties. The metal finish is a rusted brown patina with patches of bare metal. Action seems
to function. C&R.
R. 119b. Second of a lot of 6: Winchester Model 37 Receiver. Serial # NSN. Receiver assembly for a
Winchester Model 37 single shot shotgun. Gauge unknown. All action parts seem to be present, but
no guaranties. The blued metal finish shows dings, scratches and light surface rust. Action seems
to function OK. C&R.
R. 119c. Third of a lot of 6: Winchester Model 37 Receiver. Serial # NSN. Receiver assembly for a
Winchester Model 37 single shot shotgun. Gauge unknown. All action parts seem to be present, but
no guaranties. The blued metal finish shows dings, scratches and light surface rust. Action seems
to function OK. C&R.
R. 119d. Fourth of a lot of 6: Winchester Model 37 Receiver. Serial # NSN. Receiver assembly for a
Winchester Model 37 single shot shotgun. Gauge unknown. All action parts seem to be present, but
no guaranties. The blued metal finish shows dings, scratches and light surface rust. Action seems
to function OK. C&R.
R. 119e. Fifth of a lot of 6: Winchester Model 37 Receiver. Serial # NSN. Receiver assembly for a
Winchester Model 37 single shot shotgun. Gauge unknown. All action parts seem to be present, but
no guaranties. The blued metal finish shows dings, scratches and light surface rust. Action seems
to function OK. C&R.
R. 119f.

Sixth of a lot of 6: Winchester Model 37 Receiver. Serial # NSN. Receiver assembly for a
Winchester Model 37 single shot shotgun. Gauge unknown. All action parts seem to be present, but
no guaranties. The blued metal finish shows dings, scratches and light surface rust. Action seems
to function OK. C&R.
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R. 120.

Harrington & Richardson Model Premier Second Model, Second Variation. Serial # 110568.
Bag of parts for a .32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 3” barrel. The bore is good, mostly
clean with good rifling and some light pitting. 5 shot cylinder. Auto ejecting. The original nickel
finish on the main parts is very good showing some light scratches. Original grips are good, no
cracks or chips. Good restoration project or for spare parts. No guarantee all parts are present.
C&R.

R. 121.

J.C. Higgins Model 583.22. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 26” barrel. The bore
is excellent. The barrel is choked Modified, the chamber is 2-3/4”. Made for Sears, Roebuck, & Co.
by High Standard. 5 shot tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel, magazine tube
and receiver is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches. The plain
walnut stock is in good to very good condition with some small dings, scratches and light finish
wear. Original red rubber J.C. Higgins recoil pad with a LOP of 13¾”. The action works fine. These
guns were under a recall many years ago and buyer should have the gun checked before firing.
C&R.

R. 122.

Savage Model 11. Serial # G375510. .204 Ruger caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Blind magazine. Receiver mounted safety. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and receiver is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scuffs and scratches. The
black synthetic checkered stock is in good to very good with light scuffs and scratches from use.
Black rubber recoil pad. Made without sights. The action works fine. Includes a Redfield
Battlezone 3-9x42 scope mounted to a rail.

R. 123.

Marlin Model 336. Serial # 27015362. .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” JM marked
barrel. The bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. Made in 1973. The original blued metal
finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good condition showing light wear with some
scratches and scattered freckling. The blued finish on the receiver shows some light edge wear with
some scattered light freckling. The original stock and forearm have been replaced with black
synthetic furniture. They are in very good condition showing some light scuffs. Black rubber recoil
pad. Original rear sight, the front sight has been replaced with a fiber optic sight. The action works
fine. Includes a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x32 scope in a Weaver tip-off mount.

R. 124.

J.C. Higgins Model 101.7. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 18-3/4” barrels.
The bores will clean to excellent. The barrels have been cut back but are still choked Full and Full.
Made for Sears, Roebuck, and Co. by Savage Arms. It is the same as the Model 311A. Double
triggers and extractors only. The barrels, receiver and trigger guard have been painted black. The
paint shows little wear, the underlying metal shows underlying pitting on the barrels and heavy
buffing on the receiver. The plain walnut stock and forearm have been refinished and are in very
good condition with some marks and scratches from use. The butt is fitted with a non-factory black
rubber recoil pad. Action works fine and is tight. Includes a black nylon web sling and a nylon shell
holder on the butt. C&R.

R. 125.

Harrington & Richardson Model 349 Gamester. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a
19” barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel has been modified to accept Rem-choke screw in choke
tubes. A ported Full turkey choke tube has been installed. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
receiver is in good condition showing light wear with light scratches and a haze of light surface rust.
The plain walnut stock has been painted black and is in good condition with some scuffs and
scratches. Original red rubber H&R recoil pad has been painted black. The action works fine.
C&R.

R. 126.

J.C. Higgins Model 583.16. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 28” barrel. The bore
will clean to excellent. The barrel is choked Imp. Cyl., the chamber is 2-3/4”. Made for Sears,
Roebuck, & Co. by High Standard. 5 shot tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel,
magazine tube and receiver is in fair condition showing wear, thinning and light surface rust. The
receiver is a grayish brown patina. The plain walnut stock has had extra finish added and is in fair
to good condition with a rough surface and some dings and scratches. The plastic butt plate is a
replacement. The action works fine. These guns were under a recall many years ago and buyer
should have the gun checked before firing. C&R.
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R. 127.

Rossi – C.A.I. Model 841. Serial # E026830. .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 6 shot cylinder. Made in Brazil. These revolvers are ex-police guns
that were imported several years ago. Most saw a lot of heavy use. The blued metal finish on the
barrel, cylinder and frame is in poor condition showing heavy holster wear, edge wear, scratching,
light surface rust and is in need of a good general cleaning. There is a milled spot on the frame
where the police markings were removed. The checkered wood service grips are in poor condition
with heavy wear and cracks with chunks of wood missing. Lanyard loop is missing. The action
works OK.

R. 128.

Rossi – C.A.I. Model 841. Serial # E112137. .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 6 shot cylinder. Made in Brazil. These revolvers are ex-police guns
that were imported several years ago. Most saw a lot of heavy use. The blued metal finish on the
barrel, cylinder and frame is in poor condition showing holster wear, edge wear, scratching,
moderate surface rust and is in need of a good general cleaning. There is a milled spot on the frame
where the police markings were removed. The checkered wood service grips are in poor condition
with heavy wear and cracks. Lanyard loop is intact. The action does not work, there are parts
missing.

R. 129.

Rossi – C.A.I. Model 841. Serial # E026106. .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 6 shot cylinder. Made in Brazil. These revolvers are ex-police guns
that were imported several years ago. Most saw a lot of heavy use. The blued metal finish on the
barrel, cylinder and frame is in fair condition showing heavy holster wear, edge wear, scratching,
scattered light freckling and is in need of a good general cleaning. There is a milled spot on the
frame where the police markings were removed. The checkered wood service grips are in poor
condition with heavy wear and cracks with a sliver of wood missing. Lanyard loop is intact. The
action works OK.

R. 130.

Rossi – C.A.I. Model 841. Serial # E112399. .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 6 shot cylinder. Made in Brazil. These revolvers are ex-police guns
that were imported several years ago. Most saw a lot of heavy use. The blued metal finish on the
barrel, cylinder and frame is in poor condition showing heavy holster wear, edge wear, scratching,
light surface rust and is in need of a good general cleaning. There is a milled spot on the frame
where the police markings were removed. The checkered wood service grips are in poor condition
with heavy wear. Lanyard loop is missing. The action works OK.

R. 131.

Spanish Model Double Action Revolver. Serial # 16386. .32-20 WCF caliber double action
revolver with a 4-1/2” barrel. The bore is good, mostly clean with some light frosting and roughness
in the grooves. 6 shot cylinder. Made in Spain. One of the many Spanish copies of Smith & Wesson
Hand Ejector revolvers imported in the 1920’s and 30’s. The blued metal finish on the barrel is worn
to near bare gray with scratching and older cleaned surface rust. The blued finish on the frame and
cylinder is in fair condition showing edge wear, scratching and scattered surface rust. The
decorative brown bakelite target grips with a thumb rest for a right-handed shooter are in good
condition some light dings and scratches. The action works OK. C&R.

R. 132.

Mossberg Model New Haven 600AT. Serial # H211935. 20 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 21”
plain barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel has been modified to accept Winchester Win-Choke
choke tubes; a Full tube has been installed. The chamber is 3”. The blued metal finish on the
barrel and magazine tube is in good condition showing scratches and freckling with a haze of light
surface rust. The black finished alloy receiver is in good condition showing edge wear and scratches.
The grooved black synthetic forearm and the replacement ATI black collapsible butt stock are in very
good to excellent condition with some light soiling and some light scuffs. Black rubber recoil pad.
The action works fine. Includes a plastic shell holder attached to the receiver and a Weaver red dot
optic mounted to a rail.
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R. 133.

Browning Arms Model Superposed Lightning. Serial # B96759. 12 Ga. over/under shotgun with
30” ventilated rib barrels. The bores are clean but badly warped. The barrels are choked Full (*) and
Imp. Modified (*-). Made in Belgium in 1962. Single selective trigger and automatic ejectors. The
barrels are in poor condition. They have either had a botched repair or were in a fire. They are not
salvageable. The blued finish on the engraved receiver is good condition showing carry wear and
light edge wear with light scratching. The gloss finished checkered walnut forearm and matching
stock are in very good condition showing little wear. Original brown recoil pas with an LoP of 141/4”. Action works fine and is still tight. Includes a brand new set of Miroku barrels which are
greased and still in the white, 29-3/4” ventilated wide rib that accept Invector style choke tubes.
C&R.

R. 134.

Browning Arms Model Citori 725 Skeet. Serial # 16007ZT131. 12 Ga. over and under shotgun
with 28” ported ventilated rib barrels. The bores are excellent. The chambers are 3”. Made in
Japan in 2016. The barrels accept Invector screw-in chokes, there are 2 Invector DS choke tubes
installed that gage as Cylinder but are marked Light/Imp. Mod. Single selective trigger with auto
ejectors. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good to excellent condition showing only
some light edge wear along portions of the rib. The textured nitride finish on the receiver is in good
condition with some scattered small spots of discoloration. The gloss finished checkered walnut
forearm is in excellent condition showing little wear. The matching checkered walnut butt stock is
in good condition with some scattered scratches. Black rubber Inflex recoil pad with an LOP of 141/2”. Fiber optic front sight. The action works fine. Includes the original box with the instructions,
a soft case, an additional Invector DS choke tube, 2 additional Carlson’s choke tubes (Full & Mod.), a
choke wrench and chamber locks.

R. 135.

Browning Arms Model BT-99 Plus Trap Gr III/IV. Serial # 01449ZT171. 12 Ga. single shot trap
shotgun with a 34” ported ventilated high rib barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Japan in 2016.
The barrel accepts Invector Plus choke tubes, an Imp. Mode. Tube is installed. The original bluing
on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little sign of use. The blued metal finish on the
ornately engraved receiver is in excellent condition showing little sign of use. The oil finished Grade
III/IV checkered walnut beavertail forearm is in excellent condition with a few minor marks. The
matching Grade III/IV checkered walnut butt stock with adjustable comb is in excellent condition as
well showing little to no use. The original XLT adjustable black rubber recoil pad with a LOP of 141/2”. The action works fine and is tight. Includes the original box with the instructions, 3
additional Browning choke tubes (Mod., Imp. Mod, Full), a Carlson’s choke tube (Imp. Mod.) and a
choke wrench as well as a chamber lock.

R. 136.

Mauser Model 1896 “Broomhandle”. Serial # 175246. .30 Mauser caliber semi auto pistol with a
5-1/2” barrel. The bore is good, mostly clean with strong but rounded rifling with frosting in the
grooves. Standard pre-war commercial model made in Germany between 1911 and 1915. The
numbers are mis-matched. Crown “U” proof on the left side of the barrel shank. The blued metal
finish is a professional re-blue and is in good to very good condition showing wear at the muzzle and
holster contact points at the barrel rails and the base of the magazine box. The 24 groove walnut
grips are not numbered and are in good condition. They have been recently oiled and are in good
condition with wear to the grooves. Lanyard ring is intact. The action works fine. Includes a wood
holster that is not numbered. The condition of the holster is very good. It appears to be complete.
C&R.

R. 137.

Harrington & Richardson Model Premier First Model. Serial # 6263. .32 S&W caliber double
action revolver with a 3” barrel. The bore is poor, dirty and rusty with pitting and visible rifling. 5
shot cylinder. Auto ejecting. The original nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in poor
condition with heavy rust. Original grips are good, no cracks or chips. The action does not work
properly, the cylinder binds. C&R.
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R. 138.

Colt Model Woodsman 1st Series Match Target. Serial # MT8690. .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol
with a 6-5/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1939. Original detachable magazine. The
blued finish on the barrel is in good condition with some scratches and spots of light surface rust.
The blued finish on the slide is in fair condition with edge wear, scratches and light to moderate
surface rust. The frame is in fair condition as well with edge wear, scratches and moderate surface
rust. The original checkered walnut “Elephant Ear” one-piece extended grip has been altered by
grinding finger grooves into both sides. Adjustable rear sight. The action works fine. Made from
1938 to 1944 with a total production of about 16,000. C&R.

R. 139.

Walther Model P-38. Serial # 4492. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Made in Germany in 1944. Marked “ac 44” on the left side of the slide. Stamped with
Eagle N and WaA135 Waffenamts which are incorrect for a Mauser made pistol. Detachable
magazine is un-numbered. The barrel, slide and frame are matching numbers. The blued finish on
the barrel shows holster wear at the muzzle. The gray finish on the slide shows edge wear, slight
thinning and some scratching with some spots of older cleaned surface rust. The gray finish on the
frame is thinning with light edge wear. The black Bakelite grips are in good to very good condition
with slight wear. The action works fine. Includes a brown leather holster with a spare magazine for
a P-35 Hi Power marked BNZ 1944 P35 (b). C&R.

R. 140.

Ruger Model Blackhawk Flat Top. Serial # 12751. .357 Magnum caliber single action revolver
with a 4-5/8” barrel. The bore is very good to excellent, clean with strong rifling and some light
fouling in the grooves. This is a 3-screw revolver that has not been converted to the new transfer bar
ignition. Made in 1958. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing wear at
the muzzle and on the ejector rod housing along with some scattered light surface rust. The finish
on the cylinder shows moderate edge wear with thinning and scratches along with some scattered
freckling. The frame shows light edge wear with heavier wear on the recoil shield, some scratches
and scattered light freckling. The loading gate has turned a plum color. The checkered black plastic
grips are in good to very good condition showing light wear with some minor marks from use.
Adjustable rear sight. The action works fine. Includes a leather holster. C&R.
Please Note: The following guns (#141 through #155) are enclosed in wood frames. The
descriptions are based on what can be seen visually and on information supplied with each
gun. Mechanical condition could not be verified.

141.

Smith & Wesson Model No. 1 Third Issue. Serial # 49668. .22 Short rimfire caliber spur trigger
revolver with a 3-3/16” tip-up barrel. 7 shot fluted cylinder. The bore condition is unknown. The
nickel plating on the barrel and cylinder is in good condition with some finish loss on the top strap
and around the cylinder face with some flaking finish with scattered light rust on the cylinder. The
brass frame retains much of its original silver plating with scratches and a bare spot on the left side.
The rosewood grips are in good condition with some minor marks and finish wear. The Third Issue
was made from 1868-1881.

142.

Colt Model 1860 Army. Serial # 24056. .44 caliber black powder percussion single action revolver
with an 8” barrel. The bore condition is unknown. Made in 1861. 6 shot cylinder with a 4 screw
frame. No original finish remains on the metal, but the markings are very clear. It is a gray patina
with areas of very fine rust and some scattered light pitting. Etched scene is barely visible on the
cylinder. The brass trigger guard is in very good condition with a few small marks. The smooth
walnut grips are in very good condition for their age. No cartouches visible. All numbers match
including the barrel wedge. The action is described as working fine. Includes a Colt marked bullet
mold and a letter stating that the revolver was within the serial number range of revolvers issued to
the 1st Maine Volunteer Cavalry in 1862.
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143.

Savage Revolving Fire-Arms Co. Navy Model Revolver. Serial # NSN. .36 caliber black powder
percussion revolver with a 7 1/8” octagon barrel. The bore condition is unknown. 6 shot cylinder.
The finish on the metal is a dark brownish gray patina with scattered dings and light pitting. The
plain walnut grips are in good condition showing some minor marks. Mechanical condition
unknown. Approximately 20,000 made c. 1861 to 1865 with 12,000 purchased by the US
Government.

144.

American Arms Co. Double Barrel Deringer. Serial # 4260. .32/.22 RF caliber combination
double barrel swivel breech pistol with 3” barrels. The metal finish on the barrels worn to bare
metal. The frame is worn to bare brass with no silver plating remaining. The rosewood grips are in
good condition with some minor marks and finish wear. Mechanical condition is unknown. Made c.
1866 to 1878 in an estimated quantity of under 5000.

145.

H. Aston & Co. Model 1842 Percussion Pistol. Serial # NSN. .54 caliber black powder percussion
pistol with an 8½” smoothbore barrel. The bore condition is unknown. The lock is marked “US H.
Aston” and “Middtn Conn” dated 1849. The barrel is dated 1849. The metal finish on the barrel and
lock are a gray bare metal patina with light cleaned surface rust. The brass back strap, barrel band,
side plate, pommel and trigger guard are in good condition, dull with minor marks. The plain
walnut stock is in very good condition with some light dings and scratches. Inspectors’ marks on
the left side of the stock. The cleaning rod is present. The mechanical condition is unknown.

146.

Allen & Wheelock Model Center Hammer Army Revolver. Serial # NSN. .44 caliber percussion
fired single action revolver with a 7-1/2” part round, part octagon barrel. The bore condition is
unknown. 6 shot cylinder. The metal finish is worn to bare metal with pitting and older cleaned
surface rust. Button head cylinder pin. The original wooden grips are in good condition with finish
wear. The mechanical condition is unknown. Made from 1861 to 1862.

147.

C. Sharps Model 2A. Serial # 1134. .30 RF caliber 4 barrel single action pistol with 3” barrels. The
bores are described as excellent. The Model 2A is a breech loading 4 shot pepperbox pistol with a
rotating firing pin on the hammer. The metal finish on the barrels is worn to bare metal with a
slight brownish patina with fine rust spots. The brass frame has no silver plate remaining and is in
good condition with good markings visible. The checkered hard rubber grips are in very good
condition showing some wear. Barrel release on the bottom front portion of the frame. The barrel
number matches the frame number. The action works fine. Approximately 26,500 of this model
were made c. 1859 to 1874.

148.

Allen & Wheelock Model 32 Side Hammer Rimfire Revolver. Serial # 210. .32 RF caliber single
action revolver with a 4” octagon barrel. The bore is fair to good, mostly clean with good rifling and
some roughness. 6 shot cylinder. The metal finish is worn to bare metal. The markings on the
barrel and frame are visible as is the hunting scene on the cylinder. The head of the cylinder pin is
broken off, but it still can be removed. The original wooden grips are in good condition with finish
wear. The action works OK. Made from 1859 to 1862.

149.

Jacob Rupertus Model Pepperbox. Serial # 2118. .22 RF caliber 8 shot pepperbox with 3” fluted
tapered barrels. The bore condition is unknown. This 8 shot pepperbox spur trigger pistol has a
rotating breech piece that acts as a loading gate and a safety. The metal finish on the barrels is a
dark brownish gray patina. The brass frame is in good condition with good markings visible. The
plain rosewood grips are in very good condition showing some wear. The mechanical condition is
unknown. Approximately 2-3000 of this model were made c. 1860’s.

150.

Smith & Wesson Model No. 1 Second Issue. Serial # 18457. .22 Short rimfire caliber spur trigger
revolver with a 3-3/16” tip-up barrel. 7 shot fluted cylinder. The bore condition is unknown. Made
c. 1860-61. The blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is a dark brown patina with edge
wear. The brass frame retains much of its original silver plating with scratches and edge war. The
rosewood grips are in good condition with some minor marks and finish wear. The mechanical
condition is unknown. The Second Issue was made from 1860-1868.
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151.

Ancion Marx Model Pinfire Revolver. Serial # NSN. Approx. .32 caliber pinfire revolver with a
3½” octagon barrel and a folding trigger. The bore condition is unknown. Made in Belgium during
the mid-1800’s. 6 shot cylinder. The finish on the metal is worn to bare metal. The plain walnut
grips are in good condition with some wear. The mechanical condition is unknown.

152.

Allen & Wheelock Model 22 Side Hammer Rimfire Revolver, Second Issue. Serial # 288. .22 RF
caliber single action revolver with a 2-1/4” octagon barrel. The bore condition is unknown. 7 shot
cylinder. Lightly engraved frame and hammer with various engraved scenes on the cylinder. The
metal finish is worn to bare metal. The markings on the barrel and frame are visible as are the
scenes on the cylinder. Button head cylinder pin. The ivory grips are in fair to good condition, they
are yellowing with stress cracks. The mechanical condition is unknown. Made from 1859 to 1862.

153.

Smith & Wesson Model No. 1-1/2 First Issue. Serial # 15187. .32 RF caliber spur trigger revolver
with a 3-1/2” tip-up octagon barrel. 5 shot non-fluted cylinder. The bore condition is unknown.
The revolver retains some original blued metal finish, but the majority is a dark gray patina with
edge wear and scratching. The rosewood grips are in good condition with some minor marks and
finish wear. The First Issue was made from 1865-1868.

154.

Colt Model 1849 Pocket Revolver. Serial # 23705. .31 caliber black powder percussion single
action revolver with a 5” octagon barrel. The bore condition is unknown. Made in 1851. The metal
finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is mostly a dark grey patina with some scattered dings and
older cleaned surface rust. Traces of silver can still be seen on the brass grip frame. The 1 piece
walnut grips are in fair to good condition with dings and finish wear. All numbers match including
the barrel wedge. The mechanical condition is unknown. Includes a colt marked bullet mold. Made
from 1850 to 1873.

155.

Smith & Wesson Model No. 2 Army Tip-Up. Serial # 23894. .32 RF caliber spur trigger revolver
with a 5” tip-up octagon barrel. 6 shot non-fluted cylinder. The bore condition is unknown. The
metal finish on the barrel frame and cylinder is a silvery gray patina which looks like bare metal with
some scattered pitting and older cleaned surface rust. The rosewood grips are in good to very good
condition with some minor marks and finish wear. The mechanical condition is unknown. The No.
2 was made from 1861-1874.

R. 156.

Winchester Model 94 1966 Centennial Commemorative Carbine. Serial # 76302. .30-30 Win.
caliber lever action saddle ring carbine with a 20” octagon barrel. The bore is excellent. These
originally came with a gold-colored receiver and forearm nose cap with a blued barrel, lever, and
magazine tube. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good condition
with some scattered spots of light surface rust and some fine scratches. The finish on the gold toned
receiver shows some fine scratches. The walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition with a
small scrape on the forearm and some small marks on the stock. There is a relief carving of a bear
on the right side of the butt. The action works fine and the gun appears to be unfired. No box or
papers. Total manufacture of both rifle and carbine was 102,309. C&R.

R. 157.

Remington Model 1903-A3. Serial # 4174720. .30-06 caliber rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The rifle was made in January, 1944. The original Remington 4 groove military barrel is
dated 12/43. The gray parkerized military finish on the barrel, receiver, barrel bands and floorplate
is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light scuffs and scratching from
handling. The matte black bolt finish shows some wear on the body and extractor. The floor
plate/trigger guard shows little wear with some light scuffs. Original military sights with a front
sight protector. The military S type straight grip stock is in very good to excellent condition showing
some minor marks from handling. RA, RA-P and FJA cartouches visible on the left side, there is also
a “P” proof and some inspection marks on the underside. The action works fine. Includes a leather
sling. C&R.
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R. 158.

Swedish Carl Gustafs – C.A.I. Model 1896 Mauser. Serial # 146233. 6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser
caliber bolt action rifle with a 29” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Made in
Sweden in 1904. The rifle is discretely import stamped on the rear of the receiver. The bolt, floor
plate and rear sight are matching, the barrel bands are not. The original arsenal finish on the
barrel, bands and receiver is in good military condition with wear, thinning, light edge wear and
some scratches and scuffs on the barrel. The walnut stock and hand guard are in good condition
with numerous dings, dents and scratches. The stock disc is intact. Original military front and rear
sights. The action works fine. Includes the cleaning rod. C&R.

R. 159.

Swedish Carl Gustafs – C.A.I. Model 1896 Mauser. Serial # 134897. 6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser
caliber bolt action rifle with a 29” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Threaded
muzzle. Made in Sweden in 1905. The rifle is discretely import stamped on the barrel near the
muzzle. The rifle is all matching. The blued metal finish on the barrel, bands and receiver looks like
an arsenal re-blue and is in very good military condition with some thinning, light edge wear and
light scratches and scuffs on the barrel. The birch stock and hand guard are probably arsenal
replacements and are in very good condition showing little wear with a few minor marks and a larger
ding on the butt. The stock disc is intact. Original military front and rear sights. The action works
fine. Includes the cleaning rod. C&R.

R. 160.

Swedish Carl Gustavs – K.B.I. Model 96/38 Mauser Short Rifle. Serial # 7183. 6.5x55mm
Swedish Mauser caliber bolt action rifle with a 23-1/2” barrel. Threaded muzzle with thread
protector ring. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Originally made as a Model 1896 full
length military rifle in 1899, the M96/38 rifles were shortened as part of a modernization program of
approx. 30,000 rifles in 1938. All matching numbers except for the floor plate. The arsenal finish
on the barrel and receiver shows wear and thinning with scattered scratches. The floor plate and
trigger guard are worn. The hardwood stock and hand guard are in good condition with some light
dings and scratches from military use. The stock disc is present. The action works fine. Includes
the cleaning rod. C&R.

R. 161.

Swedish Carl Gustavs – C.A.I. Model 96/38 Mauser Short Rifle. Serial # 305188. 6.5x55mm
Swedish Mauser caliber bolt action rifle with a 23-1/2” barrel. Threaded muzzle. The bore is very
good, clean with strong rifling. Originally made as a Model 1896 full length military rifle in 1912, the
M96/38 rifles were shortened as part of a modernization program of approx. 30,000 rifles in 1938.
All matching numbers. The arsenal finish on the barrel and receiver shows edge wear and thinning
with scattered scratches. The floor plate and trigger guard are worn. The hardwood stock and hand
guard are in good condition with some light dings and scratches from military use. The stock disc is
present. The action works fine. Includes the cleaning rod and a canvas web sling. C&R.

R. 162.

Winchester Model M1 Garand. Serial # 1366626. .30-06 caliber semi auto rifle with a 24” barrel.
The bore is poor, heavily rusted with some rifling visible. The receiver was made in August 1943.
The Danish VAR barrel is dated 8-66. The bolt, hammer and milled trigger housing are SA marked.
The safety and op rod are BMB marked (Breda, Italy). The dark gray parkerized finish on the barrel,
gas cylinder and op rod is in good condition showing light edge wear with scratching and scuffing.
The dark gray parkerized finish on the receiver and bolt is in good condition as well with edge wear
and scratches. There is a patch of heavy pitting on the left front of the receiver and the markings on
the heel of the receiver have rub marks, perhaps to remove some older rust. The hardwood stock
and hand guards are in very good condition with some minor marks. There no cartouches visible on
the stock, but there is a faint number stamped into the bottom of the stock. Lock bar sights. The
action works fine. Includes a green canvas web sling. C&R.

R. 163.

Smith & Wesson Model SD9VE. Serial # FCY6480. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 15 round detachable magazine. This gun features a satin finished
stainless steel slide and a black polymer frame. 3 dot fixed sights. The stainless steel finish on the
slide is in excellent condition showing no wear. The black polymer frame with integral stippled grips
is excellent as well. The action works like new and the gun appears to be new in the box and
unfired. Includes the original box, the instructions, an extra 15 round magazine, and a gun lock.
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R. 164.

Winchester Model 9417. Serial # F762485. .17 HMR caliber lever action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in 2003. 11 shot tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the
barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition showing no sign of use. The finish on the receiver
is excellent as well. The oil finished checkered walnut pistol grip stock and matching forearm are in
excellent condition showing little to no use. Original sights including front sight hood. The action
works fine. The rifle is in new condition and un-fired. Made from 2003 to 2004. Includes the
original box and instructions.

R. 165a. First of a lot of 2: Winchester Model 1895 Theodore Roosevelt 150th Anniversary Custom.
Serial # TR150C0049. .405 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 24” round barrel. The bore is
excellent. Internal magazine. The 1895 was the last lever action rifle designed by John Browning.
This rifle is part of a Special Edition rifle offered as a set in 2008 with only 1000 sets made. The rifle
features an engraved receiver with gold inlays depicting Theodore Roosevelt along with several big
game animals as well as a high-grade oil finished checkered walnut stock. The rifle is unfired and in
its original box. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no wear. The
blued finish on the receiver is excellent as well. The oil finished checkered walnut stock and forearm
are in excellent condition with no wear. Buckhorn rear sight. Tang mounted safety. Jeweled
hammer and gold trigger. Flat steel butt plate. The action works like new and the gun is new in the
box and unfired. Includes the box, instructions, and the outer shipping box.
R. 165b. Second of a lot of 2: Winchester Model 1895 Theodore Roosevelt 150 th Anniversary High
Grade. Serial # TR150H0049. .405 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 24” round barrel. The bore
is excellent. Internal magazine. The 1895 was the last lever action rifle designed by John Browning.
This rifle is part of a Special Edition rifle offered as a set in 2008 with only 1000 sets made. The rifle
features an engraved stainless steel receiver with gold inlays depicting Theodore Roosevelt along with
several big game animals as well as a high-grade oil finished checkered walnut stock. The rifle is
unfired and in its original box. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing
no wear. The stainless steel finish on the receiver is excellent as well. The oil finished checkered
walnut stock and forearm are in excellent condition with no wear. Buckhorn rear sight. Tang
mounted safety. Gold trigger. Flat steel butt plate. The action works like new and the gun is new in
the box and unfired. Includes the box, instructions, and the outer shipping box.
R. 166.

Winchester Model 70 Classic. Serial # G3019209. .325 WSM caliber bolt action rifle with a 24”
barre. The bore is excellent. This rifle features controlled round feed and a laminated wood stock.
Made without sights. Hinged floor plate. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in
excellent condition showing no wear. The floor plate and trigger guard are excellent as well. The
plain dark brown laminated wood stock is in excellent condition showing no wear. Black rubber
Winchester recoil pad. The action works fine. The rifle is in new condition and includes the original
box with the instructions.

R. 167.

Winchester Model 70 Sporter. Serial # 35GZP06433. .270 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 24”
barre. The bore is excellent. This rifle features controlled round feed and an oil finished walnut
stock. Made without sights. Hinged floor plate. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is
in excellent condition showing no wear. The floor plate and trigger guard are excellent as well. The
checkered oil finished walnut stock is in excellent condition showing no wear. Black rubber
Winchester recoil pad. The action works fine. The rifle is in new condition and includes the original
box with the instructions.

R. 168.

Winchester Model 1895 Gr 1. Serial # WIJP00139YM95C. .30-06 caliber lever action rifle with a
24” round barrel. The bore is excellent. Internal magazine. The 1895 was the last lever action rifle
designed by John Browning. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing
no wear. The blued finish on the receiver is excellent as well. The oil finished checkered walnut
stock and forearm are in excellent condition with no wear. Buckhorn rear sight. Tang mounted
safety. Flat steel butt plate. The action works like new and the gun is new in the box and unfired.
Includes the box, instructions, and all accessories.
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R. 169.

Winchester Model 66 150th Anniversary. Serial # M662016421. .44-40 Win. caliber lever action
rifle with a 24” octagon barrel with a full-length magazine tube. The bore is excellent. The rifle is a
high grade Special Edition offering made in 2106 to commemorate the 150 th Anniversary of the
Winchester Model 1866 rifle with only 500 made. The rifle features an engraved polished brass
receiver, an engraved barrel with gold inlays and a high grade oil finish walnut stock and forearm.
The blued metal finish on the barrel, magazine tube and lever is in excellent condition showing no
wear. The brass finish on the receiver is excellent as well. The oil finished walnut stock and forearm
are in excellent condition with no wear. Adjustable ladder rear sight. Engraved brass butt plate.
The action works like new and the gun is new in the box and unfired. Includes the box,
instructions, and all accessories.

R. 170.

Steyr – C.A.I Model M95 Carbine. Serial # 4403V. 8x56R caliber straight pull bolt action rifle with
a 20” barrel. The bore good, mostly clean with strong rifling and some frosting in the grooves. The
receiver is marked Budapest M95. The chamber is “S” marked indicating it was converted from
8x50R to 8x56R. BP 18 proof indicates acceptance by the Hungarian Army in 1918. The barrel,
receiver and bolt are matched, the stock is matched, but re-stamped. The arsenal type metal finish
on the barrel, receiver and magazine is in good to very good condition with slight wear and some
scratches. The walnut stock is in good condition with some dents and dings and scratches, no
cracks, repairs or major damage. The hand guard has a large gouge at the front end. The action
functions fine. Used by several nations during WWI. Produced from 1896 until 1920. C&R.

R. 171.

Remington Model 1100. Serial # 25253V. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28” ventilated rib
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is fitted with a Polychoke adjustable choke. The chamber is
2-3/4”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing light wear with light
scratches and some scattered light freckling. The blued finish on the engraved receiver is in poor
condition showing heavy wear and heavy scratching with light surface rust. The checkered black
synthetic forearm and butt stock are in very good condition with light scuffs and scratches. Black
rubber recoil pad. Fiber optic clip-on front sight. The action works fine.

172.

U.S. Springfield Model 1816 Musket. Serial # NSN. .69 caliber black powder percussion fired
musket with a 41” barrel. The bore is good, slightly rusty. The barrel may have been cut back
slightly at the muzzle. This is a Type III musket dated 1831 converted to percussion by the bolster
method. The only barrel marking is a “P” in a recessed circle. The metal finish on the barrel and
lock plate is a dark brown patina with surface rust. The nose band is pitted, the mid bands not so
much. The hammer and trigger guard are a dark brown patina. The walnut stock is in good
condition with some light dents and dings, no cracks or major damage. There are two cartouches
visible on the left stock, what looks like a script EA in an oval and a script A/2 in an oval. The
action holds on both half and full cock. Includes the ramrod.

173.

Pedersoli Model Kentucky Flintlock Pistol. Serial # PD11627. .54 caliber black powder flintlock
pistol with a 10” octagon barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Made in Italy. The
blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some
fine scratches. The lock plate and nose cap show good case color. The plain walnut stock is in very
good condition with a few small marks and scratches. Brass trigger guard, side plate, and ferules.
The action works fine. Includes the ramrod.

R. 174.

Winchester Model 54 Super Grade. Serial # 42752A .30 Gov’t ‘06 (.30-06) caliber bolt action rifle
with a 24” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1934. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
very good condition showing little wear with some light scuffs and scratches. The blued finish on the
receiver has some very light scratches. The rear receiver bridge has not been drilled. The Super
Grade marked floor plate and trigger guard show light edge wear with some scratches. The
checkered walnut stock is in very good condition with some minor marks and scratches from use.
The ebony tip has a large chunk missing from the right side, the nose of the stock has no damage.
The original checkered steel butt plate shows wear and surface rust. Original sling swivel mounts.
The front sight hood is missing. The bolt is numbered to the receiver. The action works fine. Made
from 1925 to 1936. Includes a leather sling. C&R.
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175.

Unknown Maker Model Percussion Fowler. Serial # NSN. Approx. 8 Ga. (0.810” Dia.) black
powder percussion fired single barrel shotgun with a 41” round barrel. The bore shows dust and
light rust. There is a small dent at the muzzle. The barrel is not marked. The lock plate is marked
“London Warranted”. The metal finish on the barrel looks like it may have been painted black long
ago and is now mostly a dark brown patina with surface rust and pitting at the nipple area. The
lightly engraved lock plate is a cleaned gray patina. The hammer shows heavy rust. The plain
walnut half-length stock is in poor condition with heavy wear, cracks and slivers of wood missing
along with a streak of spilled paint. The action works, but is sluggish. Includes the wood ramrod.

176.

Classic Arms Model New Orleans Ace. Serial # 31703A. .44 Cal percussion fired screw barrel
pistol with a 4-1/2” barrel. The barrel is in the white and is in good to very good condition with
some scuffs and scratches. The bore is excellent. The brass frame is very good, it is slightly
tarnished but should clean up fine. The hardwood grip is in very good condition. The action works
fine. Includes the original box and instructions.

177.

Replica Models Model Kentucky Pistol. Serial # NSN. .44 caliber Non-Firing flintlock pistol with a
10” octagon barrel. Cast alloy barrel and action parts – not to be converted to a firing gun. The
metal finish on the barrel and action is a dull gray patina. Brass trigger guard, nose cap and barrel
hardware. The reddish painted hard wood stock is in good condition showing some minor marks
from handling. The action barely works. Includes the box, instructions and ramrod.

R. 178.

Winchester Model 1905 Self Loading. Serial # 16263. .32 Win. SL caliber semi auto rifle with a
22” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1907. 5 round detachable magazine. The barrel is from a
Winchester Model 64 rifle that has been adapted to fit the 1905 receiver. The bore diameter for .32
Win SL and .32 Win Spl. is the same. The blued metal finish on the barrel is a re-blue and is in very
good condition showing little wear. The receiver is a re-blue as well and is in good to very good
condition showing some light scratching with evidence of buffing and underlying pitting. There are 2
screws in the upper tang. The plain walnut forearm has had extra finish added and again shows
finish wear with a crack on the left side. The nicely figured walnut butt stock is a newer
replacement and is in in very good condition with some minor marks and light finish wear. The
plastic butt plate is in fair condition with heavy wear. The action works fine. Approximately 29,113
made from 1905 to 1920. C&R.

R. 179.

Ranger Model 103-2. Serial # NSN. .22 Sh-L-LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Detachable 5 round magazine. Made by Marlin for Sears and Western Auto. The
metal finish on the barrel and receiver is a brown patina with moderate surface rust. The plain
walnut stock is in good condition showing some light dings and scratches with finish wear. The
plastic trigger guard shows some light scratches. Plastic butt plate. Original sights. The action
does not work. C&R.

R. 180.

Ruger Model Wrangler. Serial # 206-30624. .22 RF caliber single action revolver with a 4-5/8”
barrel. Bore is excellent, as new. The revolver is new in its original box. Fixed sights. The matte
black Cerakote finish on the barrel and frame is excellent showing no wear. Blued cylinder. The
checkered black plastic grips are in excellent condition also showing no wear. The action is as new.
Includes the original box, a gun lock and the instructions.

R. 181.

Heritage Model Rough Rider. Serial # 1BH432339. .22 LR caliber single action revolver with a 61/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in the USA. The revolver is new in its original box. 6 shot
cylinder. The blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is excellent showing little wear. The
black finished alloy frame is excellent as well showing no wear. The black pearl plastic grips are in
excellent condition showing no wear. Fixed sights. The action works fine. Includes the original box,
with the instructions and a gun lock.
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R. 182.

Springfield Armory Model Hellcat. Serial # BA108374. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto striker fired
pistol with a 3” barrel. The bore is excellent. 13 round detachable magazine. Matte black finished
slide with a black polymer frame. The matte black finish on the steel slide is excellent showing no
wear. The matte black polymer frame with stippled integral grips is excellent as well showing no
wear. Tritium U-Dot front sight. The action works fine. Includes the original box with a soft pouch,
2 spare magazines with loader, a gun lock and the instructions.

R. 183.

Mossberg Model 500C. Serial # J469952. 20 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 20” ventilated rib
barrel. The bore is very good. The barrel accepts Accu-Choke screw-in choke tubes; a Full tube is
installed. The chamber is 3”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing little
wear with scratches and scattered light surface rust. The black finish on the alloy receiver is in good
condition showing some dulling with light edge wear and scratching. The checked hardwood
forearm and matching butt stock are in good condition showing some light marks and scratches
from use. Factory recoil pad with LoP of 13-1/4”. The action works fine.

R. 184.

Marlin Model Glenfield 25. Serial # 19688157. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is very good to excellent. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
receiver is in fair condition with scattered light to moderate rust. The hardwood stock is in good
condition with some dings and scratches with finish wear. Original front and rear sights with light
rust. Sling swivels. The floor plate is in very good condition showing little wear. The plastic trigger
guard is very good. The action works OK.

R. 185.

Mossberg Model 500A. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Modified. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The metal finish on the
barrel is spray painted a camo pattern and is in good condition showing spots of wear with scuffs
and scratches. The alloy receiver is painted camo as well and also shows wear with scuffs and
scratches. The camo painted grooved walnut forearm and matching plain butt stock show heavy
wear with some marks and scratches. Factory red rubber recoil pad with LoP of 14”. The action
works fine. Includes a spare camo painted 28” VR barrel with a dirty bore that shows rust and
scratches. C&R.

R. 186.

Savage Arms Model 220A. Serial # NSN. .410 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 26” barrel. The bore
is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition with
a coating of moderate surface rust. The receiver is a brown patina with a coating of surface rust as
well. Most of the black paint is missing from the trigger guard. The walnut stock and forearm are in
fair condition showing numerous dings and scratches with finish wear. There are small cracks on
either side of the receiver and at the lower tang. Top tang mounted safety. Action works OK. C&R.

187.

Hoppe’s Ethan Allen Model Double Barrel Percussion Pistol. Serial # S07758. .36 caliber black
powder percussion pistol with 4” barrels. The smooth bores are good to very good with spots of light
rust. Double hammers with individually firing single trigger. The chrome finish on the barrels and
engraved frame is in good condition showing scuffs and scratches. The glossy black finish on the
hammers is excellent. The plain wooden grips are in excellent condition with minimal wear. The
hammers work fine.

R. 188.

Bond Arms Model Century 2000 Derringer. Serial # 76825. .45 Colt/.410 Ga. over/under
derringer with 3½” barrels. The bores are excellent. The chambers are 3”. This gun features all
stainless steel construction with laminated wood grips. The brushed finish on the stainless steel is
in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The laser checkered laminated grips are in excellent
condition with no wear. The action works fine. Includes the original plastic case and the
instructions.
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R. 189.

Taylors Uberti Model No. 3 Russian Schofield. Serial # F17629. .45 Colt caliber single action top
eject revolver with a 6-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Modern Italian made reproduction of the
original Smith & Wesson No. 3 Schofield Russian contract revolver. The revolver features a unique
trigger guard with Cyrillic writing on the barrel rib. The blued metal finish on the barrel, frame and
cylinder is in excellent condition showing little to no sign of use. The case colors on the trigger
guard, hammer, and latch mechanism are excellent. The plain oil finished walnut grips are in
excellent condition showing little sign of use. Lanyard ring attached to the butt. The action works
fine. Includes the original box with the instructions.

R. 190.

Beretta Model 92FS Enduring Freedom. Serial # BER290668. 9mm Luger semi-auto pistol with a
5” barrel. The bore is excellent. Hammer fired double action pistol with a slide mounted
ambidextrous de-cocker. 15 round detachable magazine. Made in the USA. This pistol is one of the
Limited Edition Enduring Freedom guns produced around 2003 for each of the armed services. This
one is the US Marines edition and is one of 1500. The satin black finish on the steel slide is in
excellent condition showing no wear. The Matte black alloy frame is in excellent condition as well
showing no wear. The checkered black plastic grips are excellent as well. 3 dot fixed sights. The
action works fine. Includes a blue plastic case with a spare magazine.

R. 191.

Colt Model Anaconda. Serial # MM97128. .44 Magnum caliber double action 6 shot revolver with
a 6” ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1998. The stainless steel finish on the
barrel and frame is very good with some fine scratches. The cylinder shows a moderate drag line
with some fine scuffs and scratches. The black rubber Colt logo finger groove grips are in excellent
condition showing little wear. Red ramp front sight, adjustable white outline rear sight. The action
is tight and works fine. Includes the original blue case with the instructions.

R. 192.

Firearms Import & Export Model Panzer Derringer. Serial # P05837. .22 LR caliber over/under
superposed spur trigger derringer with 2-1/2” steel sleeved barrels. The bores are good, clean with
good rifling. The barrel group is rotated 180 deg to fire the barrels by pressing the button on the
underside of the frame. The black metal finish on the barrels is in good condition with spots of wear
with chips and scratches. The gold toned frame is in good condition with edge wear and scratches.
The white plastic grips are in good condition with some yellowing. The action works OK.

R. 193.

German Model Single Shot Derringer. Serial # 65748. .22 LR caliber single shot spur trigger
derringer with a 2-1/4” barrel. The bore is good, clean with good rifling. Action is opened with
button on the left side, the button on the right side is for extraction. The chrome finish on the barrel
and frame is in very good condition showing some light scratches. The brown plastic grips have a
repair to the left panel. The action works OK.

R. 194.

National Arms Co. Model Flobert. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber single shot rifle with a 22-1/2”
octagon barrel. The bore is poor, dirty and rough. Made in Belgium. The metal finish on the barrel
and receiver is a dark brown patina with edge wear and rust. The breech mechanism is rusty as
well. The checkered walnut stock is in fair condition showing dings, scratches and finish wear with
a repair at the heel. Rusty steel butt plate. The action works OK. C&R.

R. 195.

Unknown Maker Model Flobert. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber single shot rifle with a 22-1/4”
octagon barrel. The bore is poor, dirty and rough. The metal finish on the barrel and receiver has
been refinished and is in good to very good condition showing some slight bleed-through rust near
the muzzle and underlying scratches. The breech mechanism and trigger guard has been refinished
as well and are again showing rust. The plain walnut stock has been refinished and is in very good
condition showing little wear. Rusty steel butt plate. The action works OK. C&R.

R. 196.

Harrington & Richardson Model Topper 58. Serial #AN201215. 12 Ga single shot break top
shotgun with a 30” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with just a hint of some light
roughness. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 3”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
fair to good condition showing little wear; it is a brown patina with a light covering of surface rust
with some light scratching. The receiver is a brown patina with edge wear. The hardwood forearm
and butt stock have been refinished and are in good to very good condition with some small dings
and light scratches from use. Plastic butt plate. The action works fine.
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197.

Unknown Maker Model Percussion Pistol. Serial # NSN. Approx. .60 Cal percussion fired pistol
with a 9” round barrel. The smooth bore shows rust. Appears to be Spanish made. The metal
finish on the barrel is a brownish gray patina with rust and pitting. The lock plate is not marked. It
is also a brownish gray patina with pitting. The rear tang is cracked. The plain hardwood stock is in
poor condition, it is cracked through the grip and wired together. The action works. Includes the
ramrod.

198.

Springfield Armory Model 1870 Trapdoor Rifle. Serial # 1512. .50 cal. center fire caliber single
shot rifle with a 29-1/2” barrel that has been shortened. The bore is very good, clean and shiny with
good rifling. Springfield Armory lock dated 1863. Breech block is marked 1870 over an eagle head
with US underneath. The metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in the white with moderate
surface rust. The breech block has been blued with the top half having rusted. The lock plate and
hammer are a gray patina with edge wear. The barrel bands and trigger guard have been cleaned.
The plain walnut stock is in good condition showing some dings and scratches. There is a brass
plug in the heel with “43” on it. No cartouches visible. Original sights. The action works fine.
Includes the ramrod.

199.

Remington Model Rolling Block No.1 Rifle. Serial # NSN. .45-70 caliber single shot rifle with a
28” octagon heavy barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling and some lead
fouling. Custom rifle built on an antique military receiver with a modern Numrich barrel. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing light edge wear with some scratches.
The receiver is a gray patina with a hint of remnant case color. The walnut stock and forearm are
most likely contemporary replacements and are in very good condition showing some minor marks
from use. Crescent steel butt plate. Buckhorn rear sight. The action works OK.

R. 200.

Harrington & Richardson Model 733. Serial #AJ28488. .32 S&W double-action revolver with a 21/2” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. 6 shot swing out cylinder. Made in
1972. The nickel finish on the barrel is in fair condition showing a large patch of milky dull finish.
The cylinder shows a light cylinder line with scratches and just a hint of some light freckling. The
frame finish is very good with some light scratches. The black plastic checkered grips are very good
showing light wear. The action works fine.

R. 201.

High Standard Model D-100 Derringer. Serial # 1335781. .22 RF caliber O/U double barrel
derringer pistol with 3½” barrels. The bores are excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrels and
frame is in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The white faux ivory plastic grip panels are
excellent as well. The action functions fine. Includes the original cigarette case. Made from 1962
until 1984.

R. 202.

Harrington & Richardson Model 922. Serial # P57854. .22 RF caliber double action solid frame
revolver with a 6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1954. Fixed sights and 9 shot cylinder.
The original blued finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing light muzzle wear.
The blued cylinder shows edge wear, light scratches and scattered light freckling with just a hint of a
drag line. The frame shows light edge wear with some scattered light surface rust. The original gray
marbled plastic grips are in very good condition, no cracks or chips. The action works fine.
Includes a leather holster. C&R.

R. 203.

Winchester Model 67. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action manually cocked single shot rifle
with a 27” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling. The blued metal finish on
the barrel and receiver is in poor condition showing heavy rust and pitting. The chrome on the bolt
is in good condition showing scratches and spots of light rust. The trigger guard shows moderate to
heavy rust. The plain walnut stock is in fair condition showing numerous dings and scratches with
heavy finish wear. Plastic butt plate. Rear sight damaged and missing the elevator, front sight is
painted red. The action works, but is sticky. Made from 1934-1963. C&R.
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R. 204.

Savage Model Stevens 620. Serial # NSN. 16 Ga. pump action take-down shotgun with a 28” plain
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
fair to good condition with some light muzzle wear along with some thinning, scratching, scattered
light rust carry wear at the breech end. The receiver shows carry wear with thinning and edge wear
along with scratches and scattered dots of light surface rust. The checkered walnut stock and
forearm are in fair to good condition showing numerous dings and scratches, mostly on the butt,
with finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action works OK. Includes a padded black nylon sling.
C&R.

R. 205.

J. Stevens Model Springfield Single Shot. Serial # NSN. 16 Ga single shot shotgun with a 28”
barrel. The bore is excellent, clean and shiny. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good
condition with scratches and scattered light surface rust. The receiver shows carry wear and faded
case colors protected by a coat of yellowing lacquer which shows wear and scratches. The plain
walnut stock and forearm have had extra finish added and are in fair to good condition showing
numerous dings and scratches with finish wear. Original Butt plate. Action works fine. C&R.

R. 206.

Remington Model 760. Serial # 136810. .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1953. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
very good condition showing little wear with just a hint of some scattered light scratches and
scattered fine freckling. The blued finish on the receiver is in good to very good condition showing
some edge wear with light scratches and some scattered fine freckling. The grooved walnut forearm
and plain walnut butt stock have had extra finish added and are in good condition showing some
dings and scratches along with finish wear from use. Original metal butt plate. Original sights.
Sling swivel studs. The action works fine. Includes a Bushnell Banner 3-9x32 scope with Weaver
mounts and a leather sling. C&R.

R. 207.

Remington Model 700. Serial # E6844309. 8mm Mauser caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent. The barrel is un-marked except for the caliber Made without sights. The
matte black metal finish on the barrel and receiver is very good to excellent condition showing little
sign of use. The floor plate shows some light scratches. The checkered camo synthetic stock is in
very good condition showing scattered light marks on the underside. Black rubber recoil pad. The
action works fine. Includes a Nikon Buckmasters 3-9x40 scope and a padded nylon sling.

R. 208.

Japanese Type 99 Arisaka Short Rifle. Serial # 31623. 7.7mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle
with a 26” barrel. The bore is fair, mostly clean with strong rifling with some patches of corrosion
pitting at mid-bore. Mid to late war rifle with the standard rear sight, standard mid-band, small bolt
knob and the serrated safety knob. Made at the Nagoya Arsenal with 7th Series marking. The metal
finish on the barrel and receiver is very good showing only light wear with some light scratching with
some thinning due to older cleaned surface rust on the receiver. The floor plate and trigger guard
show light surface rust. The original wooden stock and handguard are very good showing few of the
usual dents and dings with no cracks or major damage. The mum has been ground. The bolt,
extractor and the nose band are all matching. The action works fine. Includes the cleaning rod.
C&R.

R. 209.

Japanese Type 99 Arisaka Short Rifle. Serial # 44746. 7.7mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle
with a 26” barrel. The bore is good to very good, mostly clean with strong but worn rifling with some
frosting in the grooves. Late war “Last Ditch” rifle with many shortcuts due to lack of materials.
Fixed sights, crude machining, crudely made 2 piece stock with wood butt plate, welded barrel
bands, small bolt knob and the welded safety knob. Made at the Nagoya Arsenal with 10th Series
marking. The metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing light wear with
scratching with a haze of light surface rust. The original wooden stock and handguard are very good
showing few of the usual dents and dings with no cracks or major damage. The mum has been
ground. The bolt and extractor match the receiver. The action works fine. Includes a reproduction
sling. C&R.
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R. 210.

Remington Model 870 Express Magnum. Serial # B000591M. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a
28” ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw-in choke tubes, a Carlson
Modified tube is installed. The chamber is 3”. The matte black finish on the barrel is very good
showing little wear with some minor scratches near the muzzle. The matte black receiver finish is
very good showing some light scratches. The receiver has 4 drilled and tapped holes plugged with
screws and 1 larger hole near the breech end. The checkered black synthetic forearm and matching
SPS style butt stock are in very good to excellent condition with a few small scuffs/scratches.
Original black rubber recoil pad. The action works fine.

R. 211.

Ruger Model Vaquero. Serial # 56-12913. .44-40 Win. caliber single action revolver with a 6-1/2”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1996, offered through Friends of NRA events in 1996. The
blued metal finish on the barrel, cylinder and grip frame is in excellent showing little to no wear with
fine scratches and just a hint of a light drag line. The faux case hardened frame is very good
showing good case color with 2 small patches of finish loss on the front of the frame. The plain
hardwood grips with an NRA medallion in the right panel are in excellent condition showing little
sign of use. The action works fine. Includes the original gray plastic box, the instruction packet and
the outer shipping box.

R. 212.

Smith & Wesson Model K-22 Masterpiece. Serial # K204929. .22 RF caliber double action
revolver with a 6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1953. A Pre-Model 17 five screw revolver
made on the K frame with a square butt and adjustable sights. The blued metal finish on the barrel
is in excellent condition showing little wear. The blued finish on the cylinder is excellent as well
showing just a hint of a faint drag line. The finish on the frame is excellent showing little wear with
some fine scratches. The checkered black rubber Pachmayr grips are in excellent condition with
very little wear. Excellent case colors on the hammer and trigger. Action is tight and works fine.
C&R.

R. 213.

Military Armament Corporation Model Ingram M10A1. Serial # ES0414. 9mm Luger caliber
closed bolt semi auto pistol with a 5½” threaded barrel. The bore is excellent. 32 round detachable
magazine. The M10A1 was produced by the 2nd Iteration of the MAC company formed in Texas after
the liquidation of RPB. The pistol is easily converted to .45 ACP, hence the dual caliber markings.
The matte black finish on the barrel shows light edge wear. The matte grey phosphate finish on the
receiver, top cover and pistol grip is in very good condition with light edge wear and some scuffs and
scratches. The action works fine. Made from 1982-1993.

R. 214.

Universal Model M1 Carbine. Serial # 142458. .30 Carbine caliber semi auto rifle with an 18”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 30 round detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and receiver is in very good condition showing some light edge wear with some fine scratches. The
walnut stock and handguard have been refinished and are in very good condition showing some
minor marks from use. Military type sights. The action works fine. The early Universal carbines
were built using many GI surplus parts.

R. 215.

Browning Arms Model Auto Rifle Gr. 1. Serial # T169M69. .22 RF caliber semi auto take-down rifle
with a 19-1/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1969. 10 shot tubular magazine in the butt
stock. The blue finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some fine
scratches and some widely scattered dot of light freckling. The lightly engraved blued receiver is in
very good condition showing light edge wear with some fine scratches. The checkered walnut stock
and forearm are in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of use. Original front and
adjustable rear sight. The action works fine. C&R.
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216.

Colt Model 1849 Pocket Revolver. Serial # 149400. .36 caliber black powder percussion revolver
with a 4” octagon barrel. The bore is fair to good, mostly clean with visible rifling and some
rust/corrosion. Made in 1858. The metal finish on the barrel is worn to bare gray with areas of
older cleaned surface rust. The cylinder is also worn to bare metal with dings and older cleaned
surface rust. The etched stagecoach scene is barely visible. The frame is a brownish gray patina
with spots of surface rust. The brass grip frame retains much of its silver plating, it is tarnished
with edge wear, scratches and dings on the bottom of the grip. All serial numbers including the
barrel wedge appear to match. The action works, but is a little sluggish and can be sticky with the
indexing. Made from 1850-1873.

R. 217.

Walther Model P-38. Serial # 7668. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel. The bore
is mostly clean with strong rifling and some light frosting in the grooves. Made in Germany in 1941.
Marked “ac 41” on the left side of the slide. The frame is stamped with the correct WaA359
Waffenamt. Detachable magazine is un-numbered. The barrel, slide and frame are matching
numbers. The blued finish on the barrel is a re-blue and shows light muzzle wear with remnant
pitting. The slide has been refinished as well and shows heavy buffing with weak markings on the
left side and all marks on the right side buffed away; the finish shows light edge wear. The finish on
the frame is thinning with edge wear and light freckling. The brownish plastic pearlitic grips
replacements and are good condition with slight wear and scratches. The action works, but the
safety does not, it will fire with the safety on. C&R.

R. 218.

Ruger Model Mark II NRA Endowment. Serial # NRA-06080. .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with
a 4-3/4” tapered barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable 10 shot magazine. Made as a Limited
Edition in 2003 as a tribute to William B. Ruger and the NRA. Blued steel barrel, receiver and grip
frame. The pistol is in new condition and is unfired. The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver
and frame is in excellent condition showing no wear. The checkered white plastic grips are excellent
as well. Fixed sights. The action is zip-tied shut but can be assumed to be fine. Includes the
original red plastic box, a spare magazine and the instruction packet.

R. 219.

Remington Model 760. Serial # 134817. .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1953. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches and scattered light freckling. The
blued finish on the receiver is in good to very good condition showing light carry wear with light edge
wear along with some light scratching and scattered light freckling. The grooved walnut forearm and
plain walnut butt stock have had extra finish added and are in good to very good condition showing
some scratches and flaking finish. Original metal butt plate. Original front sight, flip-up rear sight.
Sling swivels. The action works fine. Includes a Weaver KV scope in a Weaver tip-off mount and a
leather sling. C&R.

R. 220.

Savage Model 1899B. Serial # 34400. .303 Sav. lever action rifle with a 26” octagon barrel. The
bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling and some light fouling in the grooves. Made in
1902. Internal brass cartridge counter. The blued metal finish on the barrel is a professional reblued and is in very good condition with light muzzle wear with some fine scratches. The receiver
and lever have been re-blued as well and shows little to no wear. The nicely figured checkered
walnut straight grip stock and Schnabel forearm are in very good to excellent condition showing little
wear. Original sights. The steel crescent butt plate has been re-blued. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 221.

Steyr Mannlicher – GSI Model M40. Serial # 005161. .40 S&W caliber semi auto pistol with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Austria. 10 shot detachable magazine. Steel slide and barrel
with a polymer frame. The matte black finish on the slide is in very good to excellent condition
showing little wear with some light scuffs. The black polymer frame with integral grooved grips is in
excellent condition showing little sign of wear. Triangle/trapezoid sights. The action works fine.
Includes the original plastic case, the instructions and 2 extra Steyr 10 round magazines, and the
keys for the action lock. Limited importation from 1999 to 2002.
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R. 222.

Glock Model 21C. Serial # SCP799. .45 ACP caliber Gen. 3 semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” ported
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Austria. Compensated version of the standard Model 21. 13
round detachable magazine. The matte black metal finish on the slide is in excellent condition
showing no wear. The polymer frame with integral stippled grips is in excellent condition as well
showing no wear. Fixed ghost ring rear sight with fiber optic front sight. The action works fine.
Includes the original black plastic box, 2 spare 13 round magazines, a mag loader, the instruction
packet, cleaning tools and a gun lock.

R. 223.

Browning Arms Model Nomad. Serial # 90495P7 .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with a 6-3/4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 10 shot detachable magazine. Made in 1967. The original black metal
finish on the barrel and slide is in excellent condition showing little wear with som fine scratches.
shows very light muzzle wear with some light edge wear. The black finish on the steel frame is
excellent as well showing little to no wear with some fine scratches. The checkered black plastic
grips are in very good condition with some light scuffs and scratches. Adjustable rear sight. Action
works fine. Made from 1962 until 1974. It was the predecessor to the Challenger pistol. C&R.

R. 224.

Winchester Model 12. Serial # 235498. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 30” ventilated rib
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full, but gauges more like a loose Modified.
Made in 1920. The shotgun has been built up like a trap gun. The rib is not original. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in good condition showing thinning with scratches
and carry wear on the magazine tube at the breech end. The receiver finish shows carry wear, edge
wear and thinning with scratches and some older cleaned light surface rust. The checkered walnut
forearm and matching butt stock are newer replacements and are in very good condition showing
some minor marks and scratches. Non-factory red rubber recoil pad added with an LoP of 14”. The
action works fine. C&R.

R. 225.

Mauser Model 3000. Serial # 86652. .308 Win bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is
excellent. Made in Oberndorf Germany. Made without sights. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches.
Relief engraved floor plate with game scene. The skip-line checkered walnut stock with rosewood
nose cap and pistol grip cap is in very good to excellent condition showing only ssome minor marks
from handling. The action has been bedded in the stock. Original brown rubber recoil pad. The
action works fine. Includes a Redfield 2-7x scope in engraved rings. Made from 1971-1974.

226.

Colt 1st Model Dragoon. Serial # 26722. .44 caliber black powder percussion fired single action
revolver with a 7½” barrel. The bore is excellent. This gun is a 2nd generation, F series gun made
c. 1980. The gun is new and unfired and is in excellent condition. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is excellent showing no wear. The engraved blued cylinder shows no wear with just a hint of a
spot of light surface rust in the engraving. The case colored frame, hammer and loading lever are in
excellent condition showing good case color. The brass grip frame and trigger guard are slightly
tarnished from handling but should polish out OK. The 1 piece walnut grips are excellent showing
no wear. The action works fine. Includes the original box, the instructions, and various papers.

R. 227.

US Revolver Co. Model Solid Frame Revolver. Serial # 9167. .38 S&W caliber double action
revolver with a 2-1/2” round barrel. The bore is fair, mostly clean with moderate pitting. 5 shot
cylinder. The original nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in good condition with some
dings and scratching with some light surface rust on the face of the cylinder. The blued trigger
guard shows wear and scratches. The hammer and trigger show good case color. The hard rubber
grips are in very good condition showing little wear, no cracks or chips. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 228.

Smith & Wesson Military & Police Victory Model. Serial # V666422. .38 S&W (not special)
caliber double action revolver with a 5” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made between 1942 and 1945.
The top strap is marked “US Property GHD”. The 5” barrel is usually associated with the British
contract. The parkerized metal finish is in good to very good condition with light edge wear and
scratches. The hammer and trigger show good case. The plain walnut grips are in good condition
with finish wear. Lanyard loop is intact. The action works fine. C&R.
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R. 229.

Remington Model 700 BDL. Serial # 6784012. .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in 1974. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in
excellent condition showing little wear with some light scratches. The floor plate and trigger guard
are excellent showing no wear. The gloss finished checkered walnut stock with black nose piece is in
excellent condition showing little to no sign of use. Original plastic butt plate. Original front and
rear sights including the front sight hood. The action works fine. Includes a Leupold Vari-X II 39x40 scope in Leupold mounts and a leather sling in quick detach swivels.

R. 230.

Remington Model 721. Serial # 283352. .270 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1952. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good
condition showing little wear. The trigger guard and floor plate finish is very good showing some
light scratches. The checkered walnut stock is in very good condition with some minor marks and
scratches from use. Original metal butt plate. Sling swivels installed. The action works fine.
Includes a Weaver V8 2.5-8x40 scope in Weaver rings. Made from 1948 to 1962. C&R.

231.

Smith & Wesson Model No. 1 Third Issue. Serial # 26705. .22 Short rimfire caliber spur trigger
revolver with a 3-3/16” tip-up barrel. The bore is good, mostly clean with good rifling. 7 shot fluted
cylinder. The revolver has been decoratively reconditioned by polishing the metal and gold plating
the cylinder, hammer, cylinder pin and other small parts. The polished metal finish on the barrel
and frame is in very good condition showing some light scratches. The gold plated parts are very
good as well. The rosewood grips are in very good condition showing some light finish wear. The
action works fine. Includes a small box. The Third Issue was made from 1868-1881.

232a. First of a lot of 2: Iver Johnson Model Defender. Serial # 1732. .22 RF caliber single action spur
trigger revolver with a 2¼” barrel. The bore condition is unknown, the cylinder pin is broken off; it
looks rusty. 7 shot cylinder. The original nickel finish is in fair to good condition showing
numerous dings on the barrel and frame. The cylinder shows flaking finish with surface rust. The
wooden grips are in fair condition, the left grip has large chips missing. The action works OK.
232b. Second of a lot of 2: Hopkins & Allen Model Blue Jacket No. 2. Serial # 2085. .32 RF caliber
single action spur trigger revolver with a 2-3/4” barrel. The bore is poor with rust. 5 shot cylinder.
The nickel finish on the barrel and frame is in fair condition with dulling and severe flaking with rust
on the right side. The cylinder shows heavy wear with older cleaned surface rust. The rosewood
grips are in very good condition showing light wear. The action does not work correctly.
233.

Jonn Sowers Model Over-Under Percussion Rifle. Serial # NSN. Approx. .45 caliber over/under
percussion fired rifle with superposed 34” octagon barrels. One barrel is rifled and one barrel is
smoothbore. The barrels rotate 180 degrees for firing much like a pivoting 2-shot Derringer. The
barrel flats are approx. 0.730” at the muzzle and approx. 0.810 at the breech end. The barrels are
un-marked. Each barrel has its own fixed sights. The overall length is 49”. The lock plate is
marked JONn Sowers Philadelphia. Jonn Sowers was a partner of Sowers & Smith in Philadelphia
during the early to mid 1800’s. The finish on the barrels is a brown patina with edge wear, dings
and scratches. The lock plate, side plate and hammer are a brown patina. Single trigger. The
striped maple butt stock is very good with cracks at the upper tang. Brass crescent butt plate,
trigger guard, and ferrules. Twin wooden ramrods along the sides of the barrels. The action works
fine. The barrels rotate fine. The barrel to frame lock-up is tight.

234.

David Glassbrener Model Flintlock Rifle. Serial No. 80. Approx. .50 Caliber flintlock rifle with a
39-1/2” octagon barrel. The bore is good, clean with strong rifling. The barrel flats measure approx.
0.970” at the muzzle and approx. 1.040” at the breech. The overall length is 54”. The barrel is
marked “D*Glassbrener”. David Glassbrener was a Dauphin County gun maker who was a
gunsmith, mostly in the Harrisburg area from 1828 until the mid-1850’s. The brass side plate is
marked “No 80”. His rifles are commonly marked in this manner. The lock plate is marked “London
Warranted”. The metal finish on the barrel is a gray patina with dings and scratches. The lock plate
and hammer is a dark brown patina. The full-length maple stock is in good condition with some
dings and marks, no cracks or serious damage. Brass butt plate, engraved hinged patch box ,
trigger guard, side plate and barrel ferrules. Single trigger. The action works fine. Includes a wood
ramrod.
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R. 235.

Harrington & Richardson Model Automatic Ejecting Police. Serial # 13992. .38 S&W caliber
double action top ejecting revolver with a 3-1/4” barrel. The bore is fair, good rifling with rust and
light pitting. 5 shot cylinder. Bobbed hammer. The original nickel finish on the barrel, frame and
cylinder is in poor to fair condition showing heavy wear. The metal has turned brown where the
nickel has worn off. The hard rubber grips are in very good condition with slight wear, no cracks or
chips. The action works OK, but the can be sticky. This is the Second Model, 5th variation made
from 1897 to 1904. C&R.

R. 236a. First of a lot of 2: Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action. Serial #
392646. .32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 2” octagon barrel. The bore is poor with rust
and corrosion. The original nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in fair condition
showing light wear with a covering of light to moderate surface rust. The blued trigger guard shows
light wear with light freckling. The plastic grips are in very good condition showing light wear, no
cracks or chips. The action works fine. C&R.
R. 236b. Second of a lot of 2: Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action. Serial #
6238. .22 RF caliber double action revolver with a 2” octagon barrel. The bore is poor with rust and
corrosion. The original nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in fair condition showing
flaking and scratching with scattered surface rust. The blued trigger guard shows light edge wear
with scattered light freckling. The plastic grips are in very good condition showing light wear, no
cracks or chips. The action does not work properly, the trigger and hammer works, but the cylinder
free wheels due to the broken cylinder pin latch not holding the cylinder firmly in place. C&R.
R. 237.

Remington Model 552 Speedmaster. Serial # 1871178. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 23”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1975. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine
tube is in very good condition showing light wear with some scratches and some scattered light
surface rust. The black finish on the alloy receiver and trigger guard is very good showing some light
scratches. The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in good to very good condition with some
scattered dings and light finish wear. Shell deflector intact. Original sights. The action works fine.

R. 238.

Winchester Model 12. Serial # 827888. 16 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. Made in 1939. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
magazine tube is in good condition showing thinning with scratches and carry wear at the breech
end along with a patch of pitting on the barrel. The receiver finish shows carry wear, heavy edge
wear with moderate scratches. The grooved walnut forearm is in good condition showing light finish
wear. The plain walnut butt stock may be a replacement, it has a red plastic grip cap and is in good
condition showing some dings and scratches. Non-factory red rubber recoil pad added with an LoP
of 13-1/2”. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 239.

High Standard Model H-D Military. Serial # 170306. .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with a 6-3/4”
round barrel. The bore is excellent. 10 shot detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is fair to good, it heavy holster wear on the left side with muzzle wear and some thinning on
the right side. The blued finish on the slide is in good condition with light edge wear and light
scratches with some light surface rust on the right side and in the serrations. The frame shows edge
wear and scratches with worn finish on the front and rear grip straps. The checkered walnut grips
are in good condition with light wear and marks from use. External safety. Original rear adjustable
sight. The action works fine. Made from 1946-1955. C&R.

R. 240.

Browning Arms Model Medalist. Serial # 47123T72. .22 RF caliber semi auto target pistol with a
6-3/4” ventilated rib barrel. Bore is excellent. Made in 1972. World class target pistol. Pistol
features adjustable target sights, target grips with a thumb rest for a right handed shooter, 10 shot
detachable magazine and barrel weights. The blued metal finish is excellent showing no wear and
just a few very tiny marks. The gloss finished checkered walnut target grips and forearm are
excellent as well. Gold trigger. The action works fine. The pistol in is its original red cloth interior
presentation case with barrel weights, loading block, screwdriver tool and a spare 10 round
magazine. The presentation case is in very good to excellent condition. Made from 1962-1976. C&R.
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R. 241.

Smith & Wesson Model 19-4. Serial # 56K3777. .357 Magnum caliber double action revolver with
a 6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1978-1979. This gun was made on the K target frame
and features a square butt, a pinned barrel, and a recessed cylinder. The original blued metal finish
on the barrel is in good with muzzle wear and light scratching. The cylinder shows edge wear and
spots of older cleaned surface rust. The frame shows light edge wear on the trigger guard with some
light scratches. The hammer and trigger show good case color. The checkered walnut target grips
are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. Adjustable rear sight with Patridge front
sight. The action works fine. Includes the original box, the instructions and the cleaning tools.

242.

Ludwig Loewe Model 1895 Chilean Mauser. Serial # H2761. 7mm Mauser caliber bolt action
carbine with a 29-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made by Ludwig Loewe in Germany for Chile
prior to 1896. The blued arsenal finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good to excellent
condition showing light muzzle wear and light scratching. Crisp receiver crest. The walnut stock
and handguard are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some small dings and
scratches from military use. Well struck stock cartouche. Appears to be all matching including the
cleaning rod. Does not appear to be import marked. The action works fine. Includes the cleaning
rod.

R. 243.

Marlin Model 120. Serial # 20825696. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with 38” plain barrel. The
bore is excellent. The chamber is 3” and the barrel is choked Full. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with a few minor scuffs. The blued finish on the
steel receiver shows some very light edge wear with thinning and scratches. The checkered walnut
stock and forearm are in good to very good condition showing some minor marks and scratches from
use. Stock bullseye is missing. Original recoil pad. The action works fine.

R. 244.

Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action. Serial # 508356. .22 RF caliber
double action revolver with a 2” octagon barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. 7
shot cylinder. The original nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is very good to excellent
condition showing little wear. The blued trigger guard is excellent as well showing no wear with
some fine scratches. The plastic grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little to no
wear, no cracks or chips. The action works fine. Includes the original box, which is in fragile
condition. C&R.

R. 245.

Browning Arms Model Challenger. Serial # 17072U2 .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with a 6-3/4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 10 shot detachable magazine. Made in 1962. The original blued
metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no wear. The finish on the slide is
excellent as well. The frame finish is excellent showing some minor marks on the front of the trigger
guard and on the front of the grip strap. The checkered walnut grips are in excellent condition.
Adjustable rear sight. Gold trigger. The action works fine. Includes a plastic 2 piece box. Made
from 1962-1975. C&R.

R. 246.

Browning Model Hi-Power Mark III. Serial # 511MZ51556. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol
with a 4-5/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Belgium in 2001. 10 round detachable
magazine. The black metal finish on the steel slide is excellent showing no wear. The black finish
on the steel frame is excellent as well. The black plastic checkered grips are in excellent condition
with no wear. Ambidextrous frame mounted safety. Fixed 3 square-dot sights. The action works
fine. Includes the original gray plastic case, an extra 10 round magazine and the instructions.

R. 247.

Savage Arms Model Stevens 311. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 28” barrels.
The bores are excellent, clean and shiny. The barrels are choked Full and Modified. Double triggers
and extractors only. The chambers are 2-3/4”. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good
condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The receiver shows slightly faded case colors
with some very light carry wear on the underside. The plain hardwood forearm and matching butt
stock are in good to very good condition with minor marks from use and some light finish wear.
Original butt plate. Action works fine and is tight. C&R.
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R. 248.

Iver Johnson Model M1 Carbine. Serial # AA29287. .30 Carbine caliber semi auto rifle with an
18” barrel. The bore is excellent. 15 round detachable magazine. Iver Johnson acquired Plainfield
Machine in 1977 and produced M1 Carbines in New Jersey until 1982 when at which time I-J was
sold. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good condition showing some very
light edge wear with some fine scratches; the finish has a slight plum hue. The perforated steel
hand guard is very good with some light scratches. The plain hardwood stock is in very good to
excellent condition showing some scattered marks from use. Military type sights. The action works
fine. Includes a green canvas web sling with an oiler and a spare 15 round magazine.

R. 249.

Remington Model 12. Serial # 106920. .22 RF caliber pump action rifle with a 22” round barrel.
The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Tubular magazine. Made in 1935. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is very good showing little wear with some fine scratches and just a hint of some
light freckling. The magazine tube shows action wear. The receiver finish is in good condition
showing little wear with some fine freckling, it has a dull, slightly brown patina. The grooved walnut
forearm is in good to very good condition showing some minor marks from use. The matching plain
walnut straight grip stock is in condition showing some dings and marks from use. The plastic butt
plate is aa newer replacement and does not fit well. Original sights. The action works fine. Made
from 1909-1936. C&R.

R. 250.

Winchester Model 1912. Serial # 33136. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Modified. Made in 1914. The blued metal finish on the
barrel and magazine tube is a re-blue and is in very good condition showing little wear with some
light scratches and some very fine freckling. The receiver finish is a heavily worn blotchy
gray/brown patina from older cleaned surface rust with edge wear and scratches. The grooved
walnut forearm and the matching plain butt stock have been refinished and are good to very good
condition showing some light dings and scratches from use. Plastic butt plate. The action works
fine. C&R.

R. 251.

DPMS Model A-15. Serial # F147862K. 5.56 NATO/.223 Rem. caliber semi auto rifle with a 20”
heavy match stainless steel barrel. The bore is excellent. The twist rate is not known. Detachable
10 round magazine. This is an AR-15 type rifle that features an optics ready flat top upper
assembly, a free-float aluminum hand guard, a quad rail gas block and a charging handle with an
extended paddle for scope use. Finger groove pistol grip with an A-2 buttstock. The metal finish on
the heavy stainless steel barrel is very good showing some scuffs and scratches. The matte black
finish on the upper and lower receivers is in very good condition showing some light scuffs and
scratches. The butt stock, pistol grip, and forearm are in very good condition as well showing some
light scratches. The action works fine. Includes a UTG EZ Tap 3-12x44 illuminated reticle scope
attached to the top rail.

R. 252.

Ithaca Gun Co. Lewis Model Hammerless. Serial # 99291. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with
24-1/4” Damascus barrels. The bores are good, mostly clean with slight roughness. The barrels
have been cut back. The barrels are both choked Modified. The chambers are 2-3/4”. Made in
1904. Double triggers and extractors. The metal finish on the Damascus barrels shows a brownish
patina with moderate to heavy surface rust. Damascus pattern is visible. The receiver is worn to
bare gray with moderate surface rust. The water table is marked 1-1/2. The checkered walnut stock
and forearm are in good condition showing wear with some dings and scratches. The forearm has a
crack in the left side with some small slivers of wood missing. The original plastic butt plate is
heavily worn. The action works OK. This model made from about 1901 to 1906. C&R

R. 253.

J. Stevens Model Crackshot. Serial # P282. .32 RF single shot lever action falling block take-down
rifle with a 20” round barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling with some light
rust. Fixed sights. The blued metal finish on the barrel shows patches of very heavy rust. The rifle
has been taken down and the barrel will not fit back into the receiver because of the rust. The
receiver shows remnant striped case color with heavy surface rust. The plain walnut forearm and
matching plain butt stock are in good condition showing some dings and scratches with finish wear,
no cracks. Plastic butt plate. The Action seems to work OK. C&R.
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R. 254a. First of a lot of 3: Belgian Model Flobert. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber single shot rifle with a 221/2” octagon barrel. The bore is poor, dirty and rough. Made in Belgium. The metal finish on the
barrel and receiver is a dark brown patina with heavy rust. The breech mechanism has some rust
as well. The checkered walnut stock is in fair condition showing dings, scratches and finish wear.
Rusty steel butt plate. The action works OK. C&R.
R. 254b. Second of a lot of 3: Unknown Maker Model Single Shot Shotgun. Serial # 37110. 12 Ga single
shot shotgun with a 30” Damascus barrel. The bore is fair, mostly clean with light rust and light to
moderate pitting. The barrel is choked Cylinder. The metal finish on the barrel is a brown patina
with rust and pitting. Some Damascus pattern is visible. The receiver has very little of its original
nickel plating remaining, it is mostly rusted bare steel. The plain walnut forearm is poor, heavily
worn with a large crack. The walnut butt stock is in poor condition. It has a large crack in the wrist
that is taped to the receiver tang along with heavy finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action works,
but the opening lever will not return. C&R.
R. 254c. Third of a lot of 3: E. James & Co. Model Hammer Double. Serial # 20516. 12 Ga hammer fired
double barrel shotgun with 30” Damascus barrels. The bores are very good, mostly clean with no
significant pitting. The barrel are choked Imp. Cyl. and Imp. Mod. The metal finish on the barrels is
a brown patina with heavy rust. The lock plates on the receiver show remnant case color with light
surface rust. The trigger guard is rusted. The checkered walnut forearm held with a latch is in good
condition, the ebony tip is missing. The matching checkered butt stock is in fair to good condition
with dings and finish wear. The butt plate has several chips missing. The action seems to work
fine. C&R.
R. 255.

Winchester Model 70 Safari Express. Serial # 35AZM00020. .416 Rem. Magnum caliber bolt
action rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is excellent. The original satin blue finish on the barrel and
receiver is in excellent condition showing no sign of use. The matte finished floor plate is excellent
as well. The satin finished checkered walnut stock is in excellent condition with only a few minor
marks from handling. Controlled feed action. Dual reinforced cross bolts in the stock. Hooded
front sight with an express rear sight. Super grade style sling swivel stud in the butt with a barrel
band swivel stud in the front. The action works fine.

R. 256.

Smith & Wesson Model 17-2. Serial # K726726. .22 RF caliber double action revolver with a 6”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1967. The original blued metal finish on the barrel is in very
good condition with just a hint of some light muzzle wear. The blued finish on the cylinder is in good
condition with light edge wear and a light drag line. The frame finish is very good to excellent
showing little wear with some fine scratches. The checkered walnut target grips are in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear. Adjustable rear sight with Patridge front sight. The action
works fine. C&R.

R. 257.

Colt Model Single Action Army. Serial # S26133A. .45 Colt caliber 3rd Generation single action
revolver with a 5-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. The nickel finish on the barrel is in very good
condition with a few dings and scratches. The nickel finish on the cylinder shows some fine
scratches and a faint drag line. The nickel finish on the frame and grip frame is excellent showing
very little sign of wear with just a few light scratches. The checkered black plastic grips are in
excellent condition with no wear. The action works fine.

R. 258.

Charter 2000 Model Dixie Derringer. Serial # 43811. .22 RF caliber 5 shot stainless steel single
action spur trigger revolver with a 1-1/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. Very similar to the NAA Mini
revolver. Charter 2000 acquired the rights to produce some Charter Arms products, but is not
affiliated with Charter Arms. The matte stainless steel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in
excellent condition showing little use with only a hint of a faint cylinder line. The plain black
plastic grips are in excellent condition showing no wear. The action works fine. Includes the black
plastic case with the instructions, a soft pouch and a small holster. Made from 2002-2012
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R. 259.

Springfield Armory Model 1903 Sporter. Serial # 1360361. .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with an
18-1/2” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. This gun started life as a 1903
military rifle made in 1930 and subsequently sporterized. The barrel may be original military and
has been cut down, polished and the military sights removed. The bolt handle has been altered and
the bolt jeweled. The action has been re-blued and placed in a sporter stock. The blued metal finish
on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing finish loss on the end of the barrel. The
plain walnut sporter stock is in very good condition showing little wear with some mi nor marks from
use. Brown rubber recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes a Redfield 4x scope with Redfield
mounts and a leather sling. C&R.

R. 260.

Savage Arms Model 170. Serial # D093489. .30-30 Win. caliber pump action rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent
condition showing little wear with some scattered light scratches. The blued metal finish on the
receiver and trigger guard shows some very light edge wear with some light scratches along with just
a hint of some light freckling. The checkered walnut forearm and butt stock are in good to very good
condition with some light scratches and some light flacking finish on the butt. Plastic butt plate.
Original front and rear sights. The action works fine. Includes a Tasco 3-9x32 scope in Weaver
mounts and a leather sling.

R. 261.

Winchester Model 69A Target. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel. The
bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling. 5 shot detachable magazine. The metal finish on
the barrel and receiver has been cleaned to bare gray with some blotchy brown patina and older
cleaned surface rust. The floor plate and trigger guard are rusted. The plain walnut stock is in good
condition with dings and scratches. There is a hole in the base of the pistol grip. Aperture rear sight
with a blade front sight. The action works OK.. Made from 1935 to 1963. C&R.

R. 262.

Browning Arms Model BT-99. Serial # 57088NZ669. 12 Ga. single shot trap shotgun with a 32”
ported ventilated high rib barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Japan in 1991. The barrel accepts
Invector Plus choke tubes, an Imp. Cyl. tube is installed. Automatic ejector. The original bluing on
the barrel is in excellent condition showing only a few fine scratches. The blued metal finish on the
engraved receiver is in excellent condition as well showing little sign of use. The gloss finished
checkered walnut forearm is in very good to excellent condition with a few minor marks. The
matching checkered walnut butt stock with an adjustable comb is in very good condition showing
some minor marks and scratches. The adjustable brown rubber recoil pad with a LOP of 14”. The
action works fine and is tight. Includes an extra choke tube.

R. 263.

Remington Model 788. Serial # B6152340. .223 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in 1983. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is
in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The blued finish on
the receiver is in very good to excellent condition as well showing little wear. The plain hardwood
stock is in very good condition showing some minor marks from use. Front and rear sights removed.
Sling swivel studs. Plastic butt plate. Includes a Tasco 6-18x42 scope. Made from 1967-1983.
C&R.

R. 264.

Savage Arms Model 340. Serial # NSN. .22 Hornet caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel. The
bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no wear with some fine scratches. The blued finish
on the receiver is excellent as well showing little wear. The receiver has been drilled for a side scope
mount. The checkered walnut stock is in very good to excellent condition showing some minor
marks and light scratches from use. Original butt plate. Flip-up rear sight with hooded front sight.
The action works fine. Includes a Redfield 4-12x40 scope in a Weaver side mount. C&R.
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R. 265.

Colt Model 1892 New Army. Serial # 98261. .38 Colt caliber antique double action revolver with a
6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1898. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good
condition showing light muzzle wear with some light scratching. The cylinder shows edge wear and
thinning with scratches and some small spots of older cleaned surface rust. The frame shows edge
wear with some light scratching and widely scattered light freckling. No military markings. 1895
patent date. The checkered Colt logo black rubber grips are in very good condition showing light
wear. The action works fine.

R. 266.

German BNZ 4 (Steyr-Daimler-Puch) Model K98. Serial # 4232. 8mm Mauser bolt action rifle
with a 23-1/2” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling. Receiver dated 1944.
The rifle has been crudely sporterized. The metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in poor
condition with rust and light pitting. The floor plate and trigger guard are worn to bare metal.
Original military bolt. A GEW-98 military stock has been cut down with the swivel holes filled and
refinished into a crude sporter stock. It is in good condition with some dings and scratches. A brown
rubber recoil pad has been added. Original military sights, the front sight hood and the rear ladder
is missing. The action works fine. Includes an Osprey International 2-7x32 long eye relief scope
with a no-drill mount fastened to the rear sight housing. C&R.

R. 267.

Winchester Model 94. Serial # 4380984 .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Full length tubular magazine. Made in 1976. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is a re-blue and is in good condition showing little wear
with underlying scratches and pitting. The receiver has been aggressively cleaned and polished to
bare metal and is again showing rust with an un-even surface and some spots of remnant pitting.
The smooth black synthetic stock and forearm are in very good condition showing little wear with
some light scuffs and scratches. Black rubber recoil pad. Original front sight and hood, the rear
sight has been removed. Williams peep sight attached to the left rear of the receiver. The action
works fine.

R. 268.

Mossberg Model 185K-A. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 26” ported barrel. The
bore is excellent. This shotgun’s barrel is equipped with the Mossberg C-LECT adjustable choke
system. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in fair condition,
turning brown with edge wear and a covering of moderate surface rust. The hardwood stock is in
good condition with some dings, scratches and finish wear. The plastic trigger guard is not warped.
Brass bolt knob. The action works OK. C&R.

R. 269.

Smith & Wesson Model 36. Serial # 286553. .38 Special caliber double action revolver with a 2”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 5 shot cylinder. Flat Latch. No-Dash gun made c. 1962. The metal
finish on the barrel and frame is in poor condition with little original finish remaining. It is a dark
gray patina with very heavy scratching. The cylinder has been polished bright shows light
scratching and a light drag line. The stippled black rubber finger groove grips are in fair condition
showing wear. The action works fine. Includes a Blackhawk CQC holster. C&R.

R. 270.

J. Stevens Model Springfield 5000 Scout. Serial # C46365. .410 Ga. double barrel shotgun with
26” barrels. The bores are very good, clean and shiny with some tiny dents in the left barrel. The
barrels are both choked Full. Double triggers and extractors only. The metal finish on the barrels is
in poor to fair condition showing wear with dings and pitting along the barrel rib with wear,
scratching and moderate surface rust on the barrels. The front sight bead is broken off. The metal
finish on the receiver is worn to bare gray with dark spots from older cleaned surface rust and
pitting on the underside. The trigger guard is worn bear with heavy pitting. The plain walnut
forearm is in poor condition with large chips missing. The matching plain butt stock is in good
condition showing some dings, scratches and finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action works fine
and is tight. C&R.
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R. 271.

Savage Arms Model 340A. Serial # NSN. .30-30 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is in fair to good condition showing some light muzzle wear with thinning, scratching and
scattered light freckling. The blued finish on the receiver is fair condition showing edge wear, and
thinning with grind marks around one of the receiver sight holes. The barrel nut is turning brown.
The receiver has not been drilled for a side scope mount. The plain walnut stock has had extra
finish added and is in good condition showing some dings, scratches and finish wear. Plastic butt
plate. Front and rear sights have been removed. The action works fine. Includes a Swift 1.5-4x32
Long Eye Relief scope on a rail mounted to the barrel. C&R.

R. 272.

Remington Model 48 Mohawk. Serial # 5882041. 20 Ga semi auto shotgun with a 19-1/2” smooth
bore barrel with rifle sights. The bore is excellent, clean with no pitting. The rear sight is partially
missing. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition with wear, scratches and scattered
light surface rust. The blued finish on the steel receiver I sin poor condition with wear, scratching
and a covering of light surface rust.
The checkered walnut forearm is in fair condition with dings,
scratches, finish wear and a long crack running along the bottom. The checkered walnut butt stock
is in fair to good condition with dings scratches, paint streaks and finish wear. Plastic butt plate.
The action works OK. C&R.

R. 273.

Lefever Arms Co. Model Nitro Special. Serial # 207799. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 30”
barrels. The bores are good to very good, mostly clean with no pitting. The barrels are choked Full
and Full. Double triggers and extractors only. Made by Ithaca Gun Co. after it acquired the Lefever
name. Made c. 1925. The blued metal finish on the barrels is turning to a brown patina and fair
condition with dings, scratches and light surface rust freckling. Both barrels have some dents, the
front sight bead is missing. The receiver is a gray patina with light surface rust. The checkered
walnut forearm is in fair condition with heavy wear. The matching butt stock is in poor condition
with a large repaired crack through the wrist with dollops of greenish toothpaste looking epoxy on
either side of the upper tang. Non-factory rubber recoil pad. The action seems to works OK. Made
from 1921 to 1948. C&R.

274.

Lyman Model New Army. Serial # 040890. .44 caliber black powder percussion fired revolver with
an 8” octagon barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling, no rust. Made in the style of
the Remington 1858 Army. Made in Italy. The blued metal finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder
are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches and a hint of
some light rust in the cylinder notches. Brass trigger guard. The plain hardwood grips are in
excellent condition showing little wear. The action works fine. Includes the original box with the
instructions and a nipple wrench.

R. 275

Remington Rand Model 1911-A1. Serial # 1356718. .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 5”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1943. 7 round detachable magazine. Marked “M 1911A1
U.S. Army” and “United States Property” on the frame along with FJA inspection mark, crossed
cannon marked and an “AA”(Anniston?) stamp. The frame has been polished and re-blued and
again shows wear and thinning mostly on the grip straps. The slide is made by Colt and has also
been re-blued showing thinning and scratches. The trigger, take-down lever, safety, hammer, barrel
bushing and grip safety have been polished and are in the white. The imitation stag grips are very
good showing light wear. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 276.

Zastava-PW Arms Yugoslavian Model 70-A Tokarev. Serial # 33672. 9mm Luger caliber semiauto pistol with a 4-½” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. This is a Yugoslavian
copy of the Soviet TT-33 Tokarev pistol, but in 9mm, not 7.62x25. A safety has been added in order
for these to be imported into the US. Detachable magazine. The blue finish on the slide and frame
is in good to very good condition showing edge wear and scratching. The black plastic grips are in
very good condition with minimal wear. Fixed sights. The action works fine.
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R. 277.

Krico Model 302. Serial # 409090. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is
excellent. 5 shot detachable magazine. Made in Germany. The original blued metal finish on the
barrel and grooved receiver is in excellent condition showing little to no wear with some fine
scratches. The trigger guard shows edge wear, thinning and scratches. The plain hardwood stock is
in very good condition showing some minor marks and scratches. There is a large decal on the left
side of the stock, appears to be a shooting club. Original hooded front and adjustable rear sights.
Quick detach swivels added. The action works fine.

R. 278.

Mossberg Model 500A. Serial # K766453. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 24” smooth bore
Slugster barrel with rifle sights. The bore is excellent. The chamber is 3”. The blued metal finish on
the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some isolated spots of light surface rust
near the rear sight. The black finish on the alloy receiver is in good to very good condition showing
little wear with some scratches. The checkered hardwood forearm and matching butt stock are in
very good to excellent condition showing little sign of use. Factory brown rubber recoil pad with LoP
of 14”. The action works fine.

R. 279.

Ruger Model Security Six. Serial # 161-68351. .357 Magnum caliber revolver with a 4” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in 1985. All stainless steel constructed double action revolver with a 6
shot cylinder. The stainless steel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is good to very good
condition showing some holster wear, mainly at the muzzle with scattered scuffs and scratches. The
cylinder shows a light drag line. The black rubber Hogue finger groove grips are good to very good
with slight wear. Red ramp front sight with adjustable rear sight. The action functions fine.
Includes a blue plastic case for a Beretta pistol. The Security Six was made from 1974 until 1988.

R. 280.

Armalite – Howa Model AR-180. Serial # S000148. .223 Rem./5.56 MM caliber semi auto rifle
with an 18-1/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. 30 round detachable magazine. Made in 1974. The
AR-180 is the semi automatic version of the AR-18. The AR-18 was designed by Eugene Stoner of
AR-15/M16 fame as an alternative to the AR-15 but never caught on and was never adopted for
military service by any country. The AR-180 was produced by 3 companies, Armalite in Costa Mesa
CA, Sterling in the UK and Howa in Japan. This rifle was made by Howa. It operates with a rotary
bolt similar to the AR-15, but is piston operated with twin recoil springs. The matte gray parkerized
finish on the barrel and stamped sheet metal upper/lower receiver is in very good condition showing
light edge wear with some light scratches. The black synthetic folding butt stock, pistol grip and
hand guard are in good condition showing some scuffs scratches from use. The action works fine.
Includes an Armalite 2.75x20mm scope and a plastic box containing 8 spare magazines and a scope
mount. Approx. 20,307 AR-180’s were made from 1969-1985 with 3927 being made by Howa from
1970-1974.

R. 281.

A.H. Fox Model Grade A. Serial # 23913. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 30” barrels. The
bores are very good, clean with just a hint of some isolated roughness. The barrels are choked Full
and Modified. The chambers are 2-9/16”. Made c. 1916-1917. Double triggers and extractors. The
blued metal finish on the barrels is in good condition showing thinning with scattered scratches and
a haze of light surface rust. They have a slight brownish patina. The left barrel has some small
dents. The engraved receiver is a worn gray patina with carry wear on the underside. The checkered
walnut forearm has had extra finish added which is now flaking off with dings scratches and wear.
The checkered walnut butt stock has had extra finish added as well and also shows flaking finish
with dings and scratches. There is a large chunk of wood missing on the right side behind the recoil
shield. Twin ivory beads. Black plastic butt plate. The action works fine and is tight. C&R.

R. 282.

Sterling Arms Model .22 Auto. Serial # A60380. .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 2¼” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the steel slide is in very good
condition showing little wear with some light surface rust in the serrations. The blued finish on the
steel frame is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light scratches. The
black plastic grips are in very good condition with slight wear. The action works fine.
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R. 283.

Beretta Model 92F. Serial # BER022562Z. 9 MM caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel. Bore is
in excellent condition. 15 round detachable magazine. Made in the USA. The matte black finish on
the barrel is in good condition showing action wear with some light scratches. The satin black finish
on the steel slide is in very good to excellent condition showing some very light scuffs. The matte
black finish on the alloy frame is in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The checkered
black plastic grips are in excellent condition showing no wear. The action works fine. Includes the
original case with outer sleeve and an extra magazine. No manual.

R. 284.

Remington Model 41. Serial # NSN. .22 Sh-L-LR bolt action single shot manually cocked rifle with
a 27” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1937. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver
is in good condition showing little wear with some light scratches and scattered light freckling. It is
taking on a slight brownish tint. The plain walnut stock is in fair to good condition showing
numerous dings and scratches with finish wear. The original butt plate is worn with rusty screws.
Sling swivels added. The action works fine. Made from 1936-1939. C&R.

R. 285.

Poly Tech – K.F.S. Model AKS-7.62. Serial # PW85-762-1493. 7.62x39mm caliber semi auto rifle
with a 16¼” barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable 30 round magazine. Folding bayonet. Made
in China in 1985. Semi automatic version of the AK-47. The blued metal finish on the barrel,
stamped sheet metal receiver and top cover are in good to very good condition showing light edge
wear with scratches and some scattered spots of light surface rust. The plain hardwood stock,
forearm, and handguard are in good to very good condition sowing some dings and scratches with
some light soiling. The action works fine. Please see the pictures to get a better idea of the
condition.

Gun Registration Information
All guns with an “R” before the number must be registered. Licensed dealers must have a
current copy of their FFL signed in ink in our files. No modern long guns sold to anyone
under the age of 18, nor modern hand guns to anyone under 21. No hand guns sold to out of
state residents who are not dealers. Residents of states requiring a purchase permit to buy
long guns (I.E. New Jersey, etc.) must furnish this permit. Persons of Curio & Relic License
(except New Jersey) may only purchase firearms listed as such by the B.A.T.F. and must
provide a signed copy of that license. The purchaser pays any and all registration fees.
Your interpretation of “excellent”, “very good”, “good” etc. may be very different than ours,
when it comes to the description of these guns. You are the final judge of condition before
you buy. Please examine any item you are interested in very carefully and decide, before you
bid, if it is as you expected. Always have a gunsmith check a gun you purchased for possible
defects. We do not warrant any gun to be in firing condition.
If you see any glaring mistakes in the catalog description of the guns, please inform us of the
error prior to the start of the sale. This will allow us to let other buyers know of the
correction before any items are sold.
And now a few words about antique guns. Federal law requires any firearm, made after
1898, to be registered. Even though the gun looks like an antique, we need proof it was made
before 1898 before we can give it to you without registration. Since documentation of guns
made by many obscure manufactures is difficult and time consuming, we may, sometimes,
incorrectly register a gun that might be an antique. We regret this error but in the case of a
Federally licensed dealer, it’s better safe than sorry.
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ACCESSORIES
Authenticity of any the following collectibles and ammunition is unverified. They are believed to be correct but please be sure you are
satisfied before you bid.
Caveat Emptor!

300. Framed Samuel Rhoads Civil War Discharge – enlisted October 3rd, 1862 from
Berks County, PA to Company K, 151st Regiment PA Volunteer Infantry. Was
discharged after 9 months of service on July 30 th 1863. Excellent color to the
patriotic motif discharge. Approx. 7”, 2” and 1 ½” tears to the top of the
discharge. Frame measures 33” x 25”.
301. Framed 1864 Confederate States of America $1000 Loan Note with (60) $30
Bond Coupons, uncut – printed by Evans & Cocswell, Columbia, S.C. Overall
great condition. Frame measures 24” x 38”.
302. Vintage A.L. Weise Civil War Print, “The Surrender of General Lee”, published
by Jos. Hoover, Philadelphia. Grant and Lee at Appomattox memorable event
terminated the Great Rebellion. Print has discoloration and roughness to the
boarder. Frame measures 32” x 26”
303. US Model 1860 Cavalry Saber and Scabbard by Millard – Ricasso is marked
C.J. Millard, Clayville, N.Y.” reverse side marked “US C.E.W 186_”. Brass
Quillion and knuckle bow has three branches with a brass stepped domed
pommel. Backstrap leather covered grip with wire wraps. Steel scabbard with
throat, double carrying rings, and drag. Blade is pitted and has some nicks
with age. Overall length of 41”. Good example.
304. Framed Robert Gift Civil War Discharge – enlisted October 10 th, 1862 from
Berks County, PA to Company K, 151st Regiment PA Volunteer Infantry. Was
discharged after 9 months of service on July 30 th 1863. Was captured and
held prisoner for three days during the battle at Gettysburg. Excellent color to
the patriotic motif discharge. Light discoloration to a corner, otherwise great
condition. Frame measures 29” x 35”.
305. Framed 48TH Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry Division Hand Colored Crest –
belonging to William F. Stahl Post no. 26 G.A.R. Department of Pennsylvania.
Early print was hand colored and marks his enlistment date, battles he
attended, and discharge date. Shows discoloration and tears to its boarder.
Frame measures 22 ½” x 30 ½”.
306. Vintage G.A.R Print, “Parade of the Grand Army of the Republic” – published
by Keystone in Philadelphia. Good overall coloring and condition to the print.
Frame measures 30” x 26”.
307. (2) Illustrated Histories of the Civil War – 1896 Frank Leslies “Famous
Leaders and Battle Scenes” and 1899 “Pictorial History of the Civil War” by
the War Syndicate Publishing Company.
308. US 1863 Civil War NCO Sword by Ames – ricasso is marked “US AHC 1863”
with the reverse side marked “made by Ames Mfg. Co. Chicopee
Massachusetts”. Brass double clamb shell guard with a brass wire decorated
grip. Measures 39” in overall length. Good as found condition.
309. Framed Jacob Epler Civil War Discharge – enlisted June 28 th, 1863 from
Berks County, PA to Company G, 48th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Militia Infantry. Was discharged August 12 th, 1863. Excellent color to the
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328.

patriotic motif discharge. Discoloration to the boarders, overall good
condition. Frame measures 29” x 35”.
Large framed original oil painting of Civil War Battle Scene by Dave Naydock.
Possibly Devil’s Den at Gettysburg. Frame measures 54” x 30 ½”.
(202 Rounds) Assorted .40 S&W ammunition – 73 rounds of AE 155gr. fmj,
100 rounds of Blazer 165gr. fmj, and 29 rounds of Winchester 155gr. silvertip
hp.
(10 Boxes) Remington 20ga. 2 ¾” no. 7 ½ shot heavy dove loads- 250 shells in
total.
(3) Rifle Scopes – Weaver Marksman 4x, Simmons 4x32, and a Leupold Vari-X
III 2.5-8x serial #V30663. *Leupold is most likely counterfeit*
Assorted ammunition – (20 rounds) Winchester .308 Win. 150gr. power-point,
(48 rounds) AE .44 Rem. Mag. 240gr. jacketed hp, and (18 rounds)
Winchester .44 S&W Spec. 200gr. Silvertip hp.
Assorted ammunition – (120 rounds) Barnaul .300 AAC Blackout 145gr. fmj
including a mix of loose .30-06 and .25-06 cartridges.
(4) Tasco Rifle Scopes – Tasco 3-9x40, Tasco 4x40, Tasco Golden Antler 4x32,
and a Tasco 4x32.
Assorted ammunition – (63 rounds) S&B .380 Auto 92gr. mc, including many
partial boxes of .22 Mag, long rifle, and shot.
(10 Boxes) Remington 20ga. 2 ¾” no. 7 ½ shot heavy dove loads- 250 shells in
total.
Bell & Howell Gun Camera Boresight including assorted ammunition – two
mostly full boxes of .410ga. 2 ½” and 3” shotgun shells, partial box of 12ga.
tracer loads, full box of 12ga. 2 ¾” no 7 ½ shot, and a mostly full box of 12ga.
2 ¾” rifled slugs.
Various sporting goods – (4) modern machetes, Dillon Precision soft handgun
style case, recoil pads, holsters, rifle slings, and others.
(4) Blackhawk holsters new in their packaging – holsters fit SIG
220/225/226/228/229 right hand.
(4) Blackhawk hip holsters like new without their packaging – holsters fit SIG
220/225/226/228/229 right hand.
Large grouping of apparel – case of approx. 15 new Neese 4x neon rain pants,
box of mostly military apparel, size 11.5 dress shoes, 11W boots, and a NGA
Tri-Star bow sight.
(4) Blackhawk holsters new in their packaging – holsters fit SIG
220/225/226/228/229 right hand.
(4) Blackhawk hip holsters like new without their packaging – holsters fit SIG
220/225/226/228/229.
Crosman model Legacy 1000 .177 cal. dual ammo air rifle – new in its original
box.
Framed 1883 Military Memorial Civil War Soldier War Record –
undocumented. Printed by Wm. H. Sallada, Des Moines, Iowa. Copywrite
1881 and 1883. Paper shows some soiling to lower corner, light tear to the
right side. Large frame measures 38” x 34”.
Framed Joseph Allen Civil War Discharge – enlisted August 8 th 1862 from
Berks County, PA to Company C, 128 th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry. Discharged May 10th 1863. Excellent color to the patriotic motif
discharge. Water stain in the upper boarder of paper. Frame measures 25 ½”
x 32”.
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329. US Model 1861 Leather Cartridge Pouch and Leather Sling – attached with a
round brass Eagle shoulder belt plate. Leather is in as found original
condition. Interior arsenal stamp is hard to make out. Cartridge tins are
included. Good example.
330. Framed Company D 213th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry Register
– organized in Berks County, PA, February 14th, 1865. Mustered in to service
in Philadelphia. Excellent color to the patriotic motif register. Slight
discoloration and light tears to the boarder, glass broken to corner, overall
good condition. Frame measures 24” x 28”.
331. (2) Early Abraham Lincoln “Lincoln Family” Prints – two walnut frame prints
are in good condition, one published by Moore Co. NY. Largest frame
measures 15” x 17”.
332. US G.A.R Model 1860 Veteran’s Sword and Scabbard – hilt consists of a brass
handguard embossed with the GAR monogram, Navy Anchor, Muskets, and
Artillery Cannons. Grip is made of wire wrapped leather. Blade is decorated
and marked G.A.R on one side, other side with an Eagle spreading its wings.
Good as found condition, overall length of 33 ½”.
333. Framed Frederick Hoefler Civil War Discharge – enlisted from Blair County,
PA on August 14th 1862 to Company K 125th Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry. In the Battle of Antietam he was wounded by a gunshot
and was captured in Chancellorsville and held prisoner. Discharged from
service May 18th, 1863. Excellent color to the patriotic motif discharge. Paper
shows soiling to a corner, frame measures 20 ½” x 25 ½”.
334. (2) Antique Civil War Lithographs – “Campaign Uniform Field Line & Non
Commissioned Officers & Privates” by G.M. Buek, NY. Copywrite 1885. Other
is from 1905 “The Anderson Stockade” by Al. Jer. Klapp. Couple tears to the
Anderson Stockade print, other contains an 19” x 23” oak frame and is in
good condition.
335. (5) Antique Civil War Related References – 1904 Revised Edition
“Pennsylvania At Gettysburg” Vol. 1 and 2, “The Story of the Forty-Eighth” PA
Veteran Volunteer Infantry, 1906 “Pennsylvania at Antietam”, and 1900
“Pennsylvania at Chickamaug and Chattanooga”.
336. Framed Civil War Certificate Presented to a Pennsylvania Soldier – name is
hard to make out and can only identify John _ _ ad. Includes a portrait of the
soldier who was assigned to Company H 48th Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteers September 7th 1864. Battles engaged in is not documented.
Patriotic motif print is boarder with 26 Union Generals including President
Lincoln and Washington. Lithograph has some boarder to boarder creases
and a couple tears. Frame measures 18” x 20 ½”.
337. (8) Vintage Civil War Related Books – “1861 The Union 1865”, “The Drummer
Boy”, “My Story of the Civil War”, “The Bravest Five Hundred of the 61”,
“Grant and His Campaigns”, “A Grand Army Man”, “War Songs”, and “Lincoln
Gettysburg World Message”.
338. (2) Vintage Marble Arms Company Steel Case Gun Cleaning Kits with their
dust covers – mostly full and partially complete.
339. (4) Lee six cavity .452 200gr. swc bullet molds – like new in their original
boxes.
340. (6) Vintage Lyman sight parts and choke tubes in both 12ga. and 20ga. long
range, upland, and all purpose. Lyman sights consist of front sights and
screw on dovetail bases. Good assortment.
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341. Various sporting goods – twelve full boxes of .22 long rifle, short, and
Remington Autoloading, full or mostly full box of Daisy Red Ryder bb’s, and a
vintage 6x20 rifle scope in its original box.
342. Good assortment of modern scope rings, bases, sun shades, and lens caps –
UTG, BKL, and others.
343. Large grouping of assorted ammunition – (205 rounds) mixed .41 Magnum,
(40 rounds) mixed .40 S&W, and (18 rounds) .50 Action Express. Factory and
loaded rounds.
344. Contemporary painted and carved Mallard Drake and Hen duck decoys – Hen
signed 1979 Hutchins stamped “HUTCH” and the Drake is signed 1980 by
Hutch as well.
345. Contemporary painted and carved Cinnamon Teal Drake and Hen duck
decoys – both signed and dated 1980 and 1981 by “Hutch”.
346. (2) Framed Wildlife Stamp Sheets - 1938 National Wildlife Restoration Week
uncut stamp sheet measuring 22 ½” x 17” and a 1943 Sixth Annual National
Wildlife Conservation uncut stamp sheet measuring 18 ½” x 17 ½”.
347. Contemporary painted and carved Pintail Drake and Canvasback duck decoys
– Pintail is signed and dated 1981 Herb McComsey and the Canvasback is
signed Gable.
348. Contemporary painted and carved Hooded Merganser Drake and Hen
including a Golden Eye Drake duck decoys – all three signed and dated by
Hutch 1979 and 1981. Hooded Merganser Hen’s beak was broken off and
repaired.
349. (2) Framed Wildlife Stamp Sheets – 1944 Seventh Edition and 1945 Eight
Edition of the National Wildlife Conservation Stamps. Measuring 18 ½” x 17
½”.
350. (3) Contemporary painted and carved bird decoys – unsigned Male Cardinal
on a branch, small shore bird unsigned, and a larger wading bird decoy
signed Charles Reber N.C.
351. (4) Smaller Decorative Duck Decoys – Redhead Drake by Hughes 1995, small
Pintail dated 1986, unsigned Mallard Hen, and a painted pottery duck.
352. Frame of (4) Antique Civil War Song Sheets including (2) individually framed
Memorial Service Covers – Cowen Post no. 23 Pottsville, PA, August 8 th, 1885
and Unknown Solder born in Point Pleasant, Ohio 1822 and died in Mount
McGregor N.Y. 1885.
353. (6) Hardbound Civil War And Other Military Gun Related References – “US
Military Firearms” by Hicks, “Civil War Guns” by Edwards, two “Civil War
Weapons” by Smith, “Guns of American West” by Adler, and “Guns of the Civil
War” by Adler.
354. Framed Army of the Potamac Certificate presented to Adam Getz copywrite
1904 – certifies that he served in the Army of Potamac being a member of
Company D, 22nd Regiment, Pennsylvania Infantry. Good color to the patriotic
motif certificate. 7 inch tear from the top, frame measuring 23” x 28”.
355. Large grouping of (29) Civil War Times magazines dating from 1965-1967.
356. Framed Civil War Soldier’s Memorial – dedicated to Company G 151 st
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers. Mustered in to United States Service
November of 1862 at Harrisburg PA. Mustered out of service July 28 th 1863.
Engaged at Chancellorsville and Gettysburg. Tears to both upper and lower
portions of memorial, frame measures 20” x 24”.
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357. (5) Vintage Hardbound Pennsylvania Related Histories – Vol. I and II “Berks
County Pennsylvania” Histories, (2) “Pennsylvania at Antietam”, and
“Pennsylvania at Gettysburg” with rough binding.
358. Framed Civil War United States Military Record – dedicated to Company E
128th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers. Mustered in to U.S. Service in
Harrisburg, PA August 14th, 1862. Excellent color to the patriotic motif record.
Paper has been handled and shows areas of wear in the form of creases and
tears to both bottom and top. Frame measures 25” x 19”.
359. US G.A.R. Post no. 76 Sword and Scabbard Belonging to Collin G. Wood by
Ames Sword Co. Chicopee, Massachusetts – hilt consists of a brass
handguard and pommel with an embossed GAR monogram, anchor, and
muskets with an Eagle pommel. Leather wrapped skin grip. Blade is etched
for identification to the owner and post. Good overall condition, measures 33
½” in overall length.
360. (3) Hardbound Firearm Related References – “Winchester Slide-Action Rifles”
Volume I Model 1890 & Model 1906 by Ned Schwing, “The Guns of Cedar
Creek” by Lewis, and “Handbook of Values” by Chapel.
361. Framed Civil War Soldier’s Memorial – dedicated to Company H 205 th
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. Mustered in to service for one year
at Harrisburg September 2nd, 1864. Discoloration to portions of the memorial.
Frame measures 19 ½” x 24 ½”.
362. (7) Vintage Civil War Related Hardbound Histories – “The Life of the Rev.
Benjamin Bausman”, “The Life of Burnside”, “History of the Easel Shaped
Monument and the G.A.R and its Co-Workers”, “Durrel’s Battery in the Civil
War”, “The Civil War in Song and Story”, “The Boys of 61”, and “Women of the
War”.
363. (3) Unframed Civil War Lithographs and Prints – 1885 “Generals-in-Chief,
Engineers, Artiller, Cadets” by Buek NY, 1885 “Lieut-Gen’l, Brig.-Gen’l Staff,
Field & Line Officers” by Buek NY, and a page out of “The Soldier In Our Civil
War” show a battle of the 11th PA Cavalry.
364. Mathews Mission right handed compound bow- FIT cam system, attached
sight, arrow rest, quiver with 5 arrows, release, Doinker stabilizer, and a
Plano hard sided bow case.
365. Bundle of approx. 10 assorted fishing rods with one attached Revelation
casting reel- all well used and in as is condition.
366. Vintage stiletto style boot knife and sheath stamped England on the gross
guard- metal fluted grips with a brass pommel. Measures 11 ¼” in overall
length, sheath is as-is.
367. Various Sporting Goods – (2) Mini-14 magazines, partial boxes of .22 long
rifle, Burnham Brothers fox call, Weaver scope in a Realist box, and empty
Redfield and 38 cal. ammo boxes.
368. Leather holsters, William Penn Pistol League belt buckle, cartridge and other
belts.
369. Ammunition, bullets, and brass – (20 Rounds) .308 Winchester psp, mostly
full and partial boxes of 7mm, 6.5mm, and 44 cal. reloading bullets,
remaining in fired brass.
370. (2) Vintage air pistols with their original boxes – Crosman Model 1322
Medalist including a Mondail Roger CO2 powered pistol.
371. Vintage Patriarchs Militant IIOF Ceremonial Sword and Scabbard- belonging
to John Fink. Sword was made by M.C. Lilley, Columbus, Ohio. Measures 35”
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372.
373.
374.

375.

376.
377.
378.

379.
380.

381.
382.
383.
384.
385.
386.
387.

in overall length with a decorated blade, brass and wooden hilt. Sword fits
tight in to its scabbard.
Argentine Mauser Model 1891 Bayonet and Scabbard- made by Weyersberg
Kirschbaum & Co. Solingen. Measures 20 ½” in overall length.
(2) Air Rifles – Crosman Model 1077 .177 cal. including a Crosman Model
760/20 Commemorative .177 cal.
Vintage Hardbound Civil War Related Histories – “Grand Army Blue Book”,
Durrel’s Battery Of The Civil War”, “Pennsylvania at Salisbury North
Carolina”, “The First Defenders”, “39 th Encampment G.A.R. 1905”, Memorial
of the Patriotism Schuylkill County”, “The 48th PA Regiment at War”, and
others.
Meade Camp No. 16 S.V. Kepi, framed SV forage cap patch, By-Laws booklet,
and Marble Sound Block - Civil War Style Kepi by Jones & Hoernle Hatters
Reading, PA. “16 SV” Forage cap patch with SV kepi buttons. Lot includes a
Meade Camp No. 16 S.V. Marble Sound Block.
Framed Edward Mitchel Civil War Discharge – Corporal of Caption Lewis
Edmonds Company J 184tb Regiment of Pennsylvania Volunteers. Discharged
on June 2nd 1865. Frame measures 15” x 19”.
Vintage Magic Lantern Glass Card Projector marked Philadelphia- includes
one Colonial Battleship scene glass view card by T.H. McAllister Optician N.Y.
Framed Civil War Elias Berger Grand Army of the Republic Cerificatemustered in to Post No. 26 on July 4th 1871. Private Berger belonged to
Company C 50th Remington PA Volunteer Infantry. Extra documentation is
included. Good overall condition, frame measures 15” x 20”.
(9) Modern hard and softbound civil war related histories and references.
(3) Framed Civil War related prints including a reprinted photograph – vintage
“The Battle of the Wilderness May 5th and 6th, 1864”, vintage “1863” Battle
Scene print, later “Battle of Antietem”, and a reprinted photo of an
encampment scene.
Grouping of approx. 40 Civil War Times magazines dating from 1968-1971.
US Civil War era socket bayonet and bullet display – bayonet measuring 21”
in overall length. Blade is stamped “US” with a smaller “S” underneath.
Display of bullets contains musket caps and bullet pullers.
Framed original artwork, reprinted art, and soldier photograph – Union
Cavalry pen and watercolor unmarked, printed side portrait art of a soldier,
and a framed original photograph of soldier in uniform.
Grouping of approx. 35 Civil War Times magazines dating from 1961-1964.
(3) Framed Civil War Related Prints – Printed William Hawk Civil War
Discharge, Printed Civil War Certificate to Edward Pearce for Monument
Contribution, and a framed Harper’s Weekly print “Honor The Brave”.
Large grouping of Civil War related collectibles including many military
related histories, novels, and references. Lot includes a porcelain hand
painted Infantry Captain marked Royal Crown. (Good condition)
Excellent Civil War Grand Army of the Republic “Personal War Sketches”
Book – presented to General William H. Keim Post No. 76 Reading, PA 1890.
Pages 23-77 are hand documented sketching individual soldiers. Cover and
binding are in great condition with light wart to the edges, pages are crisp.
Great example.
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388. (2) Modern framed Confederate and Union Civil War prints including a
Confederate standard size flag and metal porch pole. Gilded frames measure
26” x 30”. One frame has a small portion of broken glass.
389. Framed prints, antique folding chair, and Civil War Times magazines dating
from 1972-1976. Framed patriotic canvas print and a reprinted encampment
scene.
390. Assorted ammunition – Winchester contract .45-70 cartridge, .40-72 WCF
cartridge, unopened box of .22 rf shorts, loose .22 cartridges, and (174
rounds) loaded .44 Magnum.
391. (3 Full Cans) Hodgdon and IMR Trail Boss smokeless powder including two
wooden empty Winchester WWII Victory Series ammo boxes.
392. (2) Outers cleaning kits – vintage Outers Gunslick shotgun cleaning kit and
an Outers 30 cal. cleaning kit. Mostly complete.
393. RCBS .222 Remington reloading die set including (70 rounds) .222 Rem. 40gr.
v-max, 45gr. barnes tsx, and 50gr. v-max loaded ammunition.
394. Empty plastic R-100 cartridge boxes, two partial boxes of 38 cal. reloading
bullets in 148gr. lead wc and 158gr. mp, and assorted loaded ammunition in
.357 Sig, .357 Mag, 9mm Luger, and .41 Rem. Mag.
395. (300) New Canadian .303 British boxer primed brass.
396. (700 Rounds) Loose .45 Auto 230gr. round nose fmj ammunition in a metal
military ammo can.
397. (1,500) Loose .224” diameter tracer reloading bullets.
398. (500 Round Bulk Pack) Lake City .30-06 145.5gr. tracer ammunition.
399. (250) Loose .50 BMG AP Incendiary reloading bullets.
400. (250) New Lake City .30-06 boxer primed brass.
401. (100 Rounds) Linked .50 BMG AP Incendiary and Tracer cartridges in a metal
military ammo can.
402. Mixed bullets – (175) Loose .308 tracer including (300) .309” 205gr. lead gas
check.
403. (250 Rounds) Linked .30-06 cartridges in Ball-AP-Ball-AP-Tracer
consecutively in a metal military ammo can.
404. (250) New Lake City .30-06 boxer primed brass.
405. (1,080 Rounds) M1 .30 Carbine ball ammunition with stripper clips and
bandoliers in a metal military ammo can.
406. (25 Rounds) Linked .50 BMG M1 Incendiary light blue tipped cartridges.
407. (250 Rounds) Linked Lake City .30-06 ball and tracer ammunition in a metal
military ammo can.
408. (250) New Lake City .30-06 boxer primed brass.
409. (100 Rounds) Linked .50 BMG AP Incendiary and Tracer cartridges in a metal
military ammo can.
410. (1000) Loose 7mm/.284” 139gr. fmj reloading bullets.
411. (250 Rounds) Linked Lake City .30-06 ball and tracer ammunition in a metal
military ammo can.
412. (250) New Lake City .30-06 boxer primed brass.
413. (200) Loose .50 BMG M-17 Tracer bullets.
414. (200 Rounds) Loose Lake City .30-06 M2 ball ammunition.
415. (100 Rounds) Linked .50 BMG AP Incendiary and Tracer cartridges in a metal
military ammo can.
416. (94 Rounds) Linked .30-06 mixed case fmj ammunition.
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417. (150 Rounds) Japanese 7.7 Jap ammunition in Type 92 30 round machine
gun strips.
418. (125 Rounds) Loose Lake City .30-06 AP cartridges, includes two Garand
clips.
419. (180 Rounds) FN .38 Ordinance Ball ammunition including two partial tins of
percussion caps.
420. (500 Rounds) Lake City .30-06 M2 ball ammunition in a metal military ammo
can.
421. Framed Field & Stream edition print, “Wild Turkey” by Ned Smith.
422. Framed National Wild Turkey Federation 30 Year print, “Pintails” by Art La
May.
423. Framed Field & Stream edition print, “Mourning Dove” by Ned Smith.
424. Framed National Wild Turkey Federation 30 Year print, “Country Life” by
Hayden Lambson.
425. Framed Field & Stream edition print, “Mountain Quail” by Ned Smith.
426. Framed National Wild Turkey Federation print, “Clay Back Bend” by Bruce
Miller.
427. Framed limited edition print, “Greenbrier Grouse” by Ned Smith.
428. Framed limited edition print, “The Hunting Snow” by Ned Smith.
429. Framed limited edition print, “Spring Domain- Pintails” by Ken Carlson.
430. Framed Field & Stream edition print, “Ruffed Grouse” by Ned Smith.
431. WWII Japanese Arisaka Type 30 Bayonet and Scabbard – measures 20” in
overall length. Good as found condition.
432. Box lot of vintage WWII military uniforms and other apparel – US Navy
cracker jack uniforms, Army uniform with ruptured duck patch, Army
uniform with a 1st Mission Support Command Class A patch, and other
uniform parts.
433. WWII German Second Pattern Luftwaffe Dagger and Scabbard by Robert
Klaas Solingen – Dagger measures 15 ¼” in overall length. Pommel contains
an embossed double sided Swastika, celluloid grip is cracked, Eagle and
Swastika cross guard. As found condition.
434. Large grouping of Wartime books, manuals, photographs, Doughboy caps,
sheet music, and other memorabilia- bindings to books and manuals are
rough.
435. WWI British Pattern 1907 Bayonet by Sanderson – ricasso has markings of a
Crown and GR and dated 1917. Bayonet measures 21 ¾” in overall length.
Good as found condition.
436. WWI era military footlocker and contents belonging to Joseph Ingenito –
included in the locker is a German WWI Stahlhelm helmet shell with war
damage, USN gas mask and pouch, early US military sacks, empty 81mm
cartridge case, and apparel.
437. (3) WWII German Mauser bayonets by Simson & Co. SUHL- each ricasso is
signed but two are hard to make out. Each measures 14 ¾” in overall length,
as found condition.
438. (4) WWII German Third Reich Army Belt Buckles – each embossed “Gott Mit
Uns” with an Eagle and Swastika design. As found condition.
439. Large grouping of WWI and WWII era canteens, mess kits, canteen pouches,
and belt buckles.
440. French Gras Rifle Bayonet and Scabbard – blade is etched on the rib and
dated 1878. Bayonet measures 25 ½” in overall length. As found condition.
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441. Two tactical long gun cases with mag pouches including two digital camo
backpacks- like new condition. Cases measures approx. 32” and 40” interior
length.
442. WWII German K98 Mauser bayonet and scabbard – ricasso is stamped
Mundlos, C 4050. Dated 1939 on the rib of the blade. Pommel contains two
Waffenamt stamps. Measures 15” in overall length. Miss matching numbers
to scabbard that contains a leather frog, as found condition.
443. Good military ammo can collection of assorted medals, badges, pins, buttons,
and patches- purple hearts, USN Hospital Great Lakes Ill. Police Badge, Medal
Legion of Merit and other war medals, compass, and others in this good
assortment.
444. WWII Japanese Type 30 Nagoya K Star Arsenal bayonet and scabbard –
measures 20” in overall length. As found condition.
445. Various sporting goods – Red Head handgun case, Uncle Mikes Sidekick hip
holster, Range Maxx holster belt, Colt tactical folding knife, and two modern
fixed blade sheath knives.
446. (64 Rounds) Mixed .416 Rem. Mag 400gr. cartridges- appears to be both
factory and reloads.
447. Beretta 9mm pistol magazine including ammunition and fired brass – lot
includes (68 rounds) .45 Auto, (38 rounds) .45 Colt, Caldwell mag charger
(not pictured), and a bore snake.
448. (2) Vintage wicker fishing creels with leather shoulder straps.
449. (4) Leather Hunter cartridge holders, Edge Brand 461 sheath knife, and (2)
Buck Stockman 301X folding knives with boxes.
450. (2) Unframed limited edition prints, “The Monarch” and “Woodland Warrior”
both by RC Kray.
451. Framed and unframed game related prints, “Whitetails” and “The Hunter”
both by RC Kray.
452. (15) PA Game Commission patches – nine Working Together For Wildlife dates
ranging 1983-1994.
453. Framed and unframed prints – (2) Fredrick Remington prints, “A New Yar on
the Cimarron” and “Defending the Waterhole”. Lot includes an unframed
“Indian and Elk” print by Cole.
454. (3) Unframed Keith Muellen and Cartherine Chapel Duck prints – lot includes
an artist proof “Decoys” with remarque and artist proof “Merganser Decoy”
with remarque.
455. (100 Rounds) Loaded 12ga. 2 ¾” no.5 steel shot ammunition.
456. (5) Unframed game related prints and posters- Robert Bateman “Tundra
Swan” poster, Keith Muellen “Frigid Flight”, “My Deer Love” print, and two PA
WTF posters.
457. (38 Rounds) Winchester and Kent 12ga. 3” waterfowl and turkey loads
including assorted 12ga chokes- (3) Remington super full modified improved
cylinder, duck choke, and turkey choke.
458. Various sporting goods – hard sided long gun case, 7x50 binoculars, butcher
knife set, broadheads, arrow release, cleaning rod, .30-06 brass, tripods, and
gun locks.
459. Panzer Arms AR 12ga. rifle accessories in their boxes- (2) 5 round magazines,
(1) 10 round magazine, cleaning rod, chokes, and wrenches.
460. (6 Boxes) Fiocchi and Federal 12ga. 2 ¾” target loads and buckshot
ammunition.
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461. Military ammo can containing (260 rounds) 5.56mm 62gr. and (200+ rounds)
.22 lr ammunition.
462. Assorted gun cleaning kits and holsters- Outers .30 cal. kit, Hoppe’s with a
.410 brush, and a Outer’s shotgun kit.
463. (3) Hard sided long gun cases- Gun Guard, Safari, and one for a Beretta
Teknys shotgun.
464. Large grouping of fishing related accessories – Plano tackle box and contents,
Townsend fish skinner, wade bucket, paddle, and a mesh fishing basket.
465. Ducks Unlimited hard sided long gun case and canvas cooler including a High
Sierra ski bag.
466. Large grouping of assorted sporting goods – quivers of arrows, sheath knife,
modern and vintage calendars, handheld transceivers, prints, gun locks, and
others.
467. Large grouping of fishing related accessories – empty reel boxes, spinning and
casting reels, parts, spools, and loose supplies. All well used.
468. Large grouping of modern and vintage fixed blade and folding knives – Rigid
Max Edge skinner, Ozark Trail, Northwest Territory, and others.
469. (600+) CCI no. 500 small pistol primers.
470. Large grouping of widely assorted sporting goods – gun cleaning supplies,
reloading die, military supplies, partial can of Dupont powder, fired brass,
and partial boxes of reloading bullets in Midway boxes.
471. (8) New. Fab Defense mag-well grip and funnel for AR15/M16/M4
472. (2) Framed Canvasback duck prints – limited edition “Riding the Wind” by
Arthur Anderson and the other is by Gerald Putt.
473. (3) Framed game related prints – “Swans” by Hirata, “Treading SoftleyWhitetail Deer” by Chuck Book, and “Spring Thaw” by Terry Redlin.
474. Lee 7.62x39 Russian reloading die set, several bags of new Winchester
7.62x39 unprimed brass, and three boxes of Speer .28 cal. 130gr. btsp
bullets.
475. MEC 600 Jr. Mark 5 .410ga. shotshell reloading press, includes no. 9 shot
.410ga. wads, hulls, and booklets.
476. Hornady Custom .204 Ruger reloading die set, (70 Rounds) .204 Ruger
cartridges, ¼ full box of .20 cal. v-max bullets, and a large bag of .222
Remington brass.
477. (2) Remington model 700 rifle barrels – 22” matte finish barrel chambered in a
.243 Win. and a 22” matte finish barrel chambered in a .270 Win. both in
good used condition.
478. Hornady Custom .32-20 Win. reloading die set with a bag of new .32-20 Win.
unprimed brass. Lot does include three boxes full of Nosler Competition 30
cal. 168gr. hpbt bullets.
479. Various sporting goods - vintage leather rifle scabbard, Johnny Stewart Super
Deluxe cassette tape game caller, Ruger Mini-14 quad rail, and a Marlin 336
owner’s manual, butt stock and forearm
480. Box of approx. 750+ Winchester W209 shotshell primers.
481. (470 Rounds) Dogtown and Remington .204 Ruger ammunition mostly on 10
round stripper clips in a metal military ammo can.
482. (Box of 1000) Remington No. 69 Kleanbore shotshell primers.
483. Mauser F54 Contour Series 3 .308 Winchester 24” stainless steel rifle barrel –
new product.
484. (Box of 1000) Remington No. 69 Kleanbore shotshell primers.
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485. Savage model 24 combination barrel .22 long rifle over 20ga. in well used
condition including a Savage model 110 right hand synthetic rifle stock.
486. (1000) Remington No. 57 Kleanbore shotshell primers.
487. (52 lbs) Star no. 7 ½ and Olin lead shot including a mostly full box of
Hornady OO Buckshot .330” diameter.
488. Plastic dry box containing “The Shotgun Book” by Jack O’Conner, full boxes
of 12ga. buckshot, and a Remington mug.
489. Assorted gun parts – bags of barrels, cylinders, and other parts for a Taurus
6427 .44 Mag. ultra lite and a Rossi M720 in .44 S&W in stainless steel. Lot
also includes a Winchester .32-20 W.C.F pistol barrel, several revolver grips,
and magazines for a Savage .243 and CZ .22 lr.
490. Various sporting goods – Redding case trimmer, bag of fired .223 Rem. brass,
comb raising kit, modern short sword, hand tools, gun cleaning supplies,
foreign currency, and others.
491. (Full Case) Barnaul .223 Rem. 55gr. fmj bt non-corrosive polymer coated steel
case ammunition- 500 rounds in total.
492. (Full Case) Barnaul 7.62x39 123gr. hollow point non-corrosive lacquer coated
steel case ammunition- 500 rounds in total.
493. (Full Case) Barnaul .223 Rem. 55gr. fmj bt non-corrosive polymer coated steel
case ammunition- 500 rounds in total.
494. (Full Case) Barnaul 7.62x39 123gr. fmj non-corrosive lacquer coated steel
case ammunition- 500 rounds in total.
495. (Full Case) Federal Top Gun .410ga. 2 ½” no. 8 shot target ammunition- 250
shells in total.
496. (Full Case) Barnaul 7.62x39 123gr. hollow point non-corrosive lacquer coated
steel case ammunition- 500 rounds in total.
497. Framed limited edition print “The Hiding Place” with a fly fisherman remarque
by L. Stroncek.
498. Framed 1986 Ruffed Grouse Society Conservation Stamp Print, “Woodcock”
by Jim Foote.
499. Framed limited edition print, “Indian Summer” with a Grouse colored
remarque by Heiner Hertling.
500. Framed 1985 Ruffed Grouse Society Conservation Stamp Print, “Woodcock”
by Ken Carlson.
501. Framed 1988 Ruffed Grouse Society print, “Sheltering Pines” by Persis
Clayton Weirs.
502. Framed 1987 Ruffed Grouse Society Conservation Stamp print, “Woodcock”
by David Maass.
503. Framed Wild Wings Collection print, “Summer Drummer” by Robert Abbett.
504. Framed 1982 Ruffed Grouse Society Conservation Stamp print, “Ruffed
Grouse” by Robert Abbett.
505. Framed 1991 Ducks Unlimited Edition print, “Blind Corner” by Ralph
McDonald.
506. Framed limited edition print of the Wood Duck resting on drift wood by D.
Bellucci.
507. (100 Rounds) Remington, Winchester, and Federal 8mm Mauser 170gr. soft
point ammunition.
508. Fenwick model PLS 786 6’ 6” 2pc. spinning rod in good clean conditionincludes a soft rod sleeve and original hard sided rod case.
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509. (100 Rounds) S&B, Olympic, and other 8mm Mauser fmj ball ammunitionone Olympic box has Prvi Partizan cartridges mixed in.
510. Fenwick model FS 55 5’ 6” 2pc. spinning rod in good clean conditionincludes a soft rod sleeve and original hard sided rod case.
511. (200 Rounds) S&B 8mm Mauser (8x57 JS) 196gr. fmj ammunition in a metal
military ammo can.
512. (2) Spinning rods with attached reels – Olympic 4070 7’ 2pc. spinning rod
with an attached Shimano spinning reel and a Daiwa Apollo Gold 1912 6’ 6”
2pc. spinning rod with an attached Daiwa spinning reel. Good clean
condition.
513. (83 Rounds) S&B and Hornady 8mm Mauser ammunition in 170gr, 195gr,
and 196gr. soft point ammunition- lot does include a bag of 8mm Mauser
fired brass.
514. (3) Fishing rods – vintage Heddon Pal 7’ 6” 2pc. fly rod, Bass Pro Shops Pro
Series Mega Cast 2pc. 6’ 6” spinning rod, and a Shakespeare Catera 6’ 6” 2pc.
spinning rod. All in good clean condition.
515. Various sporting goods – Browning BT99 and other recoil pads, 12ga. snap
caps, leather rifle sling and belt, vintage firearm references, 6.5 Jap and other
cartridges.
516. (2) Vintage right handed compound bows that were over painted camoincludes a bundle of aluminum arrows, quiver, and a hard sided bow case.
One bow is an Indian, other is unknown.
517. Three tackle trays of (48) assorted crankbait and other fishing lures.
518. Large grouping of assorted references on decoys, hunting, waterfowl, and
fishing- hard and soft bound.
519. Various accessories – Signed cork Canvasback decoy by Getz, two other
decorative decoys, ice fishing auger, grouping of survival fishing rods, rod
sleeve, reel parts, and a Mallard Drake and Hen plastic user decoys.
520. Thee tackle trays of (48) assorted crankbait, spinning, and other fishing lures.
521. Large grouping of hunting and wildlife related references- soft and hard
bound.
522. Various sporting goods – (3) Camping machetes two being marked Woodman’s
Pal, (3) Tasco Zip 7x35 binoculars, soft gun sleeves, deer bags, paper targets,
and others.
523. Assorted fishing tackle – three tackle trays full of plastic worms, Fiskars fillet
knife and a sharpener, Keeper Counter, and a bag of bobbers.
524. (64 Rounds) Winchester and Ultramax remanufactured .45 Colt ammunition
in 225gr. silvertip jhp and 250gr. rnfp.
525. Reloading Equipment – Redding 7x57 Mauser die set, .38 Spl. WC die set,
primer pocket swager combo, Forster handheld outside neck turner, and
other hand tools.
526. Redding model T-7 Turret reloading press – good condition in its original box.
527. (2) Lee .303 British reloading die sets, (200) Remington .311” 180gr. sp
bullets, and two bags of new .303 British brass.
528. Lee .375 H&H Mag. reloading dies, full bag of Hornady .375 H&H Mag. brass,
two cleaning tips, and three full boxes of .375 300gr. dgs and 350gr. tsx fb
bullets,
529. Reloading equipment and supplies – Hornady Lock-N-Load powder measure,
Lee Auto-Prime, (100) new .30-06 cases, and a bag of Winchester .308 Win.
cases.
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530. Lee .45 Colt carbide reloading die set, two full boxes of .45 cal. 250gr. hp/xtp
bullets, (317) once fired .45 Colt brass, (114) primed .45 Colt brass, and a
partial bag of Magtech .45C cases.
531. PSE Archery model Infinity right handed compound bow- includes many extra
attachments including arrow rests, sights, stabilizer, quiver of arrows,
release, Bow Guard hard sided bow case, and others.
532. Vintage iron double coilspring bear trap with teeth including a metal
“Warning Bear Traps” sign- bear trap measures 14” in diameter, is unmarked,
and includes the iron chain.
533. Laser gun bore sighting system like new in its original case.
534. Chinese AK chest rig with (3) AK-47 30 round magazines.
535. Johnny Stewart Prey Master digital game caller in a hard sided Plano caseincludes a rechargeable battery, speaker, and lights.
536. Large grouping of “Safari” magazines, novels, and books references military
operations and firearms.
537. (9 Boxes) Assorted .338 cal. reloading bullets in 200gr spire point, 200gr
spitzer, 250gr spitzer, 265gr, 275gr semi spitzer, and others- full and partial
boxes, over 500 in total.
538. Assorted ammunition- (50 rounds) German and Egyptian 8mm M30 Scharfe
including (10 rounds) Bri 12ga. 2 ¾” 445gr. sabot slugs.
539. Various sporting goods – hard and soft sided handgun cases, Coyote and
Duck calls, and assorted folding knives.
540. (11) Rifle and pistol magazines – seven Beretta 9mm 15 round and 17 round
pistol magazines including two Cetme 20 round mags, Cetme 5 round mag,
and a Romanian PSL mag.
541. RCBS and Redding reloading die sets in .45-70 Government and .250 Savagelot includes a reloading manual for .250-3000 Savage.
542. (186 Rounds) Mixed .250 Savage soft point ammunition- lot includes some
unprimed brass and three plastic cartridge boxes.
543. (7) Rifle scopes – Weaver Marksman 4x, Redfield 2x, Simmons 3-9x40,
Bushnell Scope Chief 3-9x, Kassnar 3-9x, Weaver V4.5-IIW, and an
overpainted scope.
544. (5) Pistol magazines – four Mec Gar model 1911 .38 Super 9 round
replacement magazines including one Ruger SR1911 mag.
545. Various sporting goods – German starter’s pistol, Mosin Nagant scope mount,
holsters, rifle slings, lead round balls, and a vintage canvas long gun case (asis).
546. Assorted ammunition – (20 rounds) loaded .30-30 Win. soft point, (mostly full
box) CCI .22 WMR HP, and boxes of 16ga. and 12ga. shotgun shells- mixed
shells in each box. Lot includes two CO2 powerlets.
547. (Approx. 350 Rounds) Assorted .38 Long Colt ammunition in 150gr. lead
ammunition by Winchester, Remington, and Western.
548. (2 Trays) Mixed pistol and rifle ammunition in .38 S&W, .40 S&W, .32 Auto,
.300 Savage, .35 Rem, 6mm Rem, and others. Lot does include some fired
brass.
549. Large grouping of fired brass – (700+) 9mm Luger, (640+) .45 Auto, and a tray
of widely assorted pistol and rifle brass.
550. Shotgun ammunition – (full box) Remington Express .410ga. 2 ½” no. 6 shot,
(full box) Sears 12ga. 2 ¾” rifled slugs, and loose vintage shells. Lot includes
one brass Winchester 12ga. casing.
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551. Various sporting goods – vintage Old Pal galvanized minnow bucket, flat of
vintage fishing lures, gun cleaning kits, ammo trays, and a wooden box of
empty leather knife sheaths.
552. Assorted ammunition including a Colt AR15 magazine – (75 rounds) .38
Special in 130gr. fmj, 110gr. FTX, and others, (full and partial boxes) .22 long
and short, (box) 20ga. 2 ¾” buckshot, and (approx. 60 rounds) loose 12ga.
and 20ga. shotgun shells.
553. Various sporting goods – Martindale machete with a taped handle, chest rig 718, jerry can nozzle, reactive targets, folding knives, speed loaders, Mauser
rear sight, cleaning supplies, and military ephemera.
554. Gun and bow cases – Cabela’s hard sided long gun case, Challenger hard
sided long gun case, soft sided bow case, two soft long gun cases, and two soft
hand gun cases.
555. 1863 percussion musket barrel including a grouping of muzzle loading
supplies – approx. 20+ lbs. of lead in a metal ammo can, leather shot flask,
leather holster, powder, and supplies.
556. (75 Rounds) Estate and Remington 12ga. 2 ¾” 7.5 and 8 shot ammunition
including two boxes of 4.5mm bb’s mostly full.
557. (2) Contemporary carved and painted Wood Duck Drake and Hen decoys by
Gable and Hutch.
558. (2) Contemporary carved and painted Rudy Duck and Green Winged Teal
decoys by Gable.
559. Plastic Old Pal minnow bucket including (8) assorted spinning reels by Old
Pal and Zebco.
560. 1939 Ducks Unlimited prints including four carved contemporary decoys- two
by Gable.
561. Italian GM18 starter’s pistol including two soft sided long gun cases.
562. Bullet casting and shooting supplies – two melting furnaces by Potter and
Herter’s (Herter’s bottom pour is plugged), ladle, powder measures, bullet
puller, Pyrodex 50/50 pellets, bullets, and misc. supplies.
563. (6) Spinning and casting rods with two attached spinning reels by Fenwick,
Cabela’s, Browning, and St. Croix. Two have broken off tips.
564. Large grouping of widely assorted fishing tackle – mostly empty Plano tackle
box, Jitterbugs and other lures, plastic bait, spinner bait, line, reel parts, and
other supplies.
565. Large grouping of widely assorted fishing gear and tackle – Plano Magnum
tackle box, two small tackle trays with lead sinkers, deluxe angler net, and a
Cabela’s bucket seat and contents.
566. Large grouping of widely assorted fishing tackle – Plano Mini-Magnum tackle
boxes (clips broken), several new product fishing lures, line, lure parts, and
several empty lure packaging.
567. Ten Point serial # E30191 crossbow package with an ACU draw system,
attached Ten Point crossbow scope, and soft sided bow case. Good clean
condition.
568. Wooden six place corner gun rack made by gun-racks.com.
569. (4) Tubes of Ten Point Cub crossbow unloading bolts including (42) arrows in
three hard cylinder arrow tubes. Arrows are mostly by Maxima in Blue Steak
Select 350 carbon express and 3-D Select 350 carbon express.
570. Large grouping of .30 cal. 180gr. bullets- seven full and partial boxes with
approx. 400+ in total.
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571. Widely assorted loose shotgun shells including four spinning and casting
reels – Daiwa 4000SC, Daiwa 7000C, Brigatine and Ocean City casting reels.
572. MEC model 650 12ga. progressive reloading press – includes 29 powder
bushings.
573. Large grouping of empty plastic cartridge storage boxes and loading trays for
short magnum, .30-06 size, .308 size, small rifle size, and 44-45 Colt.
574. Lyman All-American turret press and shell holder including a Mec model
SS77 Super-Sizer in 12ga.
575. Hardbound reloading manuals including a grouping of fired brass – (350) .38
Spl, (500) 9mm Luger, and (100) .308 Win.
576. (2) Springfield 1903-A3 “C” style walnut rifle stocks – one includes its butt
plate and swivel, both contain the upper handguard.
577. (2) Wooden military cartridge crates – one is for (10) M31 inert practice rifle
grenades and the other is for 1500 cartridges in .30 cal. M2 ball.
578. (2) M1 Carbine walnut rifle stocks with upper handguards- one is stamped
CMP.
579. (2) British bayonets and scabbards – British SMLE No.1 MkIII 1907
Sanderson dated 1918 bayonet and a No.5 MKI Jungle Carbine bayonet.
580. Large grouping of American Rifleman magazines dating back to January of
1966. Dates range from 1966-1980, good vintage collection.
581. (3) Rifle bayonets and scabbards for an M1 Garand and M14 – (2) Turkish
bayonets for the M1 Garand (one is missing the screws hardware for the
grips), and one M6 bayonet and scabbard for the M14 rifle.
582. (2) Springfield 1903-A3 Scant and “S” style walnut rifle stocks- both contain
the upper handguard, one comes attached with a butt plate, swivels, and
barrel band.
583. (2) Pairs of boots – Bates size 10XW USMC temperate weather and Belleville
size 10.5W leather boots. Both like new condition.
584. (3) Russian bayonets, one with a scabbard – Russian Mosin Nagant 91-30 and
M1891 spike socket bayonets including a Russian SVT-40 bayonet and
scabbard.
585. (3) Empty Atlas Powder Company wooden shipping crates.
586. Boyd’s laminate M1 Garand stock set with hardware- dated May 2012, like
new.
587. (2) Chilean rifle bayonets and scabbards – 1895 Mauser bayonet stamped
Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co. on its ricasso including a 1912 Mauser
bayonet stamped WG on its ricasso.
588. Large grouping of American Rifleman magazines dating from 1981 to 2005.
589. Good assortment of vintage military equipment – Bausch & Lomb spotting
scope etched 19.5x on its lens (does include lens caps and tripod), M4A1
periscope, XM3 bipod with case, Hi-Lux Optics M82G2 scope, M16 and other
butt stocks.
590. (2) Foreign Mauser bayonets and scabbards – Finnish M27 stamped Hackman
& Co. on its ricasso including a Belgian FN49 with an unmarked ricasso,
includes a scabbard and leather frog.
591. Woodsman’s Pal 284 camping machete and sheath, soft long gun cases, and
assorted muzzle loading related accessories – partial tin of Pyrodex smokeless
propellant, percussion caps, .440 round balls, leather pouches, holsters, and
others.
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592. (2) Mauser bayonets and scabbards – Brazilian 1907 Mauser bayonet and
scabbard stamped Simson & Co. Suhl on ricasso and a Japanese Arisaka
Type 30 bayonet and scabbard (blade been heavily sharpened).
593. (9) Zippo lighters including (1) Zippo key holder – USS, Chevrolet, Plastek,
Yellow Freight, Lebanon Steel Foundry, Ladish Co, Marlboro, and others.
594. Mossberg model 500 12ga. 28” modified choke shotgun barrel chambered for
2 ¾” and 3” shotgun shells- clean but used condition.
595. US marked 1907 Mk1 Ross Rifle Co. bayonet and scabbard- stamped US with
a flaming bomb on its wooden grip, pommel is stamped Ross Rifle Co. Quebec
1907. Leather cover over scabbard is also stamped US with the flaming bomb.
596. Mauser stocks and parts – Model 98 Mauser stock with an attached butt plate
and other hardware, CZ 452 stock, and a grouping of 03-A3 and other upper
handguards.
597. (3) Tactical sheath knives – Buck model 479, Kabar and Glock tactical
fighting knives. All in good clean condition.
598. (3) Swedish Military M40 pistol magazines, Lan-Cay M9 bayonet for an
M16/AR15 with scabbard and a Bausch & Lomb 15-60x spotting scope that
has been heavily used.
599. (Full Case) Winchester .223 Rem. 55gr. full metal jacket ammunition- 1000
rounds in total.
600. (Box of 600) Federal no. 215 large magnum rifle primers.
601. (Full Case) Norma 9mm Luger 124gr. full metal jacket ammunition- 1000
rounds in total.
602. (Box of 1000) Winchester WLP large pistol primers.
603. (Bag of 100) New Winchester .348 Win. brass cases.
604. Two commemorative Winchester 150th year .30-30 150gr. pp ammo boxes –
“The American Legend” with a wooden cover and “Theodore Roosevelt”. Both
boxes are full.
605. (Box of 1000) Winchester WLP large pistol primers.
606. (Full Case) Federal Top Gun 20ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 ammunition- 250 shells in total.
607. (25 Lb. Bag) Eagle no. 8 magnum lead shot.
608. Ruger model Air Hawk .177 cal. break barrel pellet rifle with an attached
Ruger 4x32 scope and lens caps. Good clean but used condition.
609. Shotgun related accessories – four shotgun choke tubes including full and
mostly full boxes of .410ga, 20ga, and 12ga. shells and rifled slugs.
610. Grouping of sheath and folding knives including an Imperial M78 bayonet –
SOG kukri style sheath knife, Remington Sportsman’s knife, Winchester and
Ozark multi-tools, and others.
611. Daisy Power-Line 922 under lever .22 cal. air rifle, Daisy Powerline 416 and
XCP .177 cal. CO2 powered air pistols, mostly full box of powerlets, and
pellets. Lot includes a soft long gun case.
612. Browning Mirage SR left handed compound bow including several leather rifle
slings, leather cartridge belt and holster. Bow includes an attached sight,
quiver of Easton arrows, and a soft bow case.
613. (Approx. 1,090 rounds) Assorted .22 cal. ammunition – 1000 rounds of
Federal Power Flite long rifle, full box of Western T22 long rifle, and a mostly
full box of Remington .22 shorts.
614. (7) SKS rifle stocks – one synthetic stock, remaining are wood. All come with
attached butt plates, four have swivels.
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615. (2 Boxes) Military uniform apparel, several with digital desert camo. Lot
includes jackets, button downs, dress uniforms, some general purpose
pouches for canteens and a small duffle bag.
616. WWII Air Raid Warden’s Civil Defense helmet including an inert WWII Mk23
Mod. 1 Navy practice bomb, carved shells and other parts.
617. (4) Empty metal military ammo cans including (2) empty Aviator’s night vision
imaging system cases. Lot includes one early .50 M2 United can.
618. WWII German Nazi Hitler Youth wool arm band- shows some dirt throughout
but good original condition.
619. (2 Boxes) Large grouping of assorted military uniform apparel- jackets, button
downs, dress uniforms, and others.
620. Good assortment of personal photographs, trade cards, postcards,
certificates, “Colliers New Photography History of the World’s War”, and other
ephemera. Couple Ephrata school house photographs and portraits.
621. Early US military footlocker and contents – wool trousers and other uniform
parts, size 5.5 XN leather boots, serving trays, mess kit containers, patches,
flag, Aircraft photograph, and other military related gear and memorabilia.
622. Large assortment of WWII and later Army patches – approx. 129 patches in
total.
623. (2 Boxes) Large grouping of US military gear and uniform parts – approx. 7
US marked duffle bags, size 9.5 leather boots, digital camo general purpose
pouches, gloves, tarp and wool fragments, and others.
624. Wooden Railway Express Agency chest filled with military related gear and
uniform parts – plated serving trays, USN lidded sugar, tin mugs and bowls,
leather boots unknown size, paper targets, and a variety of uniform parts. Lid
is off and needs to be re attached to the wooden chest.
625. Large grouping of various sporting goods – Flambeau tackle box full of arrow
tips and other archery related supplies, trolling bucket, vintage Western hand
trap in its original box, Walkers sporting glasses, vintage Big Beam no. 164
beacon lamp, Alcan shotshell wads, powder flask, and others.
626. (2 Boxes) Large grouping of military related gear and memorabilia - lot
includes two wooden military file drawers, Camp Swift pillow sham, Desert
Storm cards, mess kit container, serving trays, size 9R leather boots, patches,
misc. uniform parts, and others.
627. (569 Rounds) Assorted .22 cal. ammunition in short, long, klay bird, and w.r.f
– six full boxes, remaining are partials.
628. Good assortment of vintage gun cleaning supplies- gun oil tins, Hoppe’s
patches tin, two Winchester and one Remington gun grease product, and
others. Most contain product inside.
629. Assortment of ammunition and fired brass – (40 Rounds) Loaded .32-40 Win.
cartridges in vintage Western boxes, boxes overall are in good shape, one box
has a flap torn off. (14 rounds) mixed .247 Roberts, (20 rounds) RWS 8x57J,
(11 rounds) .30-30 Win, (10 rounds) .30-06 Sprg, and fired brass.
630. Tray of gun related advertising booklets, brochures, and misc. ephemera- lot
includes a screwdriver kit, buck oil stone and patches, Safety Sharp by Case,
and a Crown reel box.
631. Assortment of empty collectible ammo boxes, box of (80) Winchester no. 5
primers, box of .22 short blanks, blasting cap box, bb tubes, cartridges and
fired brass in .22 Hornet, .243 Win, .30-06 Sprg, and others.
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632. (2) Trays – three Ruger 10/22 rifle magazines, bullet puller, Marlin 25MN .22
mag magazine, PA Game Commission patch, Nikon 7x35 binoculars, slings,
lens caps, pocket knives, and others.
633. Framed original Grouse feather on scratch board by Gerald Putt including two
framed Grouse and Woodcock etchings.
634. (2) Framed game related prints – limited edition print of Whitetail Deer in
snow by Ken Carlson including a print of an English Setter and Lab Pup by
Robert Abbett dated 1981.
635. Game related collectibles – (4) Unopened Beam’s Choice duck series collector’s
edition decanters including a Pimpernel place mat set.
636. (2) Framed game related prints – 1974 limited edition Wild Wings Inc. print of
Doves in flight by Owen Gromme including a vintage framed print “Steadytwo Setters and one Pointer”.
637. Frame of three Ruffed Grouse Society Woodcock stamps 1985-1987 including
an unframed 1987 Ruffed Grouse Society conservation stamp print “American
Woodcock” by David Maass.
638. Grouping of artwork – Field & Stream portfolio of (8) game bird prints by Ned
Smith, (4) unframed 1983 Remington Wildlife art Collection prints, and a
framed “Colonial Still Life- Williamsburg” photograph by Mary Spaulding.
639. (6) Empty plastic tackle boxes by Fenwick, Ekco, Old Pal, Blackhawk, and
others. Fenwick tackle box has a cracked lid.
640. Various sporting goods – empty hard sided bow and long gun cases, quivers,
arrow release, and a grouping of leg traps. Many Victor and other long spring,
coilspring, and conibear traps.
641. Frogg Togg Rana II ultra-lite hipper size 9 waders in new condition including a
grouping of reference books relating to fishing, hunting, and game animals.
642. (8) Empty plastic tackle boxes by Woodstream, Fenwick, Plano, and others.
One Fenwick box has been stripped of its compartments.
643. Large grouping of fishing, archery, and other sporting related accessories –
two tackle boxes with both fishing and archery supplies, galvanized minnow
bucket, boots, bobber’s, fishing rods, slip on bait jail, angler’s net, and others.
644. Assortment of vintage primers – (approx. 450+) CCI no. 350 small pistol
magnum primers, (approx. 300) Alcan small rifle primers, (500) Remington
no. 6 ½ primers, partial box of RWS small rifle primers, and (11) Winchester
no. 8 ½ large rifle primers.
645. Assorted ammunition, reloading bullets, and loose muzzleloading supplies –
partial boxes of .257 Roberts, 8mm Mann-Schoen, 22-250, 7x57, and .30-30
Win. 8 Boxes of bullets have four mostly full boxes and four approx. half full.
646. Large grouping of fishing related tackle and other sporting related accessories
– many spinning and casting reels (as-is), vintage tackle product, jigs,
Cabela’s waist pouch, mostly empty Outer’s gun cleaning kits, and others.
647. (6) RCBS reloading die sets – 6mm Rem, 7x57 Mauser, .44 Spec/Mag, .22250, .222, and .30-30 Win. All in used condition.
648. Vintage reloading equipment – RCBS JR2 single stage press, Detecto balance
scale, Redding powder scale, powder measure, bullet puller, and assorted
trays.
649. Various sporting goods – (2) Lee Loaders, reloading die sets in .30-06 and
.243 Win, grouping of folding knives, and two leather cases.
650. Bundle of assorted fishing rods including a large grouping of fired brass in
.222 Rem, .30-06 Sprg, 7mm Mauser, .44 S&W Special, and others. Boxes are
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651.
652.
653.
654.
655.
656.
657.
658.
659.
660.
661.
662.
663.
664.
665.
666.
667.
668.
669.
670.

a mixture of full and partial fired brass. Three rods are Fenwick but are all in
as is condition.
Plastic Plano tackle box partially full of approx. 40 vintage fishing luresseveral early hand painted examples.
W.R. Case XX Changer folding knives with three interchangeable blades – lot
includes a Case leather sheath.
Plastic Woodstream tackle box partially full with 24 vintage fishing lures,
Penn no. 85 casting reels, hooks and supplies.
(3) Case folding knives – Case limited edition John Wayne “The Duke”, Case
6111 ½ L Cheetah, and a Case 6111 ½ L Harley-Davidson. All with their
original boxes.
(12) Vintage sporting related magazines – “Outdoor Life”, “Field & Stream”,
and “Sports Afield”. Dates ranging from 1930’s- 1950’s.
(7) Vintage Case folding knives – 25 ½, 05263 SSP, 278, 6143, 62131 Indian
on Canoe, 1199 SH R Whaler, and 32095.
(23) Assorted folding and fixed blade knives – brands of Camillus, Kabar,
SOG, Gerber, Ganzo, Bear, and others. Good assortment.
(8) Long gun cases – one hard Woodstream Field Locker sided case, six soft
sided cases, and one gun sleeve.
Three pairs of vintage General Fibre Co. Ariduk paper mache Mallard Drake
and Hen painted decoys with anchor weights- six in total, overall good
condition for their ages.
(14 Boxes) Loaded 12ga. 2 ¾” shotgun shells using Remington Premier STS
and Winchester AA cases.
Four pairs of vintage General Fibre Co. Ariduk paper mache Mallard Drake
and Hen painted decoys, two with anchor weights- eight total, overall good
condition for their ages.
Fishing tackle boxes and contents – Plano Phantom tackle box with approx.
18 crankbait and other lures, Plano and Fenwick boxes with plastic bait, lure
parts, and other fishing supplies.
Shotshell reloading accessories – MEC 600 Jr. 12ga. shotshell reloading
press, several bags of 12ga. wads, EZ pack, and related supplies. Reloading
press shows heavy usage.
Good assortment of butt stocks and forearms for Remington 760s, Mossberg
500, Winchester 94, Winchester 42, and others.
Shotshell reloading supplies – (200) Federal No. 209A primers, (20 lbs)
Remington and Lawrence 7 ½ shot, and a (14oz. can) Hercules Red Dot
smokeless powder.
(6) Vintage General Fibre Co. Ariduk Mallard Drake and Hen paper mache
decoys including a crate of decoy anchor weights. Overall good condition.
Large grouping of butt stocks and forearms, modern and vintage, unfinished
and finished. Winchester 94, H&R, Remington 1100, and many others. Good
assortment.
(13 Boxes) Winchester AA 12ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shotgun shells.
Large grouping of sporting goods – two steel tree seats, tree stand umbrellas,
several butt stocks and forearms that are rough, seat pads, gun finish, and
others.
(13 Boxes) Loaded 12ga. 2 ¾” shotgun shells using Remington Premier STS
and Winchester AA cases.
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671. Assorted fishing tackle – Fenwick Eagle tackle box with plastic bait, grouping
of seven push-button and casting reels that include a Shakespeare 1775
Wonder-Cast, Ocean City Far Kast, and other supplies.
672. Large grouping of loaded 12ga. 2 ¾” shotgun shells that are boxed and loose
including a bag of fired 12ga. hulls.
673. Large grouping of approx. 230+ rounds mixed .222 Remington ammunition,
lot includes fired brass and unprimed cases.
674. (2 Boxes) TSM Casting .45 cal. (.452”) 250gr. round nose flat point bullets.
675. Assorted ammunition – (40 rounds) mixed .30-30 Win, (20 rounds) mixed .32
Win. Spl, (20 rounds) mixed 7mm Mauser, (15 rounds) mixed .308 Win, (20
rounds) mixed .30-40 Krag, and a bag of various cartridges.
676. Various sporting goods – vintage Eureka Implement set, empty Dupont
powder tin, belt buckles, Beretta Px4 pistol magazine, scope rings, bases, gun
parts, hardware, and others.
677. Box lot – Large grouping of holsters, gun slings, pistol mag pouches,
bandolier, camera tripod, and others.
678. (2 Boxes) Vintage 12ga. fiber wads, Weber travel mugs, Acraglas, Surefire lens
caps, firearm references, and auction catalogs.
679. (2 Boxes) Large grouping of military uniform parts – jackets, button downs,
and trousers.
680. (2 Boxes) Vintage US military packboard, extreme cold sleeping bag, and a
grouping of uniform parts- several dress uniforms, heavy jacket and pants.
681. Pistol and shotgun smokeless powder- (6lb. 1oz. can) Hodgdon CFE pistol
powder, (1lb. 2oz. can) Hodgdon Lil’Gun shotgun powder, and a (1lb. can)
Alliant Blue Dot pistol and shotgun powder.
682. RCBS 8mmx57 Mauser reloading die set including (49 rounds) loaded 8mm
Mauser cartridges and a large grouping of assorted 8mm reloading bullets.
683. Simmons 1-6x24 Predator/Varmint illuminated strike zone reticle rifle scope
with lens caps. Good clean but used condition.
684. Large grouping of .223 Remington fired brass- marked once fired, approx.
25lbs. of brass in total.
685. (9 Boxes) Assorted .410ga. 2 ½” and 3” shotgun shells- seven full boxes, two
mostly full.
686. RCBS JR3 single stage reloading press with an RCBS Uniflow powder
measure. Lot includes a vintage load-all style press.
687. Smith & Wesson 7 ½” blued revolver barrel chambered in .38 S&W Special
CTG. Good clean condition.
688. Military ammo can containing (168 rounds) mixed .30-30 Winchester
ammunition.
689. Central Pneumatic 15lb. portable soda blaster (new), buffer, Lyman ingot
mold, Combat and Survival hardbound volume set, reloading handbooks, and
.410ga. wads.
690. RCBS and Pacific .30-30 Winchester reloading die sets including new and
fired .30-30 Win. brass.
691. (2) Barrels – Mossberg model 500 12ga. 26” vent rib c-lect choke shotgun
barrel including a German 8mm Mauser rifle barrel. Both in used condition
and show light scattered rust, more so on the Mauser barrel.
692. (8 Boxes) Winchester AA 12ga. 2 ¾” no. 7 ½ shot light target loads.
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693. ATN X-Sight HD day/night vision optic with camera- includes a battery pack,
adjustable butt stock pouch, tactical light, sun shade, papers, and carry
pouch.
694. Various sporting goods – (100 rounds) loaded .357 Mag, (100 rounds) loaded
.38 Special, fired .38 Spec. brass, partial bags of reloading bullets, revolver
grips, holster, and a .410ga. Lee Loader.
695. Assorted gun parts, tools, and scope mounts – Marlin 336 levers, Redfield
pistol base for S&W, Beretta XS sight system, 9mm Max cartridge gauge,
stainless handgun base, and a crane ball drilling fixture S&W.
696. Grouping of Level III Stand Alone AR500 triple bend body armor including a
US general purpose pouch and a Rostfrei sawback tactical knife. Two arm
protectors and two Lg/Reg. chest protectors.
697. (106 Rounds) 20ga. 2 ¾” shotgun shells and rifled slugs including 7 lbs. of
no.6 shot.
698. Contemporary long sword and scabbard – 44” in overall length, elaborate
brass handguard, ricasso marked Windlass India.
699. (6) Empty plastic tackle boxes including two Fenwick egg cases.
700. (2) Fenwick fishing rods – Fenwick Black Hawk 2pc. 7’ graphite spinning rod
including a Fenwick FF856-5 8 ½’ 5pc. fly rod. Each includes a hard sided
rod tube.
701. Fishing related accessories – Large grouping of spinning reels including a
Martin model 65 fly reel, (4) fillet knives, poncho, angler net (as-is), and
others.
702. (2) Fenwick HMG fly and spinning rods - Fenwick HMG 2pc. 8’ graphite fly
rod in good clean condition including a Fenwick HMG GFS-61 6’ 2pc.
spinning rod- lot includes two hard sided Fenwick rod tubes. Spinning rod
does not fit in either tube.
703. (3) Fenwick tackle boxes, two with contents. Large box contains bobbers, lead
sinkers, and line. Double sided Fenwick 30 box contains lures, stainless
knife, bobbers, swivels, and supplies. Smallest Fenwick box is empty.
704. Coleman model 275 double mantle lantern, small propane camp stove, and
three surf spinning rods (one has broken tip) – two Old Pal model 290 2pc.
spinning rods including a Fuji FPS-22 2pc. spinning rod *Broken Tip*.
705. Two trays and tackle boxes full of assorted fishing lures, plastic bait, sinkers,
fly line, and other supplies.
706. Bundle of (12) assorted spinning and casting rods with four attached spinning
and push-button reels- lot includes an Eagle Claw Water Eagle, Fenwick
Black Hawk, and others. Several in as-is condition, all well used.
707. Large grouping of game related patches – many PA Game Commission
patches, Working Together For Wildlife, Game Lands Series, Conservation
Officer’s, Ned Smith Center For Nature And Art, and others.
708. (3 Boxes) Hunting and firearm related references and VHS tapes including
hardbound Cabela’s catalogs.
709. (2) PSE Archery recurve bows – PSE Razorback right handed (62” 25lb) and a
PSE Heritage left handed (62” 30lb). Missing bow strings.
710. Various sporting goods – (7) vintage rifle scopes all as-is with most missing
turret caps, Browning rifle stock that is cracked, and two hard sided shotgun
cases for a Franchi and Mossberg. Franchi case comes with choke tube,
wrench, and papers, Mossberg case has papers and gun lock.
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711. Large grouping of assorted decor including a 2002 calendar and hunting
related magazines. Lot includes collector plates, carved African mask, empty
decanter, and glassware.
712. Grouping of game related patches, 1970’s PA hunting licenses, hunting and
trapping digest booklets, pins and stickers.
713. Fishing and hunting related sporting goods – Shakespeare Contender
spinning reels (new), youth fishing rod, quick connect tree strap, game calls,
fly fishing and hunting related references.
714. Large grouping of archery related accessories – Bear, Bushwacker, Outer’s,
and other recurve bows, quivers, arrow release, bow sling, wrist guards, arrow
parts, and other supplies.
715. Assorted ammunition – (150 rounds) Winchester .17 Win. Super Mag. 20gr.
and approx. (700 rounds) .22 long and short.
716. (2) Rifle scopes – Simmons ATV 4.5-14x40 WA/AO scope with rings including
a Tasco Golden Antler 4x32 with its original box.
717. (75 Lbs.) Lawrence and Remington no. 7 ½ lead shot.
718. Small storage bin with five drawers full of assorted gun parts – good grouping
of mixed .22 rifle magazines, Hopkins & Allen butt plate, sight parts, bolts,
and misc. hardware.
719. (99 Rounds) Assorted .30-30 Winchester ammunition in 150gr. silvertip,
150gr. powerpoint, and others.
720. (2) Rifle barrels – Remington model 700 23” rifle barrel chambered in a .222
Rem. with its front sight including an unknown barrel in its original shipping
tube.
721. Large assortment of Weaver and other scope rings, bases, lens caps, and sight
parts- some boxes have correct parts, others with un matching sight parts or
empty. Overall great combination lot.
722. (75 Lbs.) Remington, Lawrence, and Western no. 6 and Field Grade lead shot.
723. Large grouping of gun cleaning supplies and sporting goods – vintage Hoppes
and other cleaning product, Brownells steel white and water displacing oil,
vintage Coleman one burner stove, reloading booklets, loose 12ga. shells,
partial blueing and stock finishing kit, and others.
724. (2) Shotgun barrels – Stevens model 940E 26” .410ga. 3” chambered shotgun
barrel including an unknown .410ga.-P full choke 28” barrel. Both are in used
condition with some light rust spots.
725. Shotgun ammunition – (100 rounds) Winchester 28ga. 2 ¾” no. 9 shot
including (95 rounds) Winchester and Remington .410ga. 2 ½” no. 6 and no.
9 shot.
726. Small storage bin with five drawers full of assorted gun parts – many factory
butt plates, J. Unertl scope mount, trigger assemblies, swivels, and hardware.
727. (11) Vintage and modern knives- many fixed blade sheath knives, Victorinox
folding knife, Boy Scout utensil set, Winchester multi-tool, and others.
728. (Approx. 60 lbs.) Assorted no. 9 and no. 8 lead shot.
729. (2 Trays) Good assortment of gun parts – many factory butt plates, bolts,
triggers, forearm, recoil pads, scope rings, hardware, springs, and others.
730. Assorted ammunition – (20 rounds) S&B .308 Win. 180gr, (15 rounds) .35
Rem, and (approx. 164 rounds) mixed .222 Remington.
731. Utility tray full of assorted rifle magazines, scope bases, front and rear sights,
front sight hoods, gun locks, and other parts and hardware. Good grouping.
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732. Grouping of vintage PA resident hunting licenses, PA fishing licenses,
hunting/trapping booklets, Migratory bird stamps, and other game related
pins.
733. (15 Boxes) Mostly full of assorted 12ga. shotgun shells- included in the lot is a
vintage box of Eley Grand Prix 12ga. with 23 original shells total.
734. Remington, Schrade, and Winchester knife sets – Remington RH-50 fixed
blade sheath knife, Schrade 2000 PA Fish & Boat Commission 30 th
Anniversary folding knife, and 3pc. Winchester 2006 limited edition knife set.
735. Partial cases of Brownells shotgun sights and various gun parts – Redfield
front sight, bases, swivels, front sights with ramp, bolt, recoil pad, trigger
guards, and others. Good assortment.
736. Assorted ammunition – (71 rounds) .243 Win. 100gr. psp including (86
rounds) .38 S&W 148gr. lead.
737. (5 Sets) Fixed blade and folding knives – Case XX 1991 fixed blade knife,
Winchester 2004 limited edition 3pc. knife gift set, including three other
folding knives by Schrade and Victorinox.
738. Large grouping of recoil pads and butt plates – Remington, Winchester, Rem
UMC, L.Franchi, FN, JC Higgins, and others.
739. (3) Remington ONE R870 folding knives with their original boxes.
740. (4) Vintage air pistols – Crosman Arms underlever air pistol, (2) Daisy no. 118
Target Special, and a Daisy no. 177 Target Special. Couple with scattered rust
spots but all in working condition.
741. (3) Remington knife sets – Remington ONE R3 Big Game, Remington ONE R1
Upland, and a Remington Trapper Knife & Multi-Tool Combo Pack (opened).
742. Grouping of recoil pads and butt plates by Winchester, Remington, Red Head,
Ranger, Upland Game, and others. Lot includes some spacers.
743. (7) Assorted folding knives – Schrade Uncle Henry, Schrade Old Timer,
Winchester shell knife, Scout utility knife, Queen Bicentennial, and a Schrade
Uncle Henry LB7 Bear Paw Lockback.
744. Assorted ammunition and Garand clips – (73 rounds) assorted 6mm
Remington in 80gr. psp, 80gr. hp, and others including (85 rounds) loaded
.30-06 Sprg. 130gr. spire point.
745. (6) Fixed blade sheath knives – Union Cut Co. Olcut, Edge Brand Original
Bowie Knife, Kabar, Sharp DF60, Schrade, and Monarch 2153.
746. Large grouping of loaded shotgun shells, mostly in 20ga. Lot does include
some 12ga. and 28ga.
747. (30) Assorted pocket knives – Case 059L, Imperial with mother-of-pearl grips,
Imperial with synthetic black grips, Barking Dog, Schrade Uncle Henry,
Imperial DE, Girl Scout, Sabre, Old Timer, and others.
748. (4) Shotgun barrels – Remington 870 20” 12ga. matte finish smooth bore slug
barrel for magnum receivers, Meridian 12ga. 30” barrel, and the remaining
two barrels are unknown in 12ga. 30” length, one marked “Full Choke” and
the other “Choke Bored Patd Dec 11, 1900”. All are in well used condition,
Remington barrel showing the least amount of scattered rust.
749. (5) Vintage sheath knives – Western, XLNT Czech made, Remington RH-71,
Schrade Old Timer 152, and a Western 628I.
750. Good grouping of (10) Zippo lighters – Reading Electric, Remington, Ithaca
Gun, Winchester, Colt, Salem, and others.
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